TOWARDS A CONVIVIAL ECONOMY
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This book is my own raised glass to the great
David Fleming, author of Lean Economics –
A Dictionary for the Future and How to Survive it
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Foreword
These essays, with one exception, have been written
over the last six months as small havens against the
turbulence of the times. Storms are yet to come in
Europe (they’ve arrived with a tragic vengeance
elsewhere), but a shaky political stage has been set in
that short period. Of course, the causes are older, but
the fruiting bodies of a political anti-mycelia, have
emerged. I’m keeping hope at anchor – just offshore to
the personality cults and staged, counter-realities to
what could be a green and pleasant land. My weather
eye notes atmospheric insecurity. It also notes 1930
parallels. History will have acquired unexpected
causes, and so we can hope for slightly diverging cycles
to the following – Industrial monopolies were
expanding in 1930, weirdly hand in hand with a
contradictory fascism. Today, neoliberalism and a
contradictory nationalism are promoted, hand in hand
at the hustings. Scape-goat-ism is common to both
times. Scape-goats are undefined – props for political
theatre. Meanwhile, and on the contrary, clearlyidentified dangers can invoke solidarity,
companionship, sympathy and a protective arm for the
common good of a loved and diverse culture.
The disregard of climate change, even among green
thinkers is surely a perversity unique to our times. My
green friends will still jet to holiday destinations (and
climate conferences). Yet, their behaviour is a clearly
identified danger. Those same friends recoil at the
climate change denial of the shadowy, ill-defined
Trump.
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We acknowledge the clownish narcissism of today’s
right wing politicians, but the trajectory of New Labour
and American Democratic policies, has been similarly
ridiculous. It heads to impossible economic growth,
rising wealth gaps and catastrophic climate change.
Neoliberalism (anti-capitalism) is promoted alongside
a balance of legislation for human rights – gender
rights, environmental protections and so on. The
illusionist makes everything just as nice as the fantasy
of an oil-powered, monopoly-supplied, yet liberalspirited Acacia Avenue.
My friends’ consensus is that the once-working-class
have fallen off the rails for ISIS, Farage, Trump, Brexit
and so on. But there remains no dignity in tracks to
where trades have vanished, wages have shrunk, rents
have risen, skills have been spurned and a community
of pub, corner shop, library, church, chapel, or mosque
has evaporated into the baseless fabric of another’s
(middle class) vision. Of course, the young man, who
joined ISIS, may have had those things (and his loved
ones) bombed to extinction.
Meanwhile, some newspapers are produced for the
once-working class on an imagined Desolation Row
and others for those who think themselves classless at
leafy Acacia Avenue. Make no mistake, delusivelyreasonable, Guardian, Times and BBC Radio Four,
spread as much post-truth as do the Daily Mail and Sun
(despite the bile). Class? Yes, it remains.
I wonder, if considering the suppressed, but still living
understanding of class, we might find a convivial route
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to a classless, or rather, re-classed humanity?
Certainly, only a cultural renaissance can transform
our black economic/ecologic predicament. At any rate,
that is my pursuit – the pursuit of the convivial
economy.
The following pages don’t refer to class, but on the one
hand, to those who hold tools and so make the culture,
and on the other, to those who administer it. That the
former is the nobler, may lead us to re-write history.
What’s more, the binding theme of this book, is that
cultures are composed of people, doing things – one by
one – not by the left/right leanings of politicians. Are
we sure that left/right has retained its meaning?
Commons against enclosures may be more
appropriate. At any rate, we’ve inherited a common
need to support one another. A deep lacework of
mycelial benignity passes between generations. Antimycelia, whose fruiting bodies emerge in times of
stress are ephemeral. The Trump and the Farage have
emerged from a social wound. They are perverse, but
exist for a reason. The reason is the wound. It may be
more productive – less to fight the Farage and more to
heal the wound.
Monopoly supply (enclosure) has taken tools from the
hands and the self-respect of the skilled, in return for a
delusive consumer-right for the quality of the products
of those tools. If there is a battle, I reckon it is this – for
people, one, by one, to adopt responsibility for a
particular corner of a common culture. One by one is
no small thing, if we consider that one, by one makes
everyone. It is more powerful, because it is the
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ordinary course of history – baker, farmer, joiner,
weaver, sailor… As the casino collapses we must make
sure that we stand one by one, leaning together, on our
own economic ground. The casino is promoted by
every major political party and also by what used to be
called, captains of industry. The captains have emerged
again – another 1930 parallel. This time, they navigate
cargoes, less of manufacturing, and more of usury,
share casinos and rent. Politicians and captains dance
their charisma on front pages – but it is the captains,
exotic by fabulous wealth, around whom the politicians
dance – sharing the light.
How on Earth do we build and maintain a whole
culture one by one? I suppose we’ll discover that by
our mistakes. Don’t forget, that every experience,
which has entered common culture, has first passed
through the receptive senses of an individual. My
pursuit is made easier by a recently published map – a
dictionary of lean (and highly convivial) economics. I
advise readers to dip into to it now and again as a
compass during our passage to a more green and openhearted land. It is called Lean Economics – A Dictionary
for the Future and How to Survive it, by the great David
Fleming, to whom I dedicate these pages.
(23rd December 2016)

***
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The Joke
It is a great joke, that the deepest commons have been
passed on in daylight, unnoticed by thought police,
secret police and dragoons.
No disguise, samizdat, remembered whisperings; no
underground… These commons are bequeathed in a
code that anyone can read - elegance of architectural
design, fine lines of a boat, laughter and tears extracted
by good verse and prose…
Ancestors speak and are heard, in spite of ephemeral
yet despotic newspeak of a particular time. The soul of
culture – liquid notes of blackbird, the blue bell wood
in sight and scent, stitchwort and campion guide a lane
to unspoken tenderness of generations, settled in one
ecological space - generational echoes – once heard,
become rites of passage to adulthood and personal
mortality. Become the echo, and we may claim a birth
right – to be human, despite the coercion of power. A
spade, chisel, needle, shuttle… well-sent, are enough.
Subjects of tyranny have called to the echo; to natal
soil; to the vivacity of it; unseen by defilers and so
undefiled. Yet it is not esoteric – the code is egalitarian
- and simple – a pub chorus – hop gardens and barley
fields apparent in a pint glass – touched shoulders
imply Mesolithic ancestors brushed past too - a nod
and a wink from Orwell’s Moon and Sixpence, or
Falstaff, babbling of green fields, or from the curled
sliver of oak from the careful and quieter stroke of the
plane… expressed in the wood. And as Orwell also
noted – subjugate a people and you must first remove
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their history. (That was the cue for Mr Rupert Murdoch
and his tamed politicians)
All this is ordinary – the mysteries of nature are
perennial to all times and so the mystery is an ordinary
mystery. The mystery of skill is ordinary and perennial
too. What is marvellous is ordinary.
Belonging – longing – of course we are dispossessed,
commons are enclosed, means to livelihood removed;
that stroke of the plane denied; responsible
contributions denied…. Nevertheless, inherited human
senses remain. The social impulse remains. Our
companion – the mouse in the prison cell – a shaft of
moonlight through the bars. I don’t much like that last,
but let it stay for an ancestor, while detention centres
close steel doors and torture my fallible imagination
for a while… Everyone is sometimes the butt of the
joke.
And the deepest part of every established religion is
also inherited – it is where ancestral voices – the hooly
blisful martir for to seke – that them hath holpen whan
they were weake – evoke the common. Older shrines
and springs gain Christian names and chapels are built
where people would have gathered, in any case.
If we reverently list the names – Dowland, Monteverdi,
Bach, Haydon, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert… or
similarly of painters, poets, or philosophers, then we
should understand the impulses that built those earlier
passage tombs, where ancestral bones were displayed.
Ancestral commons over-rule the temporal imposition
of personally-convenient rule. Will any music exceed
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the extra-ordinary expression of both beauty and truth
in Monteverdi madrigals, or those late, Beethoven
quartets? Of course, not. Some music may match them
and join the chamber tomb of ancestral pleasures. Why
should tombs be solemn memorials, and not archives
of pleasure? Chamber tomb music – submerge to
emerge to what’s perennial, resilient, common, sad,
funny and deep.
And devotion to - and gratitude for - place and for an
ancestral cultivation of it – a fitting and elegant
arrangement of fields or houses, is not nationalism. If
we think of commons, then nationalism evaporates.
Nation states have come with violence of enclosure.
Such violence is always ephemeral, insensitive and –
stupid. Property and borders are ephemeral and
stupid.
These times house an epic drama. Ancestral commons
are ineffective in today’s political conversation, though
they remain effective to guide our own good
behaviour. We’ll not bring good sense to Theresa May
by performance of Beethoven’s op. 135. Even the old
balance of church and state was long ago sacked at the
Reformation. Theresa’s high heels; Boris Johnson’s
tossed locks fit neither a chamber tomb, or church.
They click and strut polished corridors of tax-haven UK
towards… – a balance of political influences - who is in?
Who’s out? How will Mr Rupert Murdoch respond?
Earth’s atmosphere is unbalancing, natural resources
vanish, a casino of usury and rent expands at precisely
the rate that real economic assets are stripped and real
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people suffer – but that is only partially at the hands of
administrative and corporate power.
Those things are by what we ordinary people do, one
by one. We commute from an impossible suburbia, in
an impossible family car, for a wage to pay rent, or
mortgage in a property casino, which so exhausts our
self-respect that we must holiday by impossibly
profligate jet aeroplane (using idly-accumulated
property value)– all – and it is in plain view - to remove
a civilised future from our children. That is what we do.
We consume too much for the future to withstand. We
know we do it. We say that we are coerced to do it and
are trapped. So, we lobby the coercers, we donate a
subscription to Friends of The Earth, or Greenpeace
and sign petitions to governments and corporations.
Yet, we exist. We cause climate change, while
governments and corporations do not – they are
abstractions. They have not the physics to cause
climate change. They are voices in our heads, coercing
us to behave badly.
For most of human culturing, people have behaved
more or less properly by the guidance of ancestors – by
proper use of the gift of inheritance. I propose that
until about 1500BC (late Bronze Age), ancestors would
have a larger influence than kings. Since then, and until
the Reformation, they’ve probably had an equal voice.
Today, where influence rides, they are unheard. It is
time that we listened again. It is probable that the first
impulse towards property enclosure was to silence
ancestral voices – that is, the power of social commons.
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As I began, the joke is that human voices remain in past
trials and errors that produced the near perfect shape
of a tool; the balanced arch of a simple river bridge and
there again, in a shock of surprise - evidence of a living
ancestral representative in skilfully-pruned rows of
orchard trees.
There’s currently a publishing production-line of
affected footpaths into dialects of nature. They win
literary prizes. Happen, there’s now’t awry fossicking
in the liminal - but people drop such code words,
twitch an eyebrow, as if to say – I have the code,
though not the tweed, or stout brogues. I’ve mooched
in the Edge Lands – the good lands before climate
change. Enough! Culture is what we do. That is the
joke. Those books scoot the surface meniscus among
other enclosures and prizes. There is no eclectic
society of the commons. Ordinary is best – it is also, the
deepest.
Of course, when we square up to our tormentors it can
only be on the shallowest ground. The words, or
bombs which pass, though often devastating, do not
have meaning, because the powers live in an
ephemeral world of personal advancement, where
points scored, points lost, bombs restrained, or bombs
dropped have become the meaning. Actually, only
powerful ancestral commons can properly restrain a
tormentor. Violence to answer violence has been
temporarily effective, but is always improper - and is
generally followed by further violence.
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The tormentors are the voices in our heads. If we
listen, then we’ve ourselves to blame. The ancestors
endure – they are in our souls – the voice of our hearts.
Even so, the tormentors of these islands have also
endured – Bronze Age Brutus (the beaker person), Iron
Age Caesar, early medieval William, reformation Henry
VIII… then, Tony Blair, Theresa May… Here’s the thing,
ancestry apparent in a terraced hillside, or a folk
melody, lie in a strata too deep to encounter those on
the surface. Of course, Theresa could sink though the
accumulated layers of herself to find that common
humanity. It is probable that she does – outside
politics, but unlikely within.
Without, or forgetting those deeper strata, we are
incomplete – and so liberated to misbehave. We can
consume without guilt, while suggesting that a cast
vote in the ballot is a good enough substitute for
personally-proper behaviour.
That deeper moral is neither masculine nor feminine,
yet it can be fierce. If we attend to it, we attend to our
pre-enclosure inheritance – the inheritance to act – to
shoulder, in our passage of time the duty to maintain
the good life. We have what we need – that is
ourselves. It is very ordinary – we need experience and
judgement. No-one else can supply those things – not
the latest research paper – nor dignified press releases
by authorities in their fields… With regards to
crashing casinos and climate change we know what we
have to do without advice – we must live within our
ecological means. Only I can know precisely how I live.
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The continuation of culture is expressed in us as we
come to adulthood. First - Is how I live replicable in the
lives of my children? Second – Is how I live, similarly
possible for my neighbours?
The first considers how an economy settles its ecology.
The second, social justice. The difficulty is that as soon
as we consider those very simple questions - the
answers to which are no and almost certainly no - we
enter the complexity of our life lived with others. At
the depth of our being, we become less an individual of
the species and more the species itself.
Some decisions are easy – Should I cancel the holiday
flight? - Yes.
Should I stop shopping in super markets and instead,
look for proper shops and trades’ people? -Yes.
Should I farm/garden organically? - Yes.
Should I buy electricity generated by wind, hydro and
solar power? -Yes.
There are no (or very few) obstacles to deciding yes in
those four cases. Remember, that failure to various
degrees is pre-written in all adventures. All those yeses
also lead to happiness.
If we have surplus money, then happy decisions should
become easy – shares in, or donations to an energy
scheme, sail-trade venture, land for allotments, or
corner shop, pub, library, post office…
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Should I instead, hoard my wealth in the rising value of
property and rent? – No. That decision is easy.
Should I buy organically-grown food? – Yes, but I may
find none nearby and my current wage may be
insufficient.
Should I ditch the family car? Yes. But I may have no
public transport to my distant work-place and can find
no work nearer to home.
Should I cancel my business flight? – Yes, but that
means, I may be sacked.
Such yeses remain true. They are also imperative. We
should choose to be sacked. We’ve not the resources to
power suburbia, the family car, aviation, profligate
agriculture and so on. Those things not only contribute
to climate change, they will also lead the current
monetary casino to an impossible fantasy land and so
collapse and with that collapse – economic and social
collapse. We could argue that hastening collapse will
reduce its eventual magnitude, but I think we should
be urgently building a community network which is
disconnected from that casino - one formed enough (by
our contribution) to emerge alive from beneath the
rubble. Collapse will come. We must also divest our
lives from the causes of climate change.
Much can only be achieved in cooperation with others
and so personally simple decisions mingle with the
highly complex. But social systems are always complex,
and so in finding complexity, we are at the entrance to
a road to finding our way.
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The ancestral joke is that we have inherited an
understanding of right and wrong. That is intrinsic. By
that inheritance, we form social systems. It is the bond.
How do we form a whole social system – its economy
settling nicely inside its ecology? We don’t. Everyone
does. Where economy meets ecology, is precisely
where a tool meets its materials – that is by the
fingertips and grasp of one pair of hands – that is one’s own intelligent hands. My work is the most
critical work, because it is mine. Everyone else must
think the same. I listen, learn from others and so on,
but the application is mine. All the other goings on of
culture are in trust – about which we can put in a
pennyworth – in gossip, admiration, even disapproval.
But the complexity is beyond us – or should be, if we
trust. The trust is inherited, accepted and then, in turn,
bequeathed. Culture flows through the metabolic and
nervous systems of ourselves. There is no one else. At
adulthood, we take the trust. Our species has evolved,
less by advantageous individuals, and more by
advantageous groups. We are hard-wired to altruism.
Flocks, packs and herds have leaders and so we’d be
foolish to think that we can avoid human leaders. The
thing about human leaders is that they are not
supposed to hold tools, or to undermine the success of
those who do. It is a perversity of our time that they do
hold tools and undermine the success of tools. (oil
monopoly, land monopoly, information monopoly)
They are supposed to oversee the order of a social
system, in which all the rest maintain the culture.
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I caught a small voice through a chink in time.
Take back your tools - as quietly as is possible, remove
them from the incompetence of parliaments and
boardrooms. You are adult. If you live well enough to
claim it, then the rows of skulls in my chamber tomb
have space for your own. But it is your children, faced
with a future that you have made, who may, or may
not, place you there.
(January 2017)

***
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THE MUSIC OF NARCISSUS
A fiddle and a cello weave in counterpoint. The fiddle
sings of a redemptive future, while the cello evokes a
scenic past. The song of the present is obscured by
headphones.
Both voices speak of the future – the one calling and
the other restraining. There will be a better future in
which the finest scenery of the past is preserved. The
dissonant present recalls only what’s nasty, brutish
and short.
The sea of the future (fiddle) laps gently on beaches of
the past (cello). Our cleverly-educated children will
achieve what’s impossible today. Meanwhile,
landscapes will be realised without a Claude glass –
forever Crome, Cotman and Constable.
Natural physics – evidence of the dissonant senses –
says that the sea is rising; soils are degrading and that
only empty holes in the ground remain where
economic resources once lay. But if we look to the
future, then ideas will replace those resources. Looking
to the present is Luddite and without hope.
We are living through a cargo cult. We will be
redeemed not by our behaviour, but by flotsam of the
tide. In short, we’ve lost our minds.
Many green thinkers are devotees. The God of Cargo
washes peer review after peer review to the shore – of
the scientific evidence that is not quite complete. The
definitive answer will come. True visionaries stand on
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the shingle to be first to receive what the tide may
bring.
Here’s the madness – that ideas will replace resources;
that future ingenuity will remove present
consequence; that historical landscapes are natural
ecologies.
Of course, the truth is that ideas create nothing; that
present action creates the future; that historical
landscapes are far from natural ecologies, and also that
living contemporary economies are utterly dependent
on living contemporary ecologies.
What’s more, deferring personal and political moral
decisions to the consideration of imaginary children, is
(I’d have thought) the extreme of depravity.
No action can escape its moral.
Every footstep has consequence and so has a moral.
The cargo cult proposes that if we know of a better
future and a better past, then we can forget present
actions and present morals, because a better world will
come to wash all that away… Meanwhile we listen
(through headphones) to the rising and falling
polyphony of the fiddle’s shafts of sunlight illuminating
the rustic hills and river valleys of the cello.
The cargo cult provides the central doctrine of all our
popular newspapers, including of late, the Guardian
and is the guiding light of the BBC – just listen.
***
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This writer pursues a perennial theme and its
variations – that culture is what we do, not the state to
which we’ve grown accustomed. In other words,
civilisation is a complexity of methods, not a state. I
think we create cultures one by one as we apply
ingenuity and dexterity to the resources we’ve been
given. Culture stops, when we stop culturing.
My history depicts that from at least the late Bronze
Age (about 1500BC) and until the 19th Century, idle
elites sat back and enjoyed the fruits of the skills of the
trades. Working people created the culture – growing
food, cooking it, building ships, sailing them, building
and designing houses, palaces, churches, temples,
mosques and cathedral, painting pictures, making
music, plays, novels and verses, … All the while the
powerful enticed, coerced, taxed, bullied, made wars,
extracted rent and so on, but played no part at all in
creating the culture. Nabob, Prince, Laird, Lord,
Squire… all knew that they were dependent on the
trades and remained happy to be so.
Once upon a time, a great change came – the arrival of
fossil fuels. I say that event provoked a very brief, but
extreme perversity of cultural behaviour. The
perversity is this – Idle and incompetent elites
removed tools from the hands of the skilled and began
to wield tools themselves – albeit at a distance from
country estate, boardroom, parliament – and even
throne.
The massive powers of those many millions of years of
sequestered photo synthesis proved irresistible. Once
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gold-torqued Achilles sought status by bronze sword
and chariot, while his needs were provided by the
ingenuity and dexterity of the trades. His cattle raids
were sung, by the tradesmen we call bards, as epic
adventures. In truth (by sweet lies) the whole of
history, until the 19th Century records only those
adventures. How cultures were composed remains
invisible. We have some archaeological evidence to
help a distant and flawed retelling of cultural history,
but (apart from what can be gleaned from Manorial
rolls) we have no written evidence from the times.
Anyway, elites began to wield oil tools with the same
carelessness with which they’d once drawn their
swords.
Oil tools have no cultural traditions to restrain them,
because they are managed from within enclosed
monopolies. Land enclosure had bled the skills of the
trades, first by dispossession and secondly by rent.
However, although elites grew richer and the skilled
became poorer by enclosure, nevertheless those landenclosing elites had continued their helpless
dependency on the skills of the trades.
The trades had codes of practice – of family and guild
traditions – of responsibility for passing on commons
for the future of trades. They were connected to the
physics of nature by natural reaction to the actions of
their tools.
Enclosure turns moral commons into amoral property.
It asserts (by law) the right to shed responsibility.
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When elites enclosed fossil resources and fossilpowered tools they asserted that same property right
and also claimed that same right to irresponsibility.
The trades vanished through the factory gate and with
regards to farming to reading instructions on the sides
of pesticide and herbicide drums and fertiliser sacks.
The farmer has no idea what’s in the drums and sacks –
in any case information is hidden behind the walls of
another enclosure – intellectual property, which like all
property holds right to irresponsibility.
Yes. Culture stops, when we stop culturing. Now fossilfuelled tools are culturing from behind the black glass
of irresponsive and irresponsible monopolies.
The social perversity may be brief, but the god-like
power of oil-powered Achilles has emptied trades and
tradespeople from villages and town centres; has
evacuated harbour towns; has utterly sacked the
integrated and long-evolved complexity of the culture
we must return to when the oil perversity ends. That
culture has meant that work and pleasure have always
been only a short walk (or cycle ride) from anyone’s
door.
Industrial estate, retail park, ring road, suburbia – all
demand the family car – and money to
buy/insure/maintain the car – and nearly all wages
now come from behind the black glass of those
monopolies.
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Ordinary history had an idle elite dependent on the
rest. The brief oil perversity has the rest dependent on
an idle elite.
The mistake is to think we can improve the provision
of that elite by our market signals (consumerism) and
by political lobbying. But by doing so, we give
perversity credence and further longevity.
***
I think that what little history we have, teaches that
those who depose elites always end by taking their
place.
I propose a return to ordinary history. To mitigate the
worst of climate change, resource depletion, social
injustice… we must take tools back to our own small,
ordinary, but responsible hands. We must evacuate
ring road and retail park and re-occupy fields, towns
harbours and villages. We can place small elites on
pedestals to keep them sweet, while removing tools
from their incompetent hands. We’ll make the culture
and they can enjoy it.
That’s a very tall order – but in truth, it’s the only
order. Early Neolithic and some pastoral societies may
have lived more beautifully, sustainably and equally by
the advice of elders, but that is a tale too tall for the
populations of today.
We can use a democratic process to elect least-worst
options, but we must create the culture for ourselves.
Too tall? But there’s much that many of us can do
instantly and without effort. We can shop in villages
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and town centres, while abandoning all super markets.
We can ditch the holiday and business flight. We can
farm and garden without pesticides, fungicides,
herbicides and bagged fertilisers. We can evacuate
most of what the oil enclosure provides and begin step
by step to make things and grow things without oil.
There is no law to prevent us creating a culture,
contrary to the direction of corporation and state. After
the extra-ordinary oil decades, we simply become
ordinary again. Many are trapped by work-ties and
poverty. Many have nothing but a super market
nearby, but time will change that.
With regards to the futuristic cargo cult which is the
status quo – living in the present will provide very
many unexpected delights. Take off the headphones.
The future will not provide for us. We provide for the
future. The latest scientific paper is neither here, nor
there – we have all we need to know.
***
Consensus, pre-packed party politics is another form of
consumerism. We choose a branded party just as we
choose a brand of pot noodles. We may, or may not
improve the political system, though we may as well
try to do so. But nothing is more important than simply
taking tools from the incompetent hands of state and
corporate power. With luck, because we face ecological
and so economic collapse, the powers may be resigned
to our rebuilding of an ordinary, easily recognised, but
much shrunken economy – particularly because we’ll
provide them with that lovely long oak table for the
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council chamber; with fine food and wine and some
elegant roofs over their helpless, but still dignified
heads. That shrunken economy may provide many
delights – repopulated fields, thriving villages and
towns, low rents and cheap housing, sounds of music
from pub doorways, many and various curiosities –
proper shops and trades…
If we leave the powerful in power, but with their
powers restrained, then we escape the bloodshed.
But fiddle and cello play on and many are drawn to the
delusive music. Beautiful Narcissus leans over the
musical pool. His marvellous ingenuity (He is
Everyman) will find an alchemy of something from
nothing – such as a replacement for the irreplaceable
powers of fossil fuels. Those many millions of years of
sequestered photosynthesis will be replicated in the
human ingenuity of a single summer. Trees are like
solar panels, says a mother to her child, nearly as
clever as people. Incidentally Everyman is a sexless
term.
We’ve seen how the fiddle player of the Cargo Cult
removes ethics from actions. Present transgression
(such as over-consumption) will be washed clean by
future technological redemption.
And there is another, rather similar delusion to escape.
That is the misnaming of technology as science.
Technologies must always have a moral, because
technologies always have consequence. On the other
hand, the cultivated scepticism of science is a learnt
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process by which we remove moral perception in
order to free our thinking. Science is a lovely and
essential creature but has no application. It is a
pleasure.
When we take a new perception from scientific
thinking to illuminate, let’s say medicine, or
agricultural techniques, then we have moved back into
the moral world of technology.
However today, many technologists call themselves
scientists. Some have white coats to prove it. Nearly
everyone accepts the deception. Here’s the thing – by
that transformation we can remove ethics from
actions. The deception is made doubly easy by
intellectual property enclosure. Plant breeder, drug
researcher, pesticide manufacturer, gene splicer… all
hide behind both enclosure and the amorality of
science. Poor science. Poor tragedy of the enclosures.
So, as we take tools into our own hands, we must
escape both the delusive music of progress (the Cargo
Cult) and the fraudulent claim of technology to be
science.
Because we are returning to the ordinary flows of
history – or at least to a history, which began in the
Late Bronze Age – events may unfold with a far greater
ease than we’ve a right to expect, given the man-made
chaos we’ve had a hand in causing.
Neolithic and Early Bronze Age societies and the
hunter-gatherers before them, probably lived more
happily than is likely for us. Anyway, if we can escape
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the delusive music in large enough numbers, then I
reckon the song of the living physics of the Earth will
be delightful enough for Everyman’s dancing feet.
(June 2016)
***
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Casino Collapse and Economic Collapse Need Not
be the Same (How my convivial economy and David
Fleming’s Lean Economy converge)
Here are some simple ideas.
If both work and pleasure can be a walk or short cycle
ride from our doors, then the energy demands of a
culture will suddenly become much simpler and will
also shrink. The time demands of a culture will also
shrink, while the emotional connections of
neighbourhood (what we call home) can expand. Those
emotional connections hold deep pleasures in which
we can spend more time and yet for which we pay no
rent.
This is the ordinary historical and geographic state of
most cultures, including city/urban cultures. Although
decayed, some of its infrastructures remain –
corner/village shop, workshop and proper shop,
market hall and square, harbour, pub, library, museum,
theatre, church, mosque, synagogue, temple…
I think a kind of evolved, inherited rightness of such an
infrastructure is less decayed – It lives in us. What’s
more, we have become anxious by our separation from
it. The family still holds it, but that short walk from our
doors has been ruptured – at the door the rightness
ends and amoral demands begin. House door closes on
affections, memories and promises, and car door opens
to stolen time; to white lines and traffic signs into lost
identity.
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Only a hundred and fifty years ago, the first middle
class suburban and so commuter cultures were created
by the railway. They became ubiquitous only more
recently. Now, ordinary courses of history are overlaid
(often concreted over) with oil ephemera – super
markets, ring roads, retail parks, centralised
procurement/distribution, air travel, the family car
and distant work-places.
Those oil infrastructures use vast quantities of a
citizen’s time – both in travel time and work time
needed to earn money to pay for that travel time. Few
would call those things a pleasure. Moreover, that vast
effort of road construction, policing, insurance, car
manufactory, car parking and so on has achieved
nothing but that waste of time. We can also note a
considerable waste of resources. Two pot noodle
manufacturers’ lorries – one travelling from London to
Manchester and the other from Manchester to London
pass each other on the motorway built for just that
purpose. They seek each other’s markets. Their
“efficiencies” of production cut costs, until one
manufacturer cuts as far as bankruptcy. Now the
lorries travel one way on the massive motorway built
by tax on every citizen’s income. The Manchester
manufacturer (who succeeded) is placed in the edge of
town industrial park, built once again, by taxation. It
has received large development money enticements to
“come to Manchester” – more taxation. The
“workforce” comes, for the most part, by a transport
system (family car) which uses a large chunk of its
wages. Meanwhile, no-one particularly wants pot
noodles.
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Now we must face the truth that the end of fossil fuel
also means the end of suburban and commuter
cultures. In that, we’ve no choice – no renewable
energy source can power them. I think it is a liberating
truth.
It liberates the possible return of ancestral commons
and personal histories, in which we (as individuals) are
transitory actors who’s love of place provides the
energy to pass it on. Those deep pleasures have been
enclosed by consumer right, consumer dependency
and infrastructures of edge of town super markets and
so on.
It liberates time to give to personal moral choices.
It liberates the glimmer of a possibility of combatting
climate change.
It liberates time to think; to play; to holiday; to dig the
garden; to practice the fiddle; to drink with friends; to
study the world around us. It is a sigh of relief – a
return to a time-rich and ordinary cultural state.
It follows that a return to ordinary historical ways of
life will cost less in both time and money, while
increasing common leisure to choose innovative routes
to happiness. It is easily understood. No authority need
explain it. Our grandparents lived something like it.
The tools remain (albeit rusty) for re-adoption. The
extraordinary (and extraordinarily brief) Oil Age is
over. Ordinary courses of history must resume. If the
Oil Age (or the oil-replacement Age) continues to
struggle on, it can only be to the cliff edge.
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***
Economic growth is essential to the current postcapitalist casino. Without growth, it collapses like a
pack of cards. Yet, it is also plain that finite resources
cannot supply the casino’s demand to infinity. So,
collapse is pre-written. Plainly, economies require degrowth, shrinking to settle in landscapes which feeds
them.
In truth, capitalism has never existed. Markets have not
responded to either scarcity, or surplus – to the needs
of communities. They have responded to currency
manipulation, stock casinos and to the influence of
enclosure (monopoly) – the three influences, which
Adam Smith proposed should be strictly controlled by
legislation. Don’t forget that he dreamed of capitalism
as a means to maximise and more fairly distribute the
wealth of nations and to undermine the parasitic
influences of kings, monopolies and casinos.
If economics is not discussed as a branch of moral
philosophy, then alarm bells should ring – church bells
from parish to parish, muezzin from minaret, social
realist from soap box, pub chorus from Hope and
Anchor to Stag’s Head… and all together at the
barricades.
As Richard Douthwaite points out, money supply and
energy supply are directly related. Cultures are what
we do. The energy of what we do has been vastly
expanded by fossil fuel. As we leave fossil fuels in the
ground so money supply must dramatically shrink to
just the size appropriate for a renewable and manual
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energy supply. That is a recipe for an equally dramatic
casino collapse. Of course, none of us like the casino
much, but casino collapse will also bring economic
chaos. We all need good house-keeping.
Although one may affect the other, casino collapse and
economic collapse may not be the same things.
When casinos collapse, they take economies with them.
Companies fold, unemployment soars, tax revenues
crash, leaving insufficient for unemployment relief,
schools, hospitals…
And consider this – The casino grows, or shrinks – not
by economic signals; not by scarcity, or abundance –
not by capitalism (which currently does not exist) – but
by the growing or diminishing belief of its punters.
Boom and bust are best represented – not by scarcity
and surplus, but by cycles of a gambler’s religious
fervour, or religious despair.
There is no arguing with religious fervour, but there
may be conversation with religious despair.
Achieving de-growth towards an optimum
economic/ecologic size will obviously be through a
minefield of unresponsive (even disresponsive)
monopoly and religious fervour.
***
Let’s get this straight – I don’t think cultures can thrive
without the binding of religion or a common moral
storytelling of how culture and our place in it came to
be. Let’s get this straight too – Neo-liberalism, neo-
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conservatism, monetarism, capitalism, communism…
become more religious as they become more effective.
But none of those isms is sufficiently religious to
maintain a culture. They are lacking the depth of
inherited moral commons, of sanctities of place and of
ancestry.
So, can we redirect religious casino fervour towards
more rounded and convivial solutions? – Emphatically
no.
Cultures evolve by trial and error and at a variety of
depths – from deep and perennial human commons to
shallower adoption of cults and fashions. What we may
call the great religions – Ancestorism, Classicism,
Islam, Hinduism, Judaism, Christianity, Buddhism…
have evolved from deep roots and are integrated in the
goings-on of life, from shallow to deep – festivals,
commons, law, behaviour… A life-affirming Atheism
will also have festival, commons and a narrative of a
community’s evolution and settlement. It will grow
from the same roots as all the other religions. A
culturally evolved Atheism is (in my terms) a religion.
Cults may be defined by their rootlessness. It is notable
that those who have lost cultural roots are more likely
to be swept away by a substitute for lost ancestry; lost
religion; lost family; lost conviviality; lost market
square, pub and corner shop. We see that shallow
fervour for a single idea, or for a shallow, singular,
wildly-evangelical understanding of an existing
religion in both contemporary small-scale terrorism
and the massive fundamentalist over-reaction by the
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contemporary state to that terrorism. We see it in cults
of progress and – where we began – of economic
growth – both cults fervently presented to justify the
cultural hole in lonely, disconnected lives.
Healthy cultures are too complex for precise
unravelling. For instance, music draws people together
to a social common, which can only be found in music.
It is less unspoken, than sung. This page cannot
express it, but fling open the window to the busker on
the square and he may sing what you mean.
Tenderness for places; for seasons defies physics of
time and space. Yet that affection passes between
generations and neighbours too quietly to express.
Nevertheless, it binds generations and neighbours in
unspoken contracts to pass it on.
When we open our door and step not to the car door
but to the street, we encounter traces of previous
encounters. We note weather, seasons and places that
evoke old conversations. Memories provide way
marks, changes provoke questions, people have
answers and footsteps connect.
That intricate, both tangible and intangible web of lives
can be shattered by crashing casinos, but it also
provides the resilience to survive. Those connections
may certainly be called economic connections and yet
involve no money at all.
***
Right. We return. Collapse is intrinsic to economic
growth – not entropy – just a physical cliff edge. Of
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course, an economy measured by spending (GDP)
holds within the word, that same premise. Historically,
cultures have followed cycles of romanticism,
classicism, decadence and collapse. Contemporary
economies have passed the decadent stage, surviving
collapse by the power of fossil fuels. Ours is a weary
ennui – dragged out in supermarket aisles and white
lines of motorways, only relieved by decadent
pleasuring. And there’s little time for that. As David
Fleming points out in his Lean Logic, A Dictionary for
the Future and How to Survive it (slack economy), the
medieval economy maintained a balance – less by
efficiencies of production, and more by large stretches
of leisure time in which deeper social commons were
maintained.
Climate change could have come as a relief – as truth –
as permission to care – as a catalyst to accept both
collapse and romantic re-building. Since the current
casino is preventing proper behaviour, watching and
not preventing casino collapse could be embraced as a
communal delight. That collapse could be noted from
the solid ground of an underlying economy, in which
people we know by name take part. It could be noted
in the same way gatherings huddle to gaze at awesome
phenomena of the night sky, such as meteor showers.
It is easy to misplace – to misuse the romantic impulse
by engaging with what currently has the greatest effect
– corporations and their tamed national governments.
But corporations and national governments are
abstractions. They don’t exist. People and their effects
exist.
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The monetary casino combined with monopoly supply,
which we may try to “improve” is set on a course to
self-destruction (self-consumption). We lobby to insert
human rights, labour rights, land rights, nature’s rights
– to legislate limits to amorality – but we cannot lobby
for morality. Amorality has no conception of it. For
instance, if we seek to “green” a super market by
lobbying and market signals, to stock more fair-trade,
recycled and organic products, then we give it a false
credence. Worse – that false credence may induce
more people inside to maintain green market signals,
while deserting and diminishing their more convivial
and resilient proper/corner shop, street markets and
workshops.
We must evacuate the super market and hope for its
slow and least destructive trajectory of collapse.
Collapsing too wildly will ripple too destructively
through a community’s attempt to rebuild a more selfdetermined culture.
Unlike governments and corporations, which are but
abstract ideas in the heads of real people – people, one
by one, have driven their currently perverse thinking
into ring roads, motorways, super-stores and the big
agriculture of deserted fields. Those applied ideas
cannot survive and they cannot be greened. The
thinking is contrary to ordinary laws of physics, nature
and inherited commons of human nature. It is
extraordinary thinking. Ordinary thinking, which does
fit those laws should come easily and as a relief.
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The extraordinary power of fossil fuel has fuelled a cult
craziness with which there is no argument. We cannot
green the craziness.
An extraordinary thing about that extraordinary power
is that instead of increasing leisure time it has
dramatically diminished it.
Extraordinary things that can no longer be, and cannot
be greened – suburbia, air travel, super markets, family
cars, fossil-powered shipping and agriculture…
Ordinary things that can – villages, towns, theatres,
pubs, libraries, churches, temples, mosques, meeting
houses, street markets, workshops, harbours,
repopulated fields – and dramatically, romantically and
emphatically – a large increase of leisure to look about,
play, mess about, study and discuss these things.
So, I say, the romantic social (eusocial) impulse can be
fused with footsteps as we leave our particular door.
Immeasurable economic effects of gossip, ritual and
festival remain powerful effects. What’s more, they are
perennial to human nature. The genius of both
community and terrain emerges in street markets,
stages, shrines and terraced hillsides. As the casino
collapses (it will collapse) the rebuilding need not be
from its ashes, but – shrugging off the ashes, from an
evolving human settlement – a settlement already alert
and responsive to its particular terrains, skills and
resources.
We’ll not build such a settlement without the romance
of it.
(October 2016)
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To Monopoly, Reasoned Argument is Lost Amongst
Meaningless Cries of Sea Birds
Our species evolves as a social species. Singular
identities are presented as parts in the whole.
Mistakes; failures; wrong-doings evoke inherited
suffusions of diminishment and shame. Similarly, a
calculated wrong-doing by another may cut us to the
soul.
Something has gone terribly wrong with eusocial
evolution. Societies are currently behaving very badly
indeed. There is a consensus to behave badly. Societies
are behaving so badly that soon, what is accepted as
civilised life will not be possible. Why has humanity
chosen self-destruction?
Individuals can see this, but society does not.
How has this happened? Why are we not all so suffused
with shame that the consensus changes? Most have
knowledge to see that resources are pillaged, soils are
degraded and that man-induced climate change is
accelerating beyond man’s recall. We do care for our
children, yet by what we do, it seems that we’ve no
care at all.
Such struck attitudes – maintained causes – are
common in history, but never have humanity’s physical
and biological effects so dramatically massed against
such a struck and plain stupid indifference to their
causes.
Let’s consider seriously-struck attitudes – or perhaps
simply – seriousness. I think we can see it in both
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humans and other animals. We become necessarily
serious to pull ourselves together to do what we
dislike, or in removing fear to act bravely. We also
become serious to protect status and reject what might
erode it (such as reasoned argument). Seriousness is
the means by which we clear our throats, deepen our
voices and protect our position. It is a thought
removing state.
We’ve seen the wild life documentary in which serious,
rival, herd animals face each other – oblivious to the
pride creeping closer for the kill. We see serious rival
politicians face each other – as climate change,
resource depletion and loss of both mass and diversity
of species creep closer for the kill.
***
I think there are two languages – the serious language
of state and status and then the curious, convivial
language of the goings on of life – of success and failure
– comedy and tragedy – remorse and delight – the
language of tools.
There is a perversity of human behaviour, which is
unique to our times – to the Oil Age. Once upon a time,
and in every time, but for our own, cultures were
created, maintained and discussed in the language of
tools. Anyone seeking or maintaining status could
adopt a serious, thought removing attitude in the
language of state, but that had no effect on the culture
– It could not, because culturing requires thought.
Historically the powerful have had no part at all in
solving the problems of growing crops, weaving
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fabrics, building houses, roads, ships, cooking food…
To do so would require them to shed the language of
state and to adopt the curious, vivacious, vulnerable,
doubtful, diffident language of conversation – of tools.
Earlier land enclosures had bled the vitality of
economies. The idleness of enclosure accumulated the
wealth of economic activity in which it had no part. In
my terms, the language of state asked increasing rent
from those who enhanced state/property values by the
ingenuity of the language of tools. As enclosures
spread, so the rich grew richer and the poor, poorer.
Nevertheless, those who spoke in the language of tools
continued to create the culture, which the powerful
enjoyed. Knowledge was inherited and bequeathed and
techniques were developed. Land had been enclosed
by violence. We cannot argue with violence. Prudently
avoiding violence, we revert to a state of them and us.
They live in the great house. We have both the pleasure
and the drudgery of creating the culture.
Them and us has been the state of things in the
developed world, since at least the Late Bronze Age. Of
course, anyone can stand on dignity in the language of
state – a mother to an errant son – a craftsman to a lazy
apprentice. In changed circumstance anyone can
become them, just as some of them have become us.
For instance, one of us, Oliver Cromwell, became one of
them, Lord Protector of the New Commonwealth. As
the poets note, them and us are levelled by mortality.
We can see that using violence to change the status
quo, means maintaining a new status by violence. On
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the other hand, mother, father, daughter, son… easily
escape their high horses by returning to the familiar,
affectionate language of us – of tools.
I’ve been distracted. Let’s resume – the perversity of
human behaviour which is unique to our times.
The perversity is this – oil power has become so
attractive to the powerful that – the language of state
has enclosed the language of tools. To be sure, we
continue to chatter together in the language of tools,
but the tools themselves have been removed from our
hands.
From land enclosure (the gathering of rent from
production) the powers have moved to enclose
production itself. Now, tools are applied from within
monopolies and from behind intellectual property
enclosures – without intelligence, diffidence, doubt,
curiosity, conviviality, delight… They are applied
seriously as the status quo, by the serious status quo.
Just as violence is deaf to reason (the purpose of
violence is often to remove reason), so enclosure
(ownership) is also deaf to reason. Property is
patrolled to defend established ownership and not to
listen to the chattering of us at the fence line. Property
gives right to irresponsibility (home as castle). It has
no need for the intelligence of senses, or to consider
the effects of its causes.

Humanity, the species, is moving blindly towards the
destruction of what she is creating, by what she is
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creating – in spite of the beautifully expressed chatter
from us at the fence line. We converse with each other,
but to the monopolies, we are a noise – a sea bird
colony at nesting time…
Resource depletion, wild, impossible consumption and
climate change are not denied, but unheard – lost in
the noise. Our lobbying of monopolies and their tamed,
dependant political parties and national governments
is just the crying of sea birds. Elegant solutions to the
economic drainage of enclosure are also lost in the
noise. Yes. A land value tax to fund a citizen’s dividend
would return funds from what has idly drained
economic activity to what may regenerate it. It also
would perform an act of social justice – the inheritors
of stolen common would contribute some reparation.
Tom Paine wrote Agrarian Justice in 1797. Few don’t
see its truth and its efficacy. But a controlling
monopoly never has and never will agree to be taxed.
Only violence can stimulate a monopoly to respond.
Russian and Chinese revolutions answered injustice
with violence, but as we’ve witnessed they remained in
violence, beyond reason, deaf to the language of tools,
while providing no answers at all.
As G K Chesterton noted, Capitalism is the state run by
big business, while communism is big business run by
the state.
***
I vote in UK elections with a deep sadness. If I vote for
the least-worst party likely to be elected, then I
endorse the power of a certain shading of monopoly.
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Yet, with regards to climate change, if I vote for that
least-worst future, then future humanity (a tall order)
will have a slightly easier task of maintaining her
culture. I don’t choose that path. Since I live in Wales,
my vote has been for Plaid Cymru (the Party of Wales).
It is a socialist and also a green party and has a voice in
Welsh government, though very little in Westminster.
More recently, my vote has been simpler. I vote Green.
The voice of the Green Party is entirely merged in the
cries of those sea birds.
But consider this – Only sea birds have the answers.
Solutions can only be found amongst the languages of
tools.
Also, consider this – The control of tools (of creating
cultures) by amoral monopoly is (as I’ve said) a very
brief perversity of human behaviour.
I began with the question, why are we not all so
consumed with shame that the consensus changes?
There is no law to prevent me from behaving better –
from stepping out from that brief, suicidal perversity of
ring road, retail park, suburbia and holiday flight – into
the very ordinary relief of a life lived by laws of
inherited humanity, physics and of nature. We can step
out from amoral enclosure, back onto the moral
common – all the while chattering amongst the voices
of sea birds. We do so in the sanctity of home. We can
do so in a new sanctity of work.
As we’ve explored in previous articles that stepping
meets many obstacles on its road, such as entrapments
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of poverty and existing infrastructures of employment,
distribution and so on. But it is our birth-right – one
denied by oil-enclosure – to pick up tools and study
how to use them – to participate in the creation of
cultures. Historically cultural activity has been
invisible. The chronicles describe war and aristocratic
inter-marriage. The builders of the finest mosques or
cathedrals have passed unnoticed. One or two are
mentioned in the account books of power, but none for
their techniques – only for providing power’s statusgiving possessions.
This writer’s journey is mapped to integrate the
cropping of a farm into the ecology of its terrain and
then, by means of street markets, to integrate those
crops in a durable and to be hoped, convivial economic
community. It is a very ordinary journey that has far
from succeeded yet. The infrastructures for its success
are decayed, but still present – villages, towns,
workshops, market squares… It is an ordinary journey,
which replicates those taken over thousands of years
and in most places in the world. Of course, I am highly
privileged to begin with some land. I am also fortunate
to be surrounded by the thoughtful advice and
economic activity of sea birds, past and present. To the
powers, it is all just noise – the very same noise that
once built towns, harbours and cathedrals.
The sea birds are nesting. (September 2016)
***
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ON FLIMSY LADDERS, or Flimsy Ain’t Nothing.
Flimsy is All.
We float above living Earth in a life supplied by
fossilised life. Amoral monopolies controlled by
careless elites, manipulate how we work, play and
endorse those monopolies by their marketing arms –
the political parties. Meanwhile, we levitate above laws
of nature – and above the beauties of nature – one
species apart from all the other species– aloof from
touch, sight, scent, sound…
It is plain that laws of nature must bring the whole
levitation down. Some are building ladders to descend
before solid ground and culture collide at destructive
speed.
Those flimsy ladders appear even flimsier beside the
vast structures they are designed to evacuate. In short,
they look ridiculous.
Here’s a thought. Those ladders seem ridiculous,
because they seem human.
Here’s another – That vast monopolistic structure of
political party, media, oil, pharmaceutical, chemical,
construction corporations and so on, manifest in
suburbia, retail park, cheap holiday flights, desolate
town centres and deserted fields, –
should seem ridiculous because it seems inhuman.
Here’s yet another – Until humanity understands her
flimsiness as a single part (and not necessarily an
essential part) of all the species which together make
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the whole of singular, finite Earth, she’ll not find an
enduring home.
It follows that flimsy ladders are the only ladders.
Those ladders are also a source-book of comedy and
tragedy. Every plot a dramatist could find is embodied
in the flimsiness of ladders. Each broken rung is a
source for the design of better rungs.
Methods are revealed inside our mistakes. Without the
mistakes, we don’t find the methods.
It will be helpful to have some sort of a common vision
of the cultural settlement we’ll begin at the foot of the
ladder. Also, to achieve optimum success, our economy
– our house-keeping – must sit nicely inside the
ecology, which feeds it. In short, our study of
economics is an adventure in moral philosophy. It asks,
how can we achieve social happiness? That common
vision will not be found in thin air. Cultures evolve
from a deeper ancestry than visionaries of the perfect
society can replicate.
But I propose that when we step flimsily and perhaps
clumsily down to Earth, we’ll find something more
potent than the massive fossil-powered structures
we’ve left behind. We’ll find the resumption of history.
We can pick up (for better and for worse) our
inheritance and then consider first, how to maintain it
and then how to pass it on. Resuming the ordinary
course of cultural history may evoke a great social sigh
of relief – a sigh of ordinary happiness.
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The extra-ordinary photosynthetic power of those
many millions of fossilised Summers had interrupted
the ordinary course of history.
We’ll find ourselves in the relaxed position of asking,
not what marvellous exploits can we achieve today, but
what is ordinary? How can we be ordinary again?
After all, oil monopoly has also interrupted the course
of eusocial human evolution. We are anxious. We are
uprooted from simple ethics. Those ethics are an
ancient inheritance – a common, which the new
monopolies have enclosed. We don’t ask ourselves
what is right or wrong in our economy, because its
infrastructures are pre-packed – pre-provided.
Many today, who ridicule the flimsiness of ladders, ask
the wrong question. They ask, where are the extraordinary green solutions to power extra-ordinary ways
of life? To them it is ridiculous to ask otherwise – and
also ridiculous to question the virtue of that “achieved”
way of living. Yet their (our) way of life is only a couple
of generations old and has not been powered by
human ingenuity, but by wildly increasing
consumption of coal, gas and oil. Remove the oil and
we remove the way of life. In a sense, oil was procured
from outside time in the form of fossilised years. So, in
that sense, oil ended both history and proper
consideration of physical space. I know that most
people applaud the end of history and ridicule what
they’d call the whimsy of my driving by the rear-view
mirror. Most people believe (religiously) that they live
by extra-ordinary technologies. They don’t. Our extra-
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ordinary lives are powered very simply and brutally by
mining, felling and burning. We burn things. From coal,
gas, oil, we are turning terribly and stupidly to burning
biomass – the life of which we are a part.
Climate change (along with laws of ecology and
physics) will shortly and ordinarily, end the oil
adventure in ways too nasty for my pen – Pen? Key
board? The faithful of today’s cargo cult of progress
wait without action, believing that a messianic future
will wash technological redemption on her tide. An
ocean of future innovation laps at the shore of the
present bearing a marvellous flotsam of consumer
choices. The flotsam may be green flotsam –
hydroponic cities of glass and the evolution of species
edited to fit human needs in the ingenuity of a splice.
At last, at the foot of my ladder, I step out from the
strata of fossilised years, and back into the movement
of life, time and history. There, I’ll find that the future
cannot redeem the present. On the contrary, the future
will be a consequence of the present. My descendants
will inherit whatever it is that I’m about to do.
***
At the foot of my ladder, it seems to me that I must find
the point where history was suspended by fossilised
life – and then set my small shoulder to the wheel, in
the hope that history will creak into motion again.
I reckon our economy (my house-keeping) must be
powered by what I can find in exchange for what I can
return – the cyclic contributions. Of course, cyclic
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contributions are life cycles. Man is but a single species
among the many which make the whole. Some things I
can take, because they keep on giving – the linear
contributions – such as sunlight, gravity, wind… Other
things, such as metals can be taken only by leaving
empty holes in the ground.
Then of course, I have history lessons. History lessons
are just as suspect as those who write them.
Nevertheless, they are variably useful and also an
essential cultural connection to an ancestry from
which we’ve received our lives.
Here’s my founding proposition. Of course, I may
adjust it as I learn this and that. Anyway, here goes…
Efforts to live within our means will fail unless we
arrange to live in settlements, such as towns and
villages in which work-places are just walking, or
cycling distance from our doors.
Attempts to green current infrastructures of suburbia,
distant work-places, centralised
procurement/distribution and so on, will fail. No
renewable energy can power those things.
Towns – gatherings of workshops – have evolved
around market squares, market halls, or harbours,
followed by inns, churches, mosques, temples,
libraries, theatres, concert halls, parliament buildings…
There is no need in such a settlement to call on the
family car. Transport to consider is the routine import
of produce and materials from surrounding terrains
and also the export of wastes and manufactured tools
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in return. Then we’ll have the sometimes pleasurable,
sometimes expedient exchange of scarcity and surplus
between neighbouring and sometimes more distant
communities.
A town and its terrain are one. They are called an
agriculture. A town and its terrain are a life cycle.
Considering larger cities, it is notable that until the
arrival of the railway, all were settled by navigable
river, estuary, or the sea. Such will be the case for us
too…
It follows that we must populate such settlements and
evacuate the impossible and energy demanding
systems of suburbia, ring road, super market and
retail/business park. We can re-centre suburbia into
towns and villages. Coupled with that – in a movement
which reverses the violent and depraved rural
dispossession of land enclosure, very many people
must migrate (return) to the countryside. That not only
integrates economy (people) into ecology (land), but
also steps towards social justice.
All this is a return to ordinary history. It is not at all an
extra-ordinary thing. However, the scale of the
evacuation of oil and coal systems must be massive. It
will probably be the most epic of all human
adventures. Every effort to improve, or green our
current monopolies, by working within them, will
make that adventure much more difficult.
An epic adventure – a mass social movement – on a
flimsy ladder.
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The stuff of legend.
For instance, an internet box scheme for well-produced
organic produce means that the organic producer, who
is part of town centre revival, has lost customers, and
the town a valuable inter-connection. Similarly, organic
produce in a super market, improves the super market,
but leads shoppers away from what can, towards what
cannot endure. It erodes the quality, colour,
conviviality and possible future of the town.
All we do must be towards revitalising towns and
villages, repopulating farming and woodland
communities (perhaps ten-fold?) and re-centring
suburbia into new towns, or villages. If work-places are
a short walk from home, (as always in history) then
living within energy means becomes suddenly
possible. Such communities will have similarly short
walks to shop, pub, theatre, library, temple…
No renewable energy can power the economy of the
developed world. The following are impossible –
suburbia, commercial aviation, the family car, large
container shipping, super markets, industrial
agriculture… Attempts to green those things delays
adoption of what is truly possible. They will continue
to deplete resources and to accelerate climate change.
My reader may keep this central proposition in mind –
Those things are a brief perversity of human
behaviour.
A return to ordinary behaviour may be evoke a
communal sigh of relief – a convivial relaxation – a
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lifted anxiety – opportunity, not for amoral leaders of
great monopolies, but for the moral probity of us all…
***
Villages, towns and cities are emergent properties of
fields. Together, they form an agriculture. We have
lived in that way for four thousand years. The
techniques of today’s farmers are now impossible, as
are the emergent properties of their farms. From the
compass of oil-power, we shrink to the compass of
man, horse and electric power. Fields will shrink to a
human-scale. Machinery will also shrink to a size that
can be manufactured by the ingenuity of people we
know by name in village and market town workshops.
Even today, horticulture demands a large labour force,
relative to its mechanisation and so horticultural and
orchardist transformation will be easy. Fruit and veg
are a large part of our diet. However, cereals are
central to enduring settlements, because they can be
stored from good years into bad years and being very
light (85% dry-matter) can be exchanged between
regions more easily than any other food. (They travel
well in both space and time!) Of course, only a hundred
years ago, cereals were produced by horse, ox and
man-power. We can do so again. (Tractor use was then
a novelty). But there may be a case (climate change)
for a specially-reserved, judiciously-used internal
combustion engine – a museum piece from the Oil Age.
Bear in mind that this writer considers biofuels to be
more pernicious than oil-fuels. However anaerobic
digestion is a case aside, since “digestate” is returned
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to the soil to maintain fertility. Such gas will have
many, but limited (specially reserved) uses – domestic
and industrial. One use may be the gas-powered
combine harvester.
Modern technologies can be maintained only if they
settle within ordinary laws of natural physics and
society.
Again, this writer is at odds with most, because he
proposes that international trade will prove to be the
least of our problems. People have traded over long
distances since the Neolithic. Sea trade was ubiquitous
by the Bronze Age. Sail technology has been refined
over thousands of years. Again, as with towns and
villages, we simply resume at the point where coal, or
oil began. Nothing fits laws of physics better than sailtrade.
Similarly, nothing answers inland transport needs
better than canal and navigable river – the placement
of many inland towns is evidence of that knowledge.
However, boat-building faces the same problems it
faced in the Nineteenth Century – an acute shortage of
timber. Livestock will integrate well in arable crop
rotations, but much pasture currently exclusively
dedicated to livestock would be far more productive in
its natural state – that is as forest. Moreover, much
woodland which has been recently planted using
environmental grant money, has not been managed for
timber. There is no reason that biodiversity cannot be
maintained, while also considering trees for house and
boat-building. There is currently a rather unpleasant
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fashion among land-owners to boast of the carbon
sequestered beneath their extensive pastures. They are
wrong about both the carbon and the contribution of
pasture to enduring economies. Grazing animals turn
inedible grass into milk, butter, cheese, meat, wool,
hides… That is a wonderful contribution to both our
culture and its economy, but the currently vast acres of
grass are excessive. Much of that pasture is natural
woodland. We must find the acreage that integrates
best in the whole – the whole of both economy and
ecology.
Trees grow very slowly. That is more reason to act
quickly. They are central to our new, but ordinary (old
as the hills) economy.
That brings me to the word “organic”. Here’s my usage
of the term: Organic – to describe a method, or tool
which replicates the cyclic behaviour of organisms.
The term has no meaning when describing a pack of
food on a shelf. It can describe only a method of
production.
Plainly, if it is to sit within the ecology which sustains
it, our new economy must use organic methods.
Because they are designed to fit within natural physics,
organic methods will always produce the highest crop
yield.
Plainly in anyone’s book, crop yield will be output
minus input? Yet today’s agricultural journals and ag
department do not subtract input from output in their
yield calculations. Do they consider vast inputs of oil,
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fertiliser, pesticide, fungicide, herbicide and so on to
have no real biology or physics – no mass for
measurement? Is the Green Revolution such a sacred
idea that it transcends a sublunary measure? That
must be so. In truth, the vast oil-powered levitation
above natural physics, (The transubstantiation, from
which we descend by our flimsy ladders) is a wild and
unreasonable cult, with which there is no reasoning…
There is an unequal split and I think, a tragic split, in
the green movement – the larger part of which seeks to
engage with that cult, in hope of making it a little
greener. The much smaller part (perhaps ridiculously
small) is my part – the flimsy ladder part. We may
converse with the cult as we pass, but ours is a step by
step transition to physical ground.
Much of the green movement swells the crowd of
earthly pillage by hoping to reduce the pillage a bit. For
instance, it says that by licensing more organic produce
in a super market, we achieve “the good” of more
organically-farmed fields. They propose that since the
super market is a vast market, hopes of vast organic
acreages lie in that super market. In consequence, it
provides the dispensation of an “organic good” to those
who may question the virtue of the super market.
The organic logo (the sign of the Monks Pardoner) sells
organic virtue for the sin of the loss of the organicallyevolved town and village centres, which my flimsy
ladder is attempting to reach.
The tale of the Soil Association is the salutary tale of
those who seek, through commercial/political
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marketing to extend their influence, while neglecting
whatever it was is they were formed to represent. The
same process, led by Tony Blair, destroyed the purpose
of the Labour Party
Meanwhile, it is largely unnoticed that organic systems
produce the highest, sustainable yields and remain the
best guide to settle economies nicely within their
terrains. Agroecology, a clumsier term, has been seized
by academics to distance themselves from the New
Organic commerce.
Anyway, a variety of social movements and fashions
may begin the flimsy descent very much together –
social justice movements, commons movements,
transition town movements, permaculture movements,
land reform movements, agroecology and biodynamic
movements, climate change activists… and a
smattering of my rag-tag part of the old organic
movement.
New Organic, like New Labour is working against every
one of those movements.
Similarly, let’s leave those air-freighted, jet-fuelled,
climate-changing, climate change evangelists to their
podiums and book signings. No-one who boards a
commercial aeroplane can be serious about the climate
change. Those people present their eloquence – their
self-importance – as dispensation for the very great
harm they cause by flying. Flaunted hubris cancels its
own nemesis! Bear in mind the attitude we seek must
be one of diffidence, humility, fragility, contrition… as
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we ferret out ways to understand the natural physics
in which our organic house-keeping must settle.
This writer keeps a restorative mantra for repetition.
He could place it as a refrain beneath every paragraph.
Governments and corporations are abstractions. Only
people exist. No one can change the balance of the
atmosphere with a thought. Governments and
corporations have not caused climate change. People
are the physics and people are specifically physical –
one by one. People are the application which causes
climate change. One by one we cause climate change.
Only one by one can we restore some sort of balance.
Cultures are not states to be protected. They are
methods – and those methods are also applied one by
one.
It is true, we are coerced, enticed and often forced to
cause climate change, but nevertheless we have caused
it. Of course, those coercive forces in media,
corporation, government, think tank, university and so
on are also applied one by one by people employed in
those monopolies.
Personal ingenuity, dexterity and most importantly,
moral probity have been enclosed. Personal behaviour
is enclosed.
In reclaiming the consequence of our actions, we
reclaim commons and shove off enclosure. The utter
futility of attempts to change an amoral monopoly by a
morally persuasive thought must be apparent from the
above. No one there is listening.
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Reclaiming consequence reveals a fascinating world of
natural physics and social interaction.
Fascinated is the thing. From fascination, we turn to
love – belonging – affection. Consequence travels
forever through complexity of space around us and
through time into the future. Those ripples are ours.
Our place; our time for our place; our particular
devotion may uncover a seemingly infinite variety of
connections with specific influences in fungi, bacteria,
plant, invertebrate, animal, mineral… all in the
compass of a single workshop or a few fields.
Reclaiming consequence not only reclaims our place on
Earth, but is a road to happiness. We prodigals of the
Oil Age may return to an ancient familiarity, passing
buried memories on the road – a loved hollowed oak of
childhood, familiar birds singing across buzzing of
Summer flies and finally, the creak of the garden gate
falling to.
Wendell Berry has a lovely essay currently on the
resilience.org web site. He takes his title from E M
Forster’s Howards End – It All Turns on Affection. Read
that. He probably says it better than I can. I share his
love for E M Forster. Read him. His short story, The
Machine Stops (1909), perfectly describes 2016.
Meanwhile it all turns on what we do and we don’t
know what to do without affection. As oil-power
shrinks to the compass of man power, so the world
expands. Only connect. Flimsy ain’t nothing.
Flimsiness is all.
(August 2016)
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The Flimsy Ladder to Solid Ground- Part Two
Having arrived on Earth and become subject to her
laws, I find it very hard to communicate with my
friends and neighbours. Though we stand together on
the same soil, nevertheless, we are subjects of very
different realms. Theirs is the vast, but very simple
realm of millions of anonymous, fossilised Summers.
Mine is the complex and almost infinite variety of
connections between many thousands of species,
which make the whole. Each of my footsteps ripples its
consequence through the familiar, then out into
complex obscurity and back again. There’s a lot I don’t
know about my own footsteps.
My friends and neighbours’ footsteps do the same, but
to them, those ripples are scenic effects. To be sure,
they like scenery – rivers, lakes, mountains, bird song,
starry skies. However, the ripples which return are
insignificant to them. They are restricted only by their
purchasing power of fossil power and fossil power is
very simple. To my friends, the replacement of fossil
power by green power is also very simple. Living by
fossil physics, they suggest that soon they’ll live, in a
similar way, by green physics. For instance, because of
their purchasing demands for re-cycled packaging,
organic and fair-trade produce and so on, their
favoured super markets will soon stock nothing but
those things. Similarly, governments will note their
electorate’s life-style preferences – including
renewable energy. Thinking of the ballot box,
governments will also move in a green direction.
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When I point out that renewable energy is incapable of
powering our way of life and that we must learn to live
as most of us did only a century ago, they say I am
negative, pessimistic, Luddite…
When I reply that a return to an ordinary pre-oil way
of life may also prove a route to happiness, they note
my rose-tinted nostalgia for the nasty brutish and
short… They reply that we must improve civilisation’s
achievements – not abandon them.
You may be curious about my stumbling efforts
towards some sort of earthly settlement. If you stand in
the New Green Super Market, then probably, you
won’t.
***
Standing in the New Green Super Market will continue
the rate of climate change and to diminish both the
biodiversity and biomass of the species on which
humanity must depend. Standing there, we demand too
much consumption with too little return. Diminish the
mass of other species and we diminish the mass of
dependent humanity.
Standing in the New Green Super Market continues
dependency on its amoral monopoly and shrinks the
extent to which our lives can be moral lives. Being
subject to that monopoly, we buy with diminished
responsibility, so that our lives cannot be happy. Our
effects, which should have been ours to value, have lost
meaning.
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Consider the words value and worth. They travel easily
between ethics and weights and measures. They pass
between things and our love for things – between
scales of justice and my potato sack scales. Those
meanings have evolved from a deep ancestry. They
also pass through the quality of things – durability,
taste, beauty…
We’ve explored, in part one of this article, how fossil
fuels had (in a sense) suspended history, well, I reckon
fossil-fuel monopoly had in the process, also
suspended the meaning of ethics and weights and
measures. Worth and value live on the common. They
wither by enclosure. Here’s another thing – the pursuit
of mass consumption has suspended the pursuit of
mass happiness.
***
I step down to Earth at just the point where fossilised
time had over-lain the last of living time. About a
century of cultural evolution has slept, sequestered
beneath the weight of millions of photosynthetic years.
Bear in mind that I’ll not find social justice there – nor
any lack of economic pillage by monopoly interests. I’ll
also find ecological pillaging.
I’ve come because I may find ways of living without
fossil fuels. Readers may question my choice of date –
after all the coal-powered railway was ubiquitous and
the steam ship had begun to out-pace sail-power. Even
the poorest found heat by coal. I’m searching for a
period in which life looked very much like our own, but
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in which ways of life without fossil fuels were not at all
extra-ordinary. For instance, in those days, though the
tractor was in evidence, farms were largely horse and
man-powered. The tractor was treated as a team of
horses. That time also remains in the living memory of
very many, “My mother told me that…
After all, for a hundred years, history has been
suspended. I have a duty to begin where she grew cold,
and to witness her warming.
Otherwise, I’d have alighted for the best bits of
agrarian Thirteenth Century, or in the earlier Bronze
Age pre 1500BC, after which idiotic warrior elites
began the process of disruption.
Here’s my central and most significant observation: A
hundred years ago, everyone, with the exception, only
of the suburban office worker (railway), had only a
short walk to work-place, shop, church, and pub. By
church, please accept that I imply mosque, temple,
chapel, meeting house…
Isolated farms could make provision for that isolation,
and for the most part a village would not be far away.
An isolated village would have shop, church, pub and
work-shops – joiner, blacksmith and so on. Such
settlements follow manorial and more ancient
topographies – land and resources bring people – the
richer the resource, the more people.
The largest city provided a similar short walk from red
brick terrace to factory gate. I’ve no intention to
emulate the swan song of the pillage of empire, the
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1914 -18 war, or to search earlier for a Bounderby
factory, or a Gradgrind school. Where’s the rose
tinting?
So, the hope in my picture is very great. We can live
much as we do today and without providing fuel,
materials and infrastructure for domestic and
commuter transport, while also finding, if we can
manage it, the considerable economic advantage of
reclaiming commons and shoving off monopolies.
Current and past monopolies survive by idly charging
rent to the same ingenuity and dexterity, which had
increased their value.
My route from here to there, or from now to then
(bearing in mind that now is sequestered in fossil time)
will be one of many trials and errors.
Even so, the Green Super Market route is impossible.
We don’t, and never will, have the energy to power
centralised distribution, suburbia and so on. Bearing in
mind the rapidity of climate change, we have no more
time to waste in lingering there.
My flimsy ladder provides the only route.
***
How do we – re-centre suburbia – find/devise useful
contributory work a step from our doors – find ways
for perhaps a million families (UK) to migrate to the
countryside – plant and grow an abundance of trees for
boat-building and housing and still have enough land
in food production – develop co-operative
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infrastructures of market-places, energy-generation,
finance, administration and law – find the skills and
desire for these things – have the diplomacy, eloquence
and perhaps last-resort-violence to shove off the
suicidal influences of current political, media, and
corporate powers?
It is impossible. If we accept that it is impossible, then
we are content that our children’s lives and for most of
us, our own lives, will soon become nasty, brutish and
short. Few will dispute that climate change has the
brutish powers of flood, desert, famine, storm. Few will
dispute that governments are insufficiently bold to
guide the right course.
It is possible. Governments do not make a culture.
People do, one by one. Had we simply looked for a
route to happiness, then we may easily have chosen
this one. It was partially visible in many places a
hundred years ago. There are more enduring stories
about such a life, than all the mass-produced pulp
fictions of recent times and meanwhile, every one of
the great religions would endorse and applaud it.
Moreover, it is ordinary and easily understood.
It is possible. If it becomes deeply fashionable, then it
could happen faster than we think possible. Fashion
enables social animals to turn on a five-pence. Fashion
has made strange things plausible – such as
ridiculously impractical high-heeled shoes.
***
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My own journey towards the revival of sleeping history
is one of many compromises. Some are a part of the
journey – meandering backwards may make forward
motion eventually possible. Each choice on my road is
a moral choice. If I’ve no choice, then my morality
remains uncompromised.
I travel towards an economy in which work and
pleasure are a walk, or cycle ride from my door. I travel
with my farm’s produce by diesel power towards a
farmers’ market, more distant than my local market
town. In the past, for many years, I’d attempted to sell
my produce in the local town – but as the town
decayed, so my takings dwindled to near-enough
nothing. To keep my farm afloat, I’d no choice but to
stop trading there. My moral says that our farm’s
produce enlivens that more-distant town and
contributes to seeding the idea of farmers’ markets. In
time, my plan must be to return to my local town, while
producers more local to my more lucrative market, will
take my place there. That is a sad, but necessary
backwards meander.
Even though super market distribution systems can be
more fuel-efficient than my ageing white van, they
preserve a perennial anachronism, while my white van
is intent on a destination, where I scrap the van (&
diesel) altogether.
Likewise, another farmer intent on the same, may be
forced to allow his surplus into the super market. His
morality is intact if his intent is to enliven busy market
towns, proper shops and market squares – self-
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determined by the ingenuity and dexterity of people
who live there – and to eventually withdraw his
produce from the super market.
Similarly, a shopper with small means, who has
nothing but super markets nearby, may be forced
inside – in a backwards meander that waits for proper
shops to appear.
On the other hand, a shopper, with means, who
diminishes his local town/village/corner shop by
shopping in a super market, has no moral leg to stand
on. A farmer, who is deliberately-geared to the
commodity/super market is similarly legless.
Readers must forgive me for returning to the Soil
Association, which deliberately (with intent) certifies
super-marketed produce as organic. As I mentioned in
part one of this article, she provides dispensation for
the “bad” of the super market by providing the “good”
of organic produce. She encourages a migration from
what can endure towards what cannot.
A proper moral meandering course – one in step with
the association’s founders – would have the organic
logo as a kind of way-mark towards organic systems.
We would find it in proper shops, market squares and
so on. To continue the monk pardoner analogy, we’d
wear it as a pilgrim’s cockle shell for our hats. Where it
was not evident, we’d ask why? And then – How can
we rectify that? We’d take the least-worst road (the
meander) until a better one appeared.
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The use of a local currency asks the same. If a
community is missing a necessary trade’s person, then
my ineffective local currency will provoke me to ask –
How can I encourage that trade inside my currency
community? The opportunity may even suggest that I
learn the trade myself…
My use of the word organic applies to all economic
activity and allows all the meanders and wrong
turnings that I describe. Organic – Method or system,
designed to replicate the cyclic behaviour of
organisms. Since we will never understand every
complexity of organic cycles, organic methods must
adapt as we learn from mistakes. Don’t forget –
Cultures are methods of settlement – not states to be
preserved. If economies are to sit within the ecologies
which sustain them, then they must be organic
economies.
Pursuit of a greening of contemporary super market
masses is a pursuit of rapidly diminishing returns. If it
succeeds, then climate change will very soon undo that
success. If it fails… Of course, it must fail. That super
market mass is made up of people. One by one they
may prefer the conviviality of citizenship.
***
Even though work and pleasure are just a step from
the door, a lot of energy must to be found for other
things. Produce must be imported to village, town and
city and wastes must be exported back to the fields
again. Urban market gardens are convivial, colourful
and practical, but most produce will still be drawn
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from a larger terrain. Scarcity and surplus must
sometimes be traded between communities to mutual
advantage. Then materials for construction and so on
will need transport. All these things need energy.
We need sufficient energy for that transport, for some
machinery and for domestic light and heat. Few will
have the convenience of a passivhaus and the trees
we’ll need for housing and boat-building will not yet
have grown.
Make-do and mend brings people together –
particularly when the road to a better future is
commonly accepted and visibly in place.
Plainly electricity generated by sun, wind and water is
our central hope, combined with anaerobic digestion of
food, crop, animal and human wastes. AD uses natural
fermentation to produce methane. All those wastes
must eventually ferment, aerobically or anaerobically –
in the soil, or otherwise. We gather the gas. Burnt
methane releases the less harmful CO2 while the
material is returned to feed soil life for subsequent
crops.
Burning biomass will not be possible. A soil diet of gas
and ashes will produce annually reducing crop yields.
Burning biomass replicates the pillage of once fertile
Rome, or the blowing fields of Oklahoma…
There is a major contribution to my dreamed economy,
which we currently neglect – Direct traction by wind
and water – We gain the advantage of wind for
transport (sail trade) and for machinery (wind pumps
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and mills). Larger machinery has long been powered
by the mill race. Electricity may not always prove the
best option. What’s more, local ingenuity can provide
all those things.
All I describe are organic methods – those which sit
within natural cycles or natural physics.
Many of those technologies provide an advantage
which is missing from today’s economies.
I have not explored the complexities, or histories of
social systems, that is for another tale – in which we
reclaim commons, shove off enclosures and gain the
liberty to do what’s right. Though that tale is old as the
hills and what’s more – though people in every age
have dreamed it and no one has achieved it yet –
tumbling oil monopolies may just allow the liberty for
something like it to happen – and to allow a future
story teller to narrate – Once upon a time, there was a
great city, nestled by the shore and connected to its
surrounding fields by…
(August 2016)

***
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The End of Theism and Atheism – The Return of the
Ancestors
Once upon a time, and everywhere, ancestral voices
guided proper behaviour. Despotism was dwarfed by
power of the dead. Commons preserved those older
voices in gifts of good soil; good water; good place –
received as legacy of past behaviour and bequeathed as
a legacy of our own. Bad behaviour spoils ancestral
gifts. It is an outrage. Future tales will tell, write, sing of
the bad ancestor – the dark archetype in the battle of
right and wrong.
The act of enclosure is a nihilistic act – a denial of
inherited culture and the assertion of personal right to
amorality. No ancestor, priest, politician; no village
tittle tattle – nor wagging finger of cultural tradition
can instruct what I do in my own property.
Considering our predicament of extreme resource
depletion, cascading loss of species, wildly
impoverished soils and crazily-man-made climate
change – are they not predicaments of enclosure? We
look around from our properties; our homes as castles
and ask who is responsible? But no one claims
responsibility. All, sit behind enclosures – oil
monopoly, land monopoly, intellectual property,
democratically-elected monopoly…
Enclosing commons, we silence the voices of both
ancestors and descendants. And we silence the truth of
natural physics – even though to listen would be to our
selfish advantage. Flood and storm will ignore what is
private to our property. A kind of narcissistic
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transcendence of laws of physics, is sought in the
privacy mirror – a decadent meditation, which is
actually a form of nihilism. Without fossil fuels,
collapse would follow such decadence and out of that
collapse a new romantic beginning… But we have
transcended a once universal law by the power of coal
and oil, because we have mined it from outside our
particular time and space. That has led to a discounting
of our own time and space. Instead of romantic
renaissance, we have climate change. A single species
cannot change the living climate of the Earth? Perhaps
not – even by a plague. It has been done by liberating
the flames of very many millions of Summers of
fossilised photosynthesis.
The tragedy of the enclosures removes this profundity
– both the physical earth – the intelligence of our
senses – and the transcendental earth – the ancestral
gift of personal morality – are not to be transcended,
but lived and lived properly – the one physically and
the other spiritually. Receiving and passing on of
commons is a sacramental cup which feeds both
personal and social happiness. It is the primal tool for
the spirit of the good life. It is the primal spur to the
physics of the good economy.
We can see that the tragedy of the enclosures is a
desolate, self-destructive and lonely business.
Considering the great modern religions – Judaism,
Islam, Protestantism, Humanism and so on – Has their
adoption been a prop to the property holder,
sustaining the idea of unaccountable privacy, which is
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at the heart of the pillage of nature and of climate
change? My actions are confided between myself and
my god/conscience.
Protestantism of the reformation was exactly that. It
liberated the depravity of the most brutal period of
English history. Church and monastery had adopted
and maintained most aspects of older religions in local
gods of place (in shrines of saints) and in adapted,
ancient seasonal festivals and holidays. Time and place
kept their ancient sanctities. People were both located
and synchronised in landscape and economy. Ancestral
voices spoke in the evidence of strip fields; in the trade
guilds; the (albeit shaky) subjection of state to church…
Of course, Hinduism and Buddhism retain similar
elements today. This writer finds no significant
difference between theism and atheism. In shedding
ancestral instruction, Protestantism mutated
seamlessly into Humanism, while atheistic Buddhism
remains highly religious – rooted to ancestral shrines
and devotions…
Anyway, religions which suggest transcendence of
commons are but a blink of the eye of human
storytelling. The modern religions which have found
human behaviour replicated in the movement of the
spheres, with the transcendental power of the human
intellect, or with a single creator of everything – have
come, either with concepts of fields and property, or as
a repost to fields and property by monotheistic
nomadic cultures. I speculate that ancestral voices
evident in the passage of commons have ruled for most
of Homo sapiens span. Heaven may only be five
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thousand years old. Perhaps. without property, or
without imagined borders to nomadic cultures no one
would have dreamed of heaven.
Maybe it’s time for a return – for an excavation of the
neglected strata of the psyche – for a return to
properly-evolved, ordinary human behaviour. Surely,
ordinary inherited moral behaviour should prove an
effortless relief? For a brief perversity of a few
hundred years we have defied inherited wisdom –
firstly by land enclosure, whose justification spawned
cultural enclosure – and secondly by the magnificence
of the flames of fossilised life and the super-humanity;
extra-humanity it has lent to our finger tips.
In shame, it is time to face both ancestors and
descendants. Ancestors gave us the Earth. Will
descendants inherit it? Or shall we sit before the
mirror of property, hugging proprietor’s rights – the
privacy of conscience? The enclosures radiate in two
dimensional circles, rectangles and hierarchical
triangles – all of them under an Earth-transcendent
heaven of some kind – atheistic, or theistic, but also
judicial. They replace common responsibility with
private right. They replace complex moral
consequence with simple, amoral stillness. Interconnected; multi-connected, both deep and shallow
complexity is ended in law by a simple fence line.
Meanwhile, common resources shrink, species cascade,
atmospheric carbon dioxide swells… We could easily
step down from the transcendent rights machine and
occupy the vacant roles bequeathed by ancestral
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effects – the culturing – the receiving, fermenting,
maintaining and, in turn, bequeathing what we
discover – the means to the good life. Footsteps leave
impressions – some, as they should be, others not. It’s a
curious, surprising, engaging, comic, tragic, both in and
out of step passage to the sorrow and happiness of
shrugging off the rights machinery and adopting
responsibility for commons of soil, sea, water, air,
biomass, biodiversity, which we’ve received for both
better and worse from the hands of ancestors.
It was a dark and stormy night. We told the tale-teller,
tell us a tale. He began, “It was a dark and stormy night,
we told the tale-teller…”
The great religions have maintained older sanctities of
place and time and they remain fixed in our moral
understanding. Today, we interpret those things in
commons, shrines, festivals, venerated masterpieces of
music, literature, architecture – things done by this or
that ancestor. We are anchored to their humanity. We
read them and sing them again. We repoint the stone.
No god in heaven; no reading of the revolving stars can
help us face the catastrophe of climate change. Culture
survives by what we do one by one, not by grand
coercive power, or by the ornaments of property, but
by stumbling, as best we can, across that sacred
ancestral ground.
What is this writer puffing on? Betrayal, shame and an
attempt at reparation. Is the above any use? It is a
comfort. It carves my role.
(December 2016)
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Beauty is Truth and Truth Beauty
It’s hard to avoid engagement with the rights and
wrongs, wisdom, or foolishness of those who live
inside the wild consensus to cause mass extinctions
and climate change. Otherwise, we remain silent
whenever we meet a friend, colleague, or neighbour,
since they’ll all start with the assumptions of that
consensus. The assumption will be that super markets,
family cars, the internet, suburbia and holiday flights
are ordinary ways of life. Conversation must start there
and then consider the green energies, which an
enlightened and ingenious humanity will devise to
replace oil, coal and gas. Listen to Radio Four, read the
Independent, or Guardian newspapers and you’ll
encounter the same consensus. Yet in even conversing
inside that view, we at least partially endorse it. It is a
deep sorrow. Easy gossip, commonly-accepted
humours and also unspoken moral connection are
essential to happiness. When I wake, I know that I’ll
find only sorrow. I’ll have no conversation – even
within my closest family. The only engagement with
others can be as clown.
Yet, the notion that human ingenuity has created our
way of life is deeply comic. The pomposity of the
thought is outrageous. Our way of life has been simply
and foolishly, created by excessively burning coal, oil,
and gas. Now, the pomposity turns from burning fossil
mass to burning what remains of the living mass. So, it
gets worse. Of course, comedies and tragedies share
the same plots – bloke walks along singing a list of
human achievements as he heads for a high-powered
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job interview. He fails to note the deep puddle ahead
and muddies his brand-new suit. He has not time to
both change and still make the appointment. That is
poignant – funny and sad together. It could be simply
funny, or otherwise, simply sad. It could be funny to us
and sad to the bloke, or on the other hand, a little bit
sad to us and funny to the more well-adjusted, selfcritical bloke. Here’s a world-weary, but probably
accurate thought – “Important bloke falls in a hole” is
the archetypal tragic plot, while “ordinary bloke falls in
a hole” is the archetypal comic plot.
I feel my inability to communicate with friends and
family as a deep sorrow, but of course, they see it as
mildly comic. I cannot be serious to consider a life
without family cars, air travel, high-speed rail, internet
shopping, super markets and leafy suburbs. Yet those
things are causing a change in Earth’s climate, which
will eventually destroy the lot – another archetypal
plot. The futility of powering that life with renewable
energy is another bloke falls in a hole plot. Take way
the coal, oil and gas and we create a hole in the ground
– we take away the path the bloke is taking. The paths
that remain will be much more gently held up by laws
of physics and nature and will be much like the paths
that ordinary humanity has taken for thousands of
years.
We’ll have man-power, sail-power, horse and oxpower – and we’ll have just as much electricity as can
be generated by wind, water (gravity), sunlight and
tides. After domestic “essentials”, since we must stop
burning biomass, we’ll have little surplus for the
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electric car. However, we’ll have the same acreage for
crop production and if we are wise, an increase in its
fertility. Organic techniques far out-yield what we
presently call conventional agriculture, whose vast
inputs are never subtracted from published yield
figures. Henceforth input will be subtracted from
output. The at least ten-fold and in arable regions fifty
to a hundred-fold increase in agricultural labour will
assist in the employment of dispossessed labour and in
the re-centring of suburbia. Similarly, manufacturing
and new infrastructure projects – house-building,
turbine races, mill races for direct traction and so on
will also demand a dramatic fifty-fold increase in
labour. With the vast increase in labour comes an
extraordinary increase in happiness, which will
effervesce from a new curiosity, ingenuity and
dexterity. We’ll need the skills of shipwrights and sailtraders. We’ll need foresters to grow the right timber.
In short, we’ll need a community. If the community
succeeds, we’ll have a renaissance. You’ll note that my
figures are fancy of my imagination. You should also
note that we have no better figures.
Meanwhile, all those things – organic techniques,
renewable energy, revived street markets… create the
illusion that we are on a path without a hole in it.
Beauty is truth and truth beauty, that is all you know
on Earth and all you need to know. Many literary
critics have misunderstood John Keats’s truth, because
they seek aesthetics, rather than the moral guide to
artistry which Keats proposes.
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He says this – that which is beautiful, but not true is
idle fancy (our critic would agree).
But he also says – that which seems true, but is not
beautiful is a blindness of imagination (our critic
would disagree, because she’d point out that there can
be ugly truth)
Keats’s statement is moral admonition. Everything can
be morally understood. If it is fully understood it can
become beautiful. Our critic has not understood the
meaning of tragedy. Keats does not say that every ugly
truth (the holocaust) can be immediately understood
as beautiful. He would say that the holocaust remained
outside moral comprehension and that the fanatical
heartlessness that lead to it was beyond artistic
rendering. Because all proper works of art are both
beautiful and true, he would say – I cannot compose a
verse on the holocaust. His statement is perfect –
probably infallible. That which is true, but ugly may or
may not be beyond the human capacity for an artistry,
which removes the mask of that ugliness to discover its
beauty. Human fallibility is intrinsic – Keats applies the
test to himself – Is what I have composed both
beautiful and true? Sometimes it will be the one and
sometimes the other. Occasionally I can marry the two
– usually not. After all, it is a rare thing for anyone to
marry beauty with truth.
I cannot marry the current consensus for selfdestruction to a beautiful depiction of the gift of
humanity. I cannot marry a young couple and their
loved new child to their choice of a holiday flight to
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destruction – a nativity scene, in which the careless
innocence of youth decides, on a balance of current
pleasures, to remove the future happiness of their own
child.
There is something else to explore – the nature of
comedy and tragedy and where each is appropriate. Of
course, a whole moral perception can fulfil both – cry
with the heart and laugh with the head, because
tragedy is a mishap noted with the heart, while comedy
is the same mishap noted with the head. Both tragedy
and comedy can bind a social group – the one with a
binding empathy for pain and the other with a
common view of the ridiculous.
To friends, my tragic vision of their consumerist
trajectory is ridiculous. To say it is ridiculous, forgives
me as a bloke and for them, allows me to remain a
friend. It ruffles my foolish hair with an inclusive hand.
My attempted verbal contribution is levelled and
remembered as a forgiven pomposity tumbling in a
linguistic hole.
So once a consensus is established and regularly
agreed in gossip, newspapers, radio and television, it is
very hard to break. Seriousness, (as we’ve explored in
other articles) is a state in which we remove both
thought and feeling, so that we can assert a superior
view – looking down from an established plinth in the
market square, or perhaps wishing to establish a new
plinth and topple the old. Unfortunately, seriousness is
not a vehicle to convey the complexity of truth. It uses
simple polemic techniques which are confined to
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linguistic slogans and defensive ridicule in irony and
sarcasm. People fear and respect both irony and
sarcasm, much as we prudently both fear and respect
violence.
Jeremy Corbyn has been insufficiently serious for
Labour Party political opportunists. He has attempted
some complexities, which cannot endure on a marble
plinth. Yet he is extremely popular as a person
amongst a large part of the electorate.
So, in speaking of species loss, impoverished ecologies,
climate change, resource depletion and their economic
implications, we cannot be serious ourselves – or we
could not express it. Yet we cannot be taken seriously
by others, because we are not serious. However, we
may, like Jeremy Corbyn, find souls in common.
So, the climate change movement, and movements for
social justice and so on, are coalitions of lost souls. In
the past, priest, prophet and shaman could take the
powers to task. They could reassert the beauty and
truth of complexity. Complex thought and language
was ritualised in festival and song and kings and
chieftains were their subjects.
G K Chesterton reminded me of this from the
Catechisms – There are but two sins – of presumption
and of despair.
That more succinctly expresses what John Keats sang.
Despair is truth without beauty, while presumption is
beauty without truth. If we let John Keats and the
Catechisms guide us, at least we may find tragic and
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comic fulfilment and then if we are lucky in our
eloquence – finally speak some truth to power.
What’s else to do? Work well. Devise well. Look out for
one another. Dr Panglos was right to return to his
garden.
(December2016)

***
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The Moon Behind the Casino
The travelling moon casts tree shadows across my field
in time and space – time crossing space. Time passes.
Space mutates. Though my hand moves space, time is
unresponsive. Often, there is insufficient time for my
hand to mould sufficient space. Considering
time/space, the night takes my energy and its
morphological contribution. Hearts beat towards
atrophy despite sea anchors of space – property,
status, well-framed sentences… Climate change
accelerates, resources shrink – whatever I’ve done
remains in either matter, or energy, but still, I think of
inexorable time and malleable space.
You never enjoy the world aright, till you are clothed
with the heavens and crowned with the stars… and
perceive yourself to be sole heir of all the universe – and
more so, because all others are sole heirs also… wrote
Thomas Traherne
Consequence steps at a rigid pace. What’s done is done.
I’m sole heir to what I’ve done – and all others are sole
heirs also. That’s where the passage of commons melds
mutable culture to immutable passages of time.
Property freezes time into brittle and defensive stasis,
in which consequence and moral understanding are
excluded. Property will decay despite its patrolled
borders and still, ancient commons will pass between
generations. The vitality of present commons unfurl
cotyledons for generations. That is, if enclosures have
chinks in them – like chinks in denial for the
acceptance of time.
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Meanwhile, existence, life as we live it, advances as
time advances, conjoined to all the sensations of
space…
Here’s something – The study of economics (housekeeping) is an exercise in moral philosophy. It asks,
what is social happiness? And then, in what ways can
we achieve it? Yet they adopt the identity of economist,
who study or manipulate the odds of house values,
share values, interest rates, status, currency exchange
and rent – the very things that Adam Smith (the moral
philosopher) proposed to regulate and tax, so that the
true moral commons of economies could find true
capital values – in valued labour and resource. Modern
“economists” live in the very same casino that Adam
Smith would have banished to more easily liberate the
wealth of nations. Of course, they are imposters.
Here’s another thing: the deeper we go, the more we
become the same. Individualism – the search for selfexpression can find only the trivial, because it is only in
triviality that we are different – sex, wealth, status,
race, nation-hood, skin colour, job description… Selfexpressive art is always trite. Enduring artistry
searches for and then attempts to express what is
common to all.
Property, the most trivial of attributes, has had a
power to change modern societies, which is in
tragically inverse proportion to its triviality. All
enclosures are the same – land, ideas, seeds, status… –
they halt the flow of time inside a brittle enclosure,
where there is no social judgement, or physical
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consequence. Cultures are not states to be protected.
They are what we do. Enclosure is the right to deny
that truth. Enclosures also drain the flow of time (and
so mutable space) in what we do, by charging rent.
That rent is gathered from the productive movement of
time and sequestered in the stillness of space. All,
whose wages are above the ordinary, bleed the flow of
culture – landlord, lawyer, banker, medical practitioner
– all charge rent for a variety of enclosures: land,
status, signorage…
The consequence of that lack of consequence is evident
in climate change. Responsibility notes it, but the
propertied need not. Thames water will lap at the feet
of Big Ben and at the seat of a parliament, which
cements the power of property and denies the powers
of good work. It cements the state of frozen time and is
blind to methane rising from the tundra and ice sheets
melting into the heat-absorbent sea. Property is
outside time and cannot note the rising water. After all,
the chancellor of the exchequer will present his
economic well-being figures to parliament – not as a
presentation of assets, but as a simple addition of
spending.
Step back into time and we step outside our properties
and into flesh and blood and rhythmically time-bound
hearts – our common humanity – and ultimately our
common biomass with all the species of Earth. Our
heartbeats embody both time and space. If we engage
in time and with space, then we must shrug off the
sequestered spaces of enclosure. We’ll not spend the
common. Yet we can live it.
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Anti-capitalists rail at the wrong target, because
capitalism has never been applied. Find me a corporate
energy, ag commodity, or chemical company, which
values capital… They should rail at the casino of bonds
and shares; at the currency manipulators; at the idle
rent gatherers.
True cost accounting & ecosystem services both strive
to place capital in the casino. But the casino has no
means to register capital. Worse – the illusion of capital
falsely endorses the casino. Capital exists in labour,
energy, soil, water and so on. All that exists has effects
and so every engagement with capital has moral
consequence. Morality lives on the common.
Here, on Earth, as the moon swings tree shadows
across “my” grassland, Thomas Traherne reminds me
that I am sole heir to all the universe – and more so
because all others are sole heirs also. The produce of
the field is mine and I exchange it for money – but that
exchange is impossible without trust. Trust lives on the
common. I enclose the common inheritance of soil in
its produce, but have moral responsibility to maintain
and pass on that common. So, I grow capital and
maintain a common, which can grow generations of
capital. It follows that without a moral common,
capitalism collapses. What’s more, without trust, every
premise of Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations will also
collapse.
Capital and commons are conjoined. Commons are the
means to maintain the just flow of capital. Outside
moral philosophy, capitalism can have no meaning.
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The capital we hold issues from and returns in tribute
to the common. The exchange of enclosed capital for
money is also interwoven with the common of trust.
You see, solid capital becomes a liquid flow from and to
the common.
Moral regulation, or restraints to the casino fail,
because the casino is designed for amorality – It has
not the means to note the regulation. The morality
implicit in organic, recycled, fair-traded (& so on)
products in a super market gives false moral credence
to an amoral market. True cost accounting and
ecosystem services do the same. Similarly, the social
justice sought in social mobility, must accept and
engage with the unequal hierarchy through which it
would rise.
The casino, or rather the governments, corporations
and citizens, which live by it, have not the means to
note climate change, resource depletion and rising
social inequality – that is they are unaware of the sack
of the commons – and also of possible roads to the
future wealth of nations.
David Fleming’s lean economy sits quietly on that
common, valuing its capital. The wild gambler’s dream
– of increasing the spending of diminishing resources –
is bound to collapse. It responds to neither capital, nor
the common – ancestors, or descendants. It will
collapse when punters grow unsure of their punts and
of each other. The trouble is that cascading casinos
collapse communities of people – wages and tax
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revenues evaporate, leaving insufficient for social
security relief. Infrastructures crumble.
If David had his way, we’d have rationed energy – we’d
have thought of finite, palpable capital and how to
restrict and fairly distribute it. We’d have remained on
the moral common. Food rationing was very effective
in the 1940s and 50s and it was fair. He did not have
his way – applied energy restraints have used the
mechanisms of the casino and have utterly failed.
They’ve been used as gambling chips by traders, just as
super markets have used organic produce as a new
marketing angle.
The sooner the casino collapses, the smaller will be the
cliff edge over which it falls.
The later the casino collapses, so the more time may be
had to gather in the convivial market square of the lean
economy. We’ve become culturally disconnected by the
overwhelming provisions of the casino. If we can reconnect sufficiently, then together we’ll stand on
culturally-prepared ground as the confused prodigals
of the collapsed casino blunder destructively into
forgotten laws of physics and of nature. After all, the
casino is an abstraction. Corporations are abstractions
– and governments also. People exist. Soil exists – and
water, sunlight, biodiversity, biomass… Prodigals may
howl at the moon, until they come to love the silver
light. The common releases delicious, delightful, useful
capital in exchange for efficient return of wastes.
Biomass to human-mass to biomass again. That’s
where ingenuity must live – not in the provision of
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driverless cars, agricultural robotics… Of course, the
casino is precariously held up, far beyond its natural
span, by the simple, but perverse energy of oil.
Sooner or later? – we can only watch and wait. The
casino will blow like wild weather. Meanwhile, we may
as well gain some pleasure watching the moon, while
keeping a weather eye on the displeasure of Trump,
Farage and Theresa May. Their trite ambitions are
perennial to human nature and to history. Think of this
– they serve the casino and the casino is doomed.
The doomed casino may drag what we’ve worked to
maintain into its own chaos – real economics, organic
economics, convivial economics, lean economics,
romantic economics… At any rate, crashed casinos
don’t consume much energy. They’ll end like thin
smoke without flame from the heaps of couch grass –
and if we can arrive somehow, still culturally joined,
we can aim to go onward the same, though dynasties
pass.
Anyway, happiness is, and always was, wanting what
we have, not having what we want. This particular tree
shadow across those particular blades of grass, points
to the passage of a uniquely-timed moon. It is a good
particularity to want, since my retina has it imprintedthat’s for a start. All others can have something similar
– but shining to their particularity – as Thomas
Traherne says.
(December 2016)
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Reclaiming Commons through Land Value Tax, or a
Wing and a Prayer
There are estimates which present the power of a litre
of petrol as equivalent to two to three weeks of manual
labour. On one hand, that suggests a lot of hard
physical work ahead – on the other, that limp
dependency on a monopoly may be marvellously
replaced by our own actions and those of our friends
and neighbours.
We can depend on what surrounds us and can be
understood – soil, sea, river, rainfall, sunshine, wind,
rock, biomass, biodiversity… We wander through the
economy of our supply – the hammering of workshop,
the swish of wind turbine, the jokes of market
traders… We brush against the leaves of corn and
finally at home, note the necessary repair to the garden
gate as we identify the wren singing in the lilac tree.….
I don’t mind if those oil versus manual figures are
inaccurate, or hold a sophistry invisible to me. The
truth remains, that as the immense power of those
many millions of Summers of photo synthesis ends,
we’ll be provided from the limits of singular seasons as
they pass. Our newly-limited, but suddenly visible
economics becomes the people and resources which
palpably surround us – in short, an economy we can
understand.
In a sense, oil did create the end history. We became
demi-gods, aloof from the physics of time and space.
We also became aloof from the beauties of time and
space – travelling above cultures and terrains and not
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through them. Meanwhile, Earth has evolved without a
conscious humanity, but very much with humanity’s
physical effects. Now, we must return to Earth – not
only with scorched wings, but to degraded soils and
pillaged resources.
As W H Auden reminds us, in Pieter Breugal’s depiction
of falling Icarus, a man ploughs on regardless of the
silly goings-on of aristocrats – That’s how Sixteenth
Century economics worked. Icarus came home from
adventuring (such as war, or expeditions to the Sun)
and said, “What’s for dinner?” He knew food would be
grown and supper prepared. He cared not how.
However, for the last few decades, whole societies have
followed Icarus. The ploughman now follows
instructions on pesticide and herbicide drums supplied
by Icarus… He’s no idea what’s in the drums and
fertiliser sacks. He cares not how.
Anyway, as history returns, the workings of an
economy will become apparent again. If we and our
neighbours do not provide, there will be no provision.
Ordinary people may steer a course back into history
and with luck – a course towards a newly egalitarian
and convivial culture.
Two weeks of labour for a litre of petrol! – but much
which fossil fuels have provided can no longer be, and
so it follows that the energy demands from what can
longer be, will also dissolve – cloud-capped towers, air
travel, suburbia, the family car, pesticides, fungicides,
herbicides, matricides… – leaving not a wrack behind.
(Apologies to the Bard) I propose that sudden
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relaxation of energy demand may liberate a great
social relaxation – a delighted communal sigh of relief.
It seems that the Prospero was a mountebank anyway.
But how can we pick up new (& old as the hills) tools
and have liberty to apply them, in a world of enforced
dependencies – debt/mortgage-tied wage packets and
massive and daunting monopoly infrastructures of ring
road, suburbia, motorway, super market…?
The monetary and taxation solutions to our problem
are easy and have been proposed and refined of
centuries. They have never been applied. It is probable
that they never will be applied. Land enclosure is the
primary source of wealth for the powerful and is
similarly the primary source of poverty for the rest. It
is also a classical cause of economic stagnation,
decadence and collapse. All enclosures have that same
effect – intellectual property, professional status,
resource monopolies… – all command rent without a
return of service.
Many who promote basic income today, do so
imagining a world progressing to driverless cars,
unmanned machines and so on, so that more and more
human labour is shed into playfulness. For those
people, basic income is a means to an egalitarian
redistribution of machine-driven and rent-driven
wealth. They pre-suppose a continued oil monopoly, or
oil-replacement monopoly.
Many dream of a continued, but green automation.
That is a fantasy.
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But as economies once carried by oil, are shouldered
by the much slighter frames of people, basic income
can provide security for the necessary trial and error of
accumulated skills. It will provide leeway for
innovative and increased work – and paradoxically, for
increased leisure. (Oil infrastructures have shattered
leisure time by the time and wage demands of distant
work and shopping places and by rent for monopoly
service.) Basic income is a simple replacement for
complex social welfare systems and also removes the
stigma from that welfare. The necessary evacuation
from and re-centring of suburbia, accompanied by a
large migration to the countryside will all be assisted
by basic income. That migration reverses the
clearances of enclosure, which sent rural populations
to city slums and across oceans. Now people (not oil)
must grow food and people must congregate closer to
fertile soils. There will be need for simple housing – on
a dramatic scale.
And that simplicity may be a pleasure – one expressed
by poets, novelists, painters, musicians – themselves,
liberated by basic income… The end of oil sends
populations home and truly down to earth. And that
word home evokes others, such as love, motherhood,
fatherhood and family. Basic income gives liberty to
the proper raising of children and by that token to a
more egalitarian, busy and convivial future.
Am I over ruralising our problems? But the greatest
city is always, first and foremost, an emergent property
of the efficiencies of fields. If we eat in a city, then we
are involved in agriculture. Cities are agricultures.
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So, we also need to reverse the parasitic, rentier effects
of enclosure and marry basic income to her true
partner – land value tax. Land tax combined with a
citizen’s dividend provides the simplest, most elegant
regenerative tool for social justice.
Readers will be familiar with the following passages,
but I present them anyway, because they show how
well-expressed truths are seldom applied. Tom Paine,
John Stuart Mill, Henry George, Tolstoy and many
others express what many repeat today. Meanwhile,
land monopoly continues to parasitize ingenuity and
dexterity and to drain wealth down conduits of
increasing rent. Of course, over very many centuries,
the great religions have expressed similar truths,
which the powers have similarly ignored. The truth
combined with the ignoring of it are an ancient
tradition! – Poets, philosophers, priests and shamans
rail at the times as around them economies crash.
Rulers always have been stupid. Ideas are a nuisance to
power.
Here’s Tom Paine, Agrarian Justice 1797.
“Men did not make the Earth. Every proprietor owes the
community a ground rent for the land which he holds.”
(….)
“Cultivation is at least one of the greatest natural
improvements ever made by human invention. It has
given to created earth a tenfold value. But the landed
monopoly that began with it has produced the greatest
evil. It has dispossessed more than half the inhabitants of
every nation of their natural inheritance, without
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providing for them, as ought to have been done, an
indemnification for that loss, and has thereby created a
species of poverty and wretchedness that did not exist
before.
In advocating the case of the persons thus dispossessed,
it is a right, and not a charity, that I am pleading for. But
it is that kind of right which, being neglected at first,
could not be brought forward afterwards till heaven had
opened the way by a revolution in the system of
government. Let us then do honor to revolutions by
justice, and give currency to their principles by blessings.
Having thus in a few words, opened the merits of the
case, I shall now proceed to the plan I have to propose,
which is,
To create a national fund, out of which there shall be
paid to every person, when arrived at the age of twentyone years, the sum of fifteen pounds sterling, as a
compensation in part, for the loss of his or her natural
inheritance, by the introduction of the system of landed
property:
And also, the sum of ten pounds per annum, during life,
to every person now living, of the age of fifty years, and
to all others as they shall arrive at that age.”
Here’s Winston Churchill expressing the ideas of Henry
George. (speech, 1909)
“Roads are made, streets are made, services are
improved, electric light turns night into day, water is
brought from reservoirs a hundred miles off in the
mountains — and all the while the landlord sits still.
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Every one of those improvements is effected by the
labour and cost of other people and the taxpayers. To
not one of those improvements does the land monopolist,
as a land monopolist, contribute, and yet by every one of
them the value of his land is enhanced. He renders no
service to the community, he contributes nothing to the
general welfare, he contributes nothing to the process
from which his own enrichment is derived.”
We are currently ruled by economically-destructive
monopolies. The political parties of consensus politics
represent those monopolies and promote them to us in
the same way they’d promote rival brands of pot
noodles. So, what I and many of the readers of this
essay would argue will prove a very tall order to
execute. There is no way in to that political system. In
truth, there are few ways in to our rentier economy,
other than that of an accepted dependency on it – to
become a part of it. We can vote for the least-worst
political party. We can send market signals by our
super market purchases to try and improve the super
market. We can buy organic produce and fair traded
produce, recycled packaging and so on… – but these
improvements only re-enforce the monopolistic
provision and our dependency on it. They give the
Icarus super market chain acknowledgement, approval
and credence…
Yes, if we are to avoid the (let’s make no bones about
it) the terrible ecological and economic collapse, which
our current rentier monopolies are setting out to
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achieve, then I can find no other recourse, but the
following. –
Somehow, that ploughman in Pieter Breugal’s painting
(and all plough-people) must take his eyes from the
sky, re-shine his plough, and apply himself earnestly,
ingeniously and dextrously to the job in hand.
Cultures are not states to be protected. They are
methods. They are what we do. What’s more, we make
a culture, one by one. Even under monopoly we make a
culture one, by one. We may be coerced, enticed, or
compelled to do so, but nevertheless, it is we little
people, who do it, one by one.
We drive to the retail park. We take that holiday
flight…
Bayer, Syngenta, Cargill, Monsanto, oil companies,
super market chains, National governments and neoliberal ideology have not caused climate change. They
are abstractions. They don’t exist. One, by one my
reader and I have caused climate change. We are the
physics. You cannot change the composition of the
atmosphere with an abstraction. We are the
application.
It follows that one, by one is no small thing.
It also follows that one by one is the only physical
thing.
So, it follows that we should take our eyes from the sky
to consider that our own feet are the first feet to
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consider, when taking the first step. Really, those feet
are the only thing.
Of course, we can vote for least-worst monopolistic
provision of coercion, enticement, bullying… We can
suggest, one by one, perhaps warmly huddled in an
NGO, to the abstraction that is governance, that the
rentier economies of today are self-destructive – that a
land value tax to fund a citizen’s dividend, combined
with removal of taxes on work and work’s products
may liberate a common economic good. Income tax
and particularly, VAT stifle the productivity and
increase the poverty of those who make things and
grow things and have little effect on the wealthy –
nearly all of whom are rentiers. The sick, old and
disabled contribute a far higher proportion of income
to the exchequer (through VAT) than do the fabulously
wealthy. Of course, we also know that monopolies will
not listen to proposals to destroy monopolies.
But on the other hand, it is also important to our souls
to testify – to speak – even though we know that only
our friends are listening.
Transition towns, organic agriculture, local currencies,
locally-issued shares, or bonds, community projects in
renewable energy, village/corner shops, pubs, post
offices… – all shed dependency.
To testify the truth to power also sheds dependency –
although we know that power does not listen and may
occasionally supress that truth by physical violence.
We know that no economy founded on land monopoly
(such as ours) will adopt a land value tax to fund a
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citizen’s income, just as people have known for very
many centuries that though a truly egalitarian way of
life is possible, it remains extremely unlikely.
But here’s a remarkable thing – the end of oil will
provide an earth-shattering loss of bearings to oildependent monopolies. They’ll find themselves in a
new landscape with no compass and a forgotten ability
to navigate by sun and stars. We can pick up some
tools and begin. Of course, remaining powers will
remain in denial – coercing people to live and consume
as before, until the chaos of climate change leaves
every one of us utterly lost at sea…
My ramble leads me from manpower/oil-power,
through enclosure and parasitic rentier effects, to
elegant remedies to rentier effects, to the fortressed
deafness of enclosure, through the abstract nature of
governance, towards the real effects of ourselves. It
leads me through hopelessness and hope and back
again…
What about the abstract nature of government and
corporation? It can only act through acquiescence of
societies and what’s more, through people one at a
time. It follows that I am as significant as any other. So
we finally return to what must surely be the primal and
central hope – albeit one which has eluded success in
historical memory.
I mean a contagious, fashionable surge, or folk
movement towards proper behaviour – towards the
deliberate construction of commons – a moral,
heritable framework for the future of children.
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That hope can only be infused one person at a time, but
what if it’s side by side in a surge as fashionable as
Beetle mania, or high-heeled shoes?
Fashions in people and other eusocial animals have a
deep and anciently-evolved purpose. They are a means
to a quickly-adapted change of social behaviour.
Such surges can happen. This writer cannot predict
that one will. But he can see no another solution.
With regards to the stupidity of Power – nothing has
changed. Power never has, and never will listen to
reason.
But with regards to our period of history, everything
has changed. It is unique; extra-ordinary; suicidal.
Here’s a simple truth – Power is settled on a course to
destroy civilisation and to drive many thousands of
species of life to extinction.
This is the most epic of all human times. No Icarian
legend can match it. Let’s be honoured. The only step is
the first step and for me, the only step is mine.
For a start, would you book a holiday flight, when
booking a flight (by power of fashion) has become an
utterly shameful thing? Would you proudly boast that
extensive international lecture tour to further your
career? – For shame! Although the last few proper
shops are fading in your local town, would you
brazenly use the economically/ecologically-destructive
super market sat brashly and brazenly nearby?
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Those monopolies – in energy supply, food supply, land
supply, medicine supply, travel supply, governance
supply – are driving us to the edge. If we cannot
redress the enclosures by taxing monopolies
(principally land) to fund a regenerative citizen’s
dividend, then we must refuse those supplies.
Don’t lobby your monopoly to stock more fair-traded,
recycled and organic produce. Find a proper shop or
market square and then begin the conversation.
For God’s sake, for the First Cause, for the Quantum
Coherence of atoms, molecules cells – testify! Since
cultures are what we do – do it. On a wing and a
prayer? Yes. Do it. Perhaps we can’t go far wrong if we
simply sit on a wing (of that home-built hang glider)
and pray….
(July 2016)

***
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More on Monopoly, Rent & Resource Extraction,
plus Inappropriate Scientific Peer Review
A social system which aims to settle its consumption of
resources within the ecological renewal of those
resources, must remove the parasitic effects of
enclosure. Enclosure bleeds productivity without a
returning productivity and so is destructive to good
house-keeping. Rent (a modern or post medieval
concept) is entirely idle and has thriven by parasitism
of labour. Sustainable economies must be based on the
passing on of commons – received from ancestors and
passed to descendants. Meanwhile, the modern rentier
economy travels crazily towards both denial of
resources to descendants and yet to an assumed, idle
rent gathering bequeathed to increasingly-wealthy
family beneficiaries. In the manner to which we’ve
grown accustomed…
De-growth towards an economy of maintainable size
can begin by a step by step divestment from what fossil
fuels had once supplied. A steady-state economy must
eventually settle within a central moral common –
within the rule of return. We must replenish as we
consume.
In discussing de-growth, it must be kept in mind, that
the current casino will collapse without a continued
growth in spending. As the casino collapses, it will take
the real economy of service, wage and welfare
infrastructures with it. So, in thinking of de-growth we
must think of surviving that crash by having built
resilient, economic communities, which are
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unconnected to the casino. There will be much trial
from many errors, so inevitably, thinking of the place
to which we could and should descend, we begin with
utopian thinking. Utopia is useful.
So, the first steps are easily-defined. Commercial air
travel, large container-shipping, suburbia, ring roads,
motorways, super markets, family cars, industrial
agriculture… – are all impossible to maintain without
fossil fuels. We must shed them from our lives.
Another first step must be removal of the parasitic
effects of property enclosure – in land, ideas, seeds,
money-creation and status. I suppose our favoured
(none violent) route may be less to remove enclosures,
and more (if we can) to ignore them.
Following steps can only be partially visible – a part of
the errors and trials of actually taking the steps.
Learning to live together is always complex – to farm;
trade; travel within the limited physics of our supply
needs co-operation. And we need agreement in what
we build. That is where shared moral commons
become central to all that we do.
Let’s get things straight. Properties give right to
irresponsibility. Commons give right to responsibility.
Although the most pernicious, land property is not the
only enclosure. Others include intellectual property,
money creation and status. Status commands rent
without return.
I may be forced to take my £4 per hour to pay a
lawyer’s £250 per hour – She extracts rent for status –
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well, let’s say, £240 per hour, allowing £10 for labour.
Of course, this transaction wrecks my economy.
Medical practitioner, dentist and so on, do the same to
a smaller extent – but at a still destructive £50 to £100
per hour.
Those who extract such rents, often compound the
economic destruction by investing in land property –
to bequeath down a family line of rent extraction and
further economic destruction!
Plainly, the extraction of rent for status is immoral.
Commons would define it so. A law of commons would
make it illegal.
Let’s be proud, not of what we have, but of what we do.
Cultures are methods, not states. States of monopoly
protect perennial anachronism.
Methods always have contemporary effects and so
must adjust to changing times. They are always moral,
because actions always have consequence.
In contrast, states (enclosed monopolies) have a single,
blind moral – focused to protect a central amorality.
They are morally fervent for the protection of the
amoral state. The evidence of that blindness surrounds
us in the rapidly accelerating effects of a climate
change that are invisible to the static focus and paced
fence-lines of governments and corporations.
Moreover, the increasing size of monopolies is
apparent in the growing distance between rich and
poor. Monopoly (enclosure) swells by extracting the
wealth created by ordinary labour.
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In the UK, we’ve seen signs of hope in the popularity of
the MP, Jeremy Corbyn. I think we can say he stands for
the commons. We’ve also witnessed an opposite
fervour from the monopolies to bring him down. This
is not only from the billionaire-enclosed mainstream
newspapers, but also from the supposedly impartial
BBC and also from the strangely and newly “static”
once left-wing newspaper, the Guardian. Both have
been vitriolic.
To return to monopoly status, plainly, our rent
extracting medical practitioner is not entirely parasitic.
She may also be a hard-working moral being – so her
role is complex. She lives, partly on a moral common
and partly in an amoral enclosure. On the common she
possesses the justified respect of the community of
which she is a part and she also commands that
aforementioned £10 per hour for her labour.
The common says that her rent demand above the £10
for her labour is immoral (anti-community). She can
happily step out from the enclosure into the welcoming
heart of the common. There, she’d find easy
acceptance, happiness, but not what that rent could
buy.
Not what that rent could buy – is at the heart of both
community and of our current economic problem. It
could be a marvellous slogan for the steady-state
economy – Not what that rent could buy…
Had we not a rentier economy, would we have
measured economic success by the sum of mere
spending in GDP? Readers of this will be familiar with
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the folly of GDP as an economic guide. Such a sum
indicates that natural disasters which may destroy
homes and ordinary lives are a good thing – an
economic stimulus. They appear in GDP as new surges
in house building and repairs – and in funeral
director’s bills. War and weapons manufactory are all
very good for GDP. Yet disaster and war destroy assets
and wreck lives. They create extreme unhappiness and
collapse economies. Rent does the same in apparently
gentler fashion – it shrinks assets and makes life
difficult.
Have those who understand GDP’s stupidity as an
economic indicator, also spotted that it is just the
measure to be useful to the rent-setting of rentiers?
Rent demands of status are part of a GDP-like
carelessness and similarly pay no regard to the
community’s economic well-being.
Commodification of food supply chains has assisted
earlier land enclosure by sending many remaining,
post- enclosure farmers to the city to seek what they
can at the call-centre door – once at the factory gate.
That cheap food also releases a higher proportion of
wages for house rent, rentier energy supply and
rentier consumer goods. Various enclosures
manipulate towards increasing rent – seeking the
optimum, maximum, bearable rent – blind to the
economic pillage they cause.
Only the moral common can maintain a truly convivial
economy and only the moral common can free
ingenuity and dexterity to adapt cultural methods to
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the changing physics of supply. What’s more, only
common ethics can regulate demand.
Life’s physics resists my tools, so that I come to a better
understanding of both physics and tools…
Should I? Shouldn’t I? We ask those questions every
minute of everyday life. They do not occur inside a
monopoly. The only question inside a monopoly is –
how can we best maintain the monopolistic state.
Meanwhile, it is not the monopoly which applies the
monopolistic provision – It is we little people. For the
most part, the last remaining farmers read instructions
on the sides of pesticide and herbicide drums and do as
they are told. They’ve no idea why. Many say, they are
the “cutting edge” of their “industry” – applicants of the
latest intellectual property. In any case, they add to
GDP by their purchase of patented machinery,
fertilisers and pesticides, and while being so few,
become more aggressive in protecting the state of that
rural way of life… It is true, their backs are to the wall.
The real economy has its back to the wall. Soon,
climate change will wash much of what remains away.
Climate change may even wash the rent away.
We’ll be struggling to reclaim commons then. It may be
simpler to reclaim them now.
***
Everywhere, status foils our attempts to reclaim
commons. Sometimes this is not to maintain the
payment of rent, but to maintain influence.
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I’ve personally encountered this in the academic world
in which defended hypotheses have conferred a status
to their proponents. Then, peer review gives to those
ideas something like an intellectual property, but
without the rental value.
It should be a scientific delight to argue the merits of a
hypothesis. After all, every hypothesis has been proved
to be wrong – nature is always more complex than the
simplicity of our minds. Today’s peer-reviewed
hypotheses will also be wrong. That is the virtue of the
cultivated scepticism of science – knowledge of its
perennial fallibility.
Professorships stand on past pronouncements and
professors, being but little people (like all of us) defend
their status from embarrassment, when they should
have been delighted by a challenging thought.
Peer review, which could be a curious and helpful
exchange of possibilities, has become a dangerous
industry. I’ve written elsewhere of the now
manipulated confusion between technology and
science (The Music of Narcissus). Technologists
contribute to the peer review system as though theirs
is a science. Of course, and worse, they often come
from within the monopolistic interests of
pharmaceutical, bio-technology, energy corporations
and so on.
The intervention of such people is the intervention, to
be blunt, of big money and rentier enclosure. A genuine
scientist, who holds to such and such a proposition
may find it and her reputation (and the reputation of
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her institution) used by monopolies for their own ends.
Research grants often flow from that direction. To have
a hypothesis challenged, which may undermine the
marketing of let’s say a certain herbicide, puts the
human creature, our professor, under extreme and
inhuman pressure.
A large chemical company will not attend to his protest
that all hypotheses are fallible and will always be
wrong in some way. They will not be curious about his
notion that perhaps open-mindedness is the beauty of
science in a world of brash stupidities… They will be
even less pleased by his new position that perhaps, a
herbicide he’d once thought safe, should now be
withdrawn from production.
In a sentence – The academic world, by its association
with commerce, has been corrupted. Where necessary,
it has been enclosed. Of course, many academics resist
enclosure and it is possible that some institutions have
done the same. Sometimes, to step back onto the
common will enhance a reputation – and certainly that
must be so among the truest of peers.
There is a hypothesis which has informed the climate
calculations of the IPCC, the Paris Accord, Zero Carbon
Britain 2030 (adopted as policy document for Welsh
Government) and many others.
It says that we can burn a crop for a biomass boiler,
return nothing to the soil at all and the following
season’s crop yield will remain the same. Soil carbon
will remain the same. Photosynthetic leaf area will be
the same and in consequence, atmospheric CO2 will
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remain unchanged having been absorbed in the same
quantity of photosynthetic biomass.
That utter fantasy is defended tooth and nail by all
academia. Had they read it, no farmer, or gardener
would accept it. Yet nearly all farmers and gardeners
do accept it because they have not read it. They assume
that “the scientists” must be right. I write about this in,
End the Burning Begin the Growing. My counter
hypothesis is probably mistaken in some way, but I
present it as a spur to further thought. The truth is
that, as a farmer, I know the IPCC calculations are not
only wrong, but ridiculous. Nothing can replace
experience.
This particular enclosure is (I propose) a tragedy of
epic proportions. It is the cause of the unexpected
rapidity of climate change.
I am a farmer without academic peers and yet I and my
farming peers know that crop yield cannot be
maintained without a return of sufficient biomass to
the soil. We can guess, with a fair certainty, that an
attempt to do so will result in diminished soil biomass
(soil carbon), reduced crop yield (leaf carbon), reduced
photosynthetic power, and so increased atmospheric
CO2. That is even before burning the crop. That results
in a greater climate change effect than fossil fuels.
Fossil fuels release more or less the same CO2 as
biomass fuels, but in their case, untouched biomass
continues to live and breathe. In the case of the
mentioned hypothesis, the true peer review would
have been between farmers. Growing crops is a
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technology – an art – not a science. Science has stepped
outside its area of exploration to a place where it has
no experience – and to me, no credence. Science has
stepped out from innocence (where it belongs) to
experience, where in this case it is creating terrible
havoc.
We’ve seen how technologists have been disrupting
the true scientific community. Is this Science’s revenge
– by disrupting the true technological community?
Outside a farmer’s knowledge of good husbandry, even
a historian could easily point out the folly of the
biomass burning hypothesis. Here’s the pillaged soil of
Rome. There is Easter Island. Here’s the blowing dust
of Oklahoma…
Anyway, this passage is written in despair. What else,
but to hang on to utopia?
(July 2016)

***
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The Marriage of Basic Income and Land Value Tax
Get real, say basic income evangelists from
symposiums and podiums with robotic futures on
prophetic tongues. Automation and increased leisure
need a reciprocal and productive arrangement
between producer and consumer.
Yet, their culture of driverless cars and robotic
manufacturing is only decades old and will soon lose
the sources of energy which power it. Such thinking is
street – consumerist – of hip products in on-line, high
and democracy street.
The story on Consumer Street says that by paying for
the product we create the need for it and so have right
to a participant’s share of the profits. The robots make
profits, but need no wages, beyond cost of materials
and the protective intellectual property right claimed
in design. Anyway, social security relief payments are
more costly to administer than a simple basic income
for all. Moreover, a consumer of robots, who is
equipped with a basic income, may find monetary
liberty to use that understanding to design better
robots herself.
Well, it’s true that automation is the natural
progression of the oil age.
However, it is not the natural progression of the digital
age.
Fossil fuel has created the digital revolution. It is
surplus energy – not human ingenuity, which truly
powers robotics.
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If settled cultures are to survive we have to face this
truth – we have no surplus energy – we have an
extreme deficit.
Renewable energy cannot power fossil-fuelled ways of
life. We only know that it can power a well-organised
pre-fossil fuelled way of life.
Fossil fuels had made manual labour largely
redundant. We employed fossil fuels and sacked
people. Now we must employ people and sack fossil
fuels.
Our primal renewable energy will be man-power.
Other sources are bound to absolute physical limits.
Those limits make these things redundant – suburbia,
the family car, air traffic, industrial agriculture, super
markets and internet shopping. Those things have
been powered by millions of years of fossilised
photosynthesis – from outside our time and space. All
happy futures will be bound to the limits of each,
particular and singular season as it passes – and bound
to particular places – soils; resources… We must
change our ways of living to sit happily in time and
space. Only then can we look about for available
energy supplies. We put the cart before the horse, if
we think firstly of green energy and afterwards of how
to use it.
Places are mutable by personal behaviour and by the
unpredictable passing of time and seasons. As Ivan
Illich says, soils are enriched, or diminished by our
traces…
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Basic income will be productive in quite another way –
As Tom Paine proposed – in restorative justice.
Depraved yeoman farmers and aristocrats, enclosed
ancient commons, forcing settled, convivial selfsustaining communities into wage dependency, city
slums and further rent extraction by city landlords.
Every proprietor owes the community a ground rent for
the land which he holds. Basic income is that ground
rent.
The pillage of the Reformation had also imposed a
state doctrine. Protestantism replaced shrines,
festivals, gossip and holidays with a totalitarian newspeak. Complex, evolved cultures were displaced by
brutalist, unremembering austerity. That imposition
has survived through every turn of post-reformation
history and remains as our cultural narrative today.
Literature and music easily recall that lost prereformation complexity – Falstaff babbling of green
fields – Farwell, rewards and fairies of which the
moping owl doth to the moon complain…
The cultures we’ll need to survive without oil, sit
within just the means a landscape supplies – alongside
trades of scarcity and surplus with similar neighbours.
We’ll not build such a culture without shrines, festivals
and holidays, which were the punctuating memorial
repositories of pre-enclosure times. We need
complexity. But there’s no recipe. David Fleming
reminded us that large scale tasks need small scale
systems, working within that large system. Today, we
have large scale tasks employing large scale solutions,
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which compound the magnitude of the task. I met a
fool in the forest. The beauty of the only sort of society
that can survive and mitigate resource depletion and
climate change is that it is small scale and includes
every one of us. If we can respond instantly,
intelligently and ingeniously to our personal mistakes,
then those mistakes remain just as small as we are. But
our solutions is connected to the larger community.
For I am come with broom before – to sweep the dust
behind the door…
We’ll be bound to place – to responsibility for it – for
the passing on of soil, water, biomass, songs, morals,
ancestral adventures… Basic income is reparation for
enclosure of those commons – for replacing ingenious
culture with idle sheep and then the stupefaction of the
factory gate. Little people can reverse big history of oil
and land monopoly with personally-identified
intelligence, ingenuity and dexterity. Basic income can
have a part in re-centring suburbia and repopulating
fields.
That is – a massive migration of people – an epic
change of culture – and an unprecedented wave of
irresistibly contagious happiness can only be made
possible by all of us – one at a time. Only small, locally
intelligent systems, which communicate together, can
create a properly-responsive, large-scale change.
That will never happen? – That’s probably true. But if it
is true, then young women today would be wiser not to
bear children.
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Meanwhile, an intellectual property rent, reimbursed
as a productive cycle through the pockets of hipster
robot masters is not the basic income I’d choose.
Since the Reformation, rent has bled production dry.
Through passages of empire, advantageous trading and
industrialisation, wealth has been sucked from the acts
of economies into acts of enclosure. Cultures are what
people do, and yet wealth has been extracted from the
value added by good work to be sequestered in the
pockets of idle monopoly – principally land monopoly.
Others are status (lawyer, medical practitioner,
politician, banker and so on), resources such as coal, oil
and intellectual property in seeds, medicines,
chemicals, machinery… The better people work, the
more the values of those properties are enhanced and
the higher the land rent extracted. Rent extracted by
doctor, lawyer & etc. also increases, while doctor and
lawyer gain surplus wealth for the purchase of further
land property. Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey,
where wealth accumulates and men decay.
Even now, the rich grow richer by sitting idly in their
properties, while the poor grow poorer in waiting on
them – laying drains, building roads, growing food…
Nearly five hundred years is a long time to hold down a
festering injustice. I think we may have seen the pot
boiling over in the Trump/Farage phenomena – the
unpleasant side of reaction.
A better side may be celebrated in a Spring festival
with a fiddler, a song and a marriage ceremony – for
the marriage of Land Value Tax and Basic Income.
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When that Summer with his sunne softe – has the Wintre
wedres over shake…
Donald Trump is Lord of Misrule for a day, but
tomorrow…
Even black-hatted John Milton sang –
Rough satyrs danced and fauns with cloven heel, from
the glad sound would not be absent long, And old
Damaetas loved to hear our song.
Of course, those who hold monopolies never have, and
never will agree to be taxed, although many have
proposed it. Most certainly, it will prove the same
today. But this decade is probably the most epic of all
human times. It is likely that human cultures will not
change and instead, step blindly forward into the
havoc of climate change.
Grasping at straws is the best, most realistic, most
convivial and most hopeful thing to do.
Take a straw.
(November 2016)

***
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Lords of Misrule
We fall out more vociferously with our friends than
with our enemies. Old enemies are defined and safe.
Enemies within are dangerous – they defile sacred
ground. For instance, I would feel more “at home”
reviling “New Labour” than I would “Tory”. Similarly,
the “organic movement’s” very New-Labour-like
embrace of the same super markets, which have
sacked and emptied organically-evolved town centres
and villages, is to me “a sin” worse than any committed
by those same super markets – which are what they
are – that is “other” – the old enemy.
Many leaders have rounded on scape goats as tools to
power – bonding safety against fear – leading to a
holocaust “in the national interest” – surely the foulest
episodes of all history. But then Stalinist communism
comes (in its effects) very close to that stench. So, what
unites those tyrannies is scape-goat-ism. Trump,
Farage, Le Pen, Daily Mail, Sun, Express and Fox News
newspapers are united in that respect with Henry VIII,
Oliver Cromwell, Stalin and Hitler.
We cry that Trump, Farage and the so called, alt. right
should be labelled properly as fascist. Well, le Pen,
Hitler, Mussolini, Franco… are fascist – they have a
fascist cultural vision. Trump and Farage have not.
What unites them all is not fascism, but thuggery,
narcissism and scape-goat-ism.
Both left and right can be united in humanity against
that brutalism (with apology to innocent brutes). From
my market stall, I’ve witnessed, ordinary “decent”
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people voice the brutalism of Daily Mail, or Sun front
pages. Many of those people are my customers. They
unite round a front page, with their hands to the fire,
because of a lost way of life – they like street markets
for instance – and then proper shops and real
tradespeople. They don’t like the “thought police” of
dietary health advice, safety regulation and political
correctness. They choose to shop at my organic market
stall, because, like them, I’m a little man – in my case,
doing his best to grow good food in competition with
corporate supply. They voted UKIP because they see
Farage as their little man in politics. So – I can like
what they like – it is defined, while disliking (hating?)
their scape-goat-ism. Those scape goats are less well
defined. In truth, shadowy, ill-defined figures have
been the baddies, demons, bogeymen, goblins… of
most cultures. It is easy to evoke them by group
incantation – huddled around the fire. But define them
and they become real and the shadows are gone in a
puff of smoke – some of them.
So, the populist yearning for lost culture, which has led
to swelling support for Trump and Farage, is the same
yearning which could also swell a green and socialist
movement. Socialism and fascism have been closer
than we suppose. They share the same spring. The
green movement has been even closer. Some founders
of the UK organic movement in the 1930’s and 40’s,
were openly fascist. They supported the small man
against the state; the dexterity and ingenuity of the
trades – from finger-tips of respected skills to the soul
of culture. Many supported proposals for social credit
and restorative justice in land rights and defined
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commons. They supported labour value against
usury… – with Usura, hath no man a house of good
stone…
Past cultures have been regulated – drawn back from
extremes by common ethics of ancestry, sweat lodge,
mosque, church, temple synagogue… Common ethics
are made potent by vivacious gossip. Today, our
common is newspaper and internet news. The tragic
merger of church and state had handed moral
authority to an amoral media. Gossip in town is all of
the nine or ten world news stories that have been
selected, then touted and sold by central news
agencies. The almost infinite goings on of life –
however profound, have been sorted into the basket
named, trivia. Questions in parliament, for the most
part, raise those same nine or ten sold stories. Gossip
in town is also of those stories. Search twitter and it’s
the same.
How do we coalesce into a broad consensus that makes
convivial society? Past communities have gathered
round the receiving and passing on of ancestral
commons and a common view of history, the land and
our places in it. Religion has woven roles into both
work and pleasure – dignity of trades, festivals,
shrines, holidays…
How do we set up the warp for a weft of the times?
We’re unravelled by oil, neoliberalism, consumerism
and consensus politics. Political parties are marketed
in the same way (and by the same agencies) as pot
noodles. We’ve no appetite for either pot noodles, or
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current political parties. We’ve also few common
purposes, or sanctities.
The confused cultural yearning that leads to support
for Brexit, Trump, Farage, Le Pen and so on, is similar
to that we’ll need to cement a common cultural
understanding, as money markets and growth
“economies” of neoliberalism collapse around us. The
isms are blurred – left and right, socialism and
fascism… Here are some opposites that are never
blurred – cruelty and kindness, inclusion and
exclusion, peace and war, conversation and contumely,
poverty and wealth… How do we bring those ordinary
things back into both political conversation and the
ordinary gossip that binds societies? What is
happiness?
Our liberal support for labour rights, land rights,
gender rights and so on, have become necessary to
counter the essential amorality of free market
liberalism. It has also led to a perverted support for
those that promote those rights – such as American
Democrats and the UK New Labour Party. It is
perverted because those parties pursue enclosure,
corporate monopoly, rentier profiteering, debt-created
“capital” and the levelling of protective barriers. They
have created the need to fight for those rights.
New Labour/Democrat pursuit of unfettered economic
growth is a cause of both inequality and climate
change. Yet how can we not rush to the barricades with
anyone at all at the sight of a Trump or a Farage?
Bernie Sanders fell into that very human trap in his
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rush to the barricades with culturally-destructive, neoliberal, Hilary Clinton.
Everyone is looking for the unifying phrase that
matches – make Britain/America great again…
Yet, culture is what we do. Actually, New
Labour/Democrat governments have caused neither
climate change, nor inequality. They’ve lobbied for
them. They’ve legislated for them. It is we little people,
one by one, who have been coerced to cause them.
Only we little people can find a way back. My one
empowering thought!
The whole of contemporary politics is inappropriate.
That is why we have Trump and Farage. Those of us
who argue for least worst options in the ballot, because
they are the only surviving options, have been defeated
by Trump and Farage. Trump and Farage supporters
are not clones of Trump, or Farage – far from it. But
there is no conversational nuance, because there is
currently no reason to politics. They yearn for
something deeper – in the soul – beyond reason –
towards a yet undefined reason. They’ve been nastily
manipulated by an utterly-cynical, corporate press,
which noting the yearning, has misused it. But then
we’ve also been manipulated, who voted for a Hilary
Clinton, or an Ed Milliband.
I’ve a vision of the convivial society, but no vision to
convey it to others. But I’m convivially connected to
the Farage supporter at my market stall. He buys
Welsh Black beef, passes on recipes, and discusses the
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virtues of Ribston Pippin, or Adam’s Pearmain. I’m
grateful for the money. We are morally closer than I am
to the leaders of super-marketed Soil Association, or to
the corporate status quo of New Labour Party. To my
customer, I am far left, and to me he is far right. I think
we are friends. We happily argue. Racism? Sexism?
Homophobia? – He denies it. Immigration is population
density – numbers – resources – finite space.
What does this mean? Well, if we are not sure – and if
none of us are sure, then there’s a comic beginning to a
unified society.
There are many (such as Thomas Pinketty) who note
the destructiveness of neo liberalism. They see the
need for protective borders to specific cultures and
specific needs. They see the need to act on climate
change. But their proposals to improve and adapt the
free market, end by prolonging and endorsing it – and
so endorsing both accelerating inequality and
accelerating climate change. They see the free market
as simply there – as much as seas, rivers, mountains
and the breath that follows breath are there. They see
the super market, the family car and cheap holiday
flights as similarly there – as though those things were
the natural projections of human nature.
In microcosm, much the same thinking destroyed the
organic movement in the UK. I suppose it did the same
in the US. It is easier to visualise in microcosm.
The yearning; the ill-defined nostalgia, which has (for
some) swollen the ballot for Trump and Farage is for a
pre-free-market world of full employment and defined
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roles – corner shops, stores, family firms and trades –
grocer, builder, joiner, stone mason, baker, butcher,
miller, tanner, shoemaker, milliner, weaver,
blacksmith, shipwright, woodsman, sailor, fisherman,
farmer… The free market has brought a post-identity
world, which delivers consumer right to the limit of
production cost on the one hand and to the limit of
purchasing wages, on the other. Those wages are
shrinking and becoming more scarce. People want
their identities back. People with lost identities can
easily be pushed into gangs of them and us – which
round on scapegoats.
People with lost identities could equally be enthused to
a role in re-building what they yearn for – actually the
very world which green thinkers would also love to
create. Capitalism, communism, fascism, localism…
share the same spring – social justice – but each in
differing reaction to differing times, politics and places.
Remove the thuggery, the scapegoats, and the partypolitical monopolies and all those ideologies can come
together like voices of the ancestors. For ourselves we
must grow a philosophy by the trial and error of what
we do. Every ancestral voice is utterly contrary to the
free market casino. Those voices are at our backs as we
step forward. In truth, they were, without exception,
specific moralities created to counter the amorality of
specific power. They are bound to time and place.
When power over-steps commonly accepted ethics a
new counter-ideology must emerge. We are bound to a
new time in perhaps, if we are lucky, the same places.
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That thugs have waved ideologies as flags in the
slaughter is not the fault of the ideology. Many blame
capitalism for our destructive behaviour, but actually,
like communism it has never existed. Adam Smith’s
was a moral philosophy which, if adopted, could
undermine the frivolities of kings, stock casinos and
currency manipulators – that was its purpose. It was
never adopted. Similarly, Marx’s communism and
Kropotkin’s anarchism have never been adopted.
Ah well. Perhaps it’s as well that we don’t follow the
books. The powers have used the books for their own
ends – & the worst are full of passionate intensity…
The free market is very young. It has not matured. It
has failed. A few have got very rich by it. Most have
become poorer and many have starved, or been killed
in the oil wars. It is a brief perversity. It has invaded
ordinary life and ordinary responsible roles. Since
amorality is its foundation, it has not replaced that
responsibility with its own. Ordinary life – ordinary
house-keeping, which Everyman (sexless term)
understands, must return to fill the void. To be blunt –
there is no one in control.
Those who voted for Trump and Farage (if we remove
the thuggery of Trump and Farage) may lead us more
quickly home, because they are not deluded by the
passionate intensity of the neoliberalists. We may also
stay safe if we are not deluded by the passionate
intensity of the Alt. Right.
Meanwhile, that blessing comes by pure accident from
a very dark place. Narcissistic clown, Donald Trump,
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was born into fabulous wealth, educational
opportunity and above-the-law privilege. His money
comes from idle rent – from land enclosure – dragon’s
gold. He is consumed by, or affects to be consumed by
hate for what threatens that hoard – namely poverty,
women and foreignness. That leads him to
protectionism – for import tariffs to protect “domestic
industries”. Like many in possession of great wealth, he
sees himself as the little man against the modern
institutions. Pacing borders finds enemies and scapegoats in every direction. Mexican walls are in the
imagination before a breeze block is laid. His little man
rhetoric is attractive to those who’ve lost something
precious – meaning and purpose.
Hitler, Stalin and Henry VIII were similarly ridiculous.
The terrible nightmares they created began as
narcissistic dreams. They were made real by ordinary,
serious people – many in fear, many in delusion – until
delusion in the national interest normalised the most
hideous cruelties.
Governments, in diplomacy, are speaking of Trump as
a serious, democratically-elected leader. They are very
wrong. They should use the evidence of their ordinary
human senses and converse with him as a
democratically elected clown.
We can both respect and empathise with the nostalgia
and sense of loss, which many of his and Farage’s
supporters hold, but we must treat the clowns as
clowns, or we’ll end by colluding in the creation of
reality from a mere nightmare. (November 2016)
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The Dark Mountain
I have not stopped pretending. I’ve not joined the
winding caravan to the valley beneath Dark Mountain –
nor descended from her peak, confident as rock and
ocean. Yet I sort of agree with the eight principles of
the Dark Mountain Manifesto, copied below. Sort of?
What kind of proposition is that? Well, sort of is what’s
missing from the manifesto.
THE EIGHT PRINCIPLES OF UNCIVILISATION
“We must unhumanise our views a little, and become
confident as the rock and ocean that we were made
from.”
I’ve started badly by disliking the quotation –
confidence is the problem, not the solution. I’ll consult
the principles one at a time.
1.We live in a time of social, economic and ecological
unravelling. All around us are signs that our whole way
of living is already passing into history. We will face this
reality honestly and learn how to live with it.
My “sort of agree” finds disagreement in that there is
insufficient guilt at our personal contributions to that
unravelling. I agree with the first two sentences. But
facing reality honestly doesn’t have the healing power
of contrition and reparation. We have a social problem.
I distrust presented honesty. It proposes personal
achievement – achieved integrity – superiority –
hubris.
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2.We reject the faith which holds that the converging
crises of our times can be reduced to a set of ‘problems’
in need of technological or political ‘solutions’.
It’s true that technological and political solutions
which maintain or “green” current ways of living are
futile. We must change how we live. However, the tools
we’ll need do present a “set of problems”. Reductionist
and holistic thinking are both essential parts of all
settlements and of all thinking. We’ll need to be very
busy with very many problems. Solving particular
problems in particular ways is a delightful thing. We
love our garden sheds.
3.We believe that the roots of these crises lie in the
stories we have been telling ourselves. We intend to
challenge the stories which underpin our civilisation: the
myth of progress, the myth of human centrality, and the
myth of our separation from ‘nature’. These myths are
more dangerous for the fact that we have forgotten they
are myths
I agree.
4.We will reassert the role of storytelling as more than
mere entertainment. It is through stories that we weave
reality.
We also weave lies, political illusions, excuses,
pedestals, messianic visions, false incantations…
Cultures emerge and narratives follow. Where
narratives emerge and cultures follow has been
evident in the failures of communism, fascism,
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capitalism – in the myths of economic growth and
progress.
Meanwhile, real footsteps meet surprise, pain, delight,
comedy and tragedy. We can tell the tale of the
footstep only after the step has been taken, weaving
moral spirit into both right step and wrong step. (We
will take both) We can weave tales of inheritance and
ancestry, but we must collide with reality – finding
surprise, delight, bruised shins and punctured egos – to
find reality – and before beginning to weave with it.
6.We will celebrate writing and art which is grounded in
a sense of place and of time. Our literature has been
dominated for too long by those who inhabit the
cosmopolitan citadels.
Pure brutalist, scapegoat fascism
7.We will not lose ourselves in the elaboration of
theories or ideologies. Our words will be elemental. We
write with dirt under our fingernails.
Once, I attended a Dark Mountain gathering and met
none with metaphorical fingernail dirt. I found theory
and ideology. True, I met musicians of a skill that could
only be built by hard work, but for the rest, the above
(principle 7) has provoked me to react that I found lost
souls, without skills to impart. How fulfilling (for lost
souls) to find that elemental, cut-stone words might
build fields and towns of resilient culture! Druidic
catalysts – word on stone make primal citizens of dark
mountaineers. But faced, first with stone, and then
with words, I reckon that ordinary, frail, diffident,
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curious, doubtful, convivial Everyman might find
better solutions to both dressing stone and discussing
the work than a proudly elemental dark mountaineer.
8.The end of the world as we know it is not the end of the
world full stop. Together, we will find the hope beyond
hope, the paths which lead to the unknown world ahead
of us.
Agree – because it contains the word unknown, which
connects to another, doubt and also to the phrase, sort
of… In that unknown, a culture may emerge, where
three anciently-embedded words have been tentatively
saved as seed and then re-sown. Landing by chance on
both fertile and stony ground, they are faith, hope and
charity.
(November 2016)

***
(Dougald Hine, a founder of Dark Mountain has posted
an excellent reply to this on
www.convivialeconomy.com in the November archive)
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The Borderline and the Footstep
Peer review is not a source for curious and diverse
perceptions to enrich and steer academic courses
towards a new, or revised fruitfulness. On the contrary,
it is more likely to bring curious and diverse
perceptions back on the old straight and narrow to
dignified, serious, unresponsive consensus. Its harvest
is winnowed, dried, graded, bagged and stored – and
thus more likely to be well-paid. Of course, that
dignified consensus will often, and we might say
shadily, coincide with established, commercial
consensus.
That’s not how it should be, but how it is.
Fields of research sown with questions and harvested
with answers? On the contrary, many are sown with
answers to harvest the dried illusion of questions –
peer reviewed research has shown that our
technologies are…
In a similar way, research funding steers academies
prudently towards reticence, enclosure and intellectual
property. It is quiet out there in the scientific field,
where commons of life perform ever-present diversity,
as William Blake sings – silently, invisibly – where
scientific peers are most usually technologists – that is
– influential imposters – harvesting what they need
and not what they don’t – that is product endorsement,
money and silence.
Of course, William Blake held in his heart, what he had
not told – and these things can be held in a scientific
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sceptical heart, where they remain for both hypothesis
and later – after the day job is over, for both
celebration and perhaps some useful tinkering in the
garden shed. Most technologies and tools have
emerged from amateur (of those who love) garden
sheds. The scientist as technological amateur may be a
useful addition to any culture.
After that nine to five, the whole of a scientist contains
the whole of what is human. During the nine to five, the
scientific contribution is valuable, but limited. It cannot
tell us what to do.
When a “scientist” steps out from her sceptical role to
comment upon technology, she must shed her
scepticism and adopt the morals of citizen. When she
enters the public realm, it is an affectation (& a
mistake) to maintain the scepticism necessary for her
scientific work. For instance, those dry
pronouncements on apocalyptic climate change are the
oddest affectation. It would be more appropriate, to
ordinary human behaviour, to ascend the mountain
and lean against the winds of the times like a proper
prophet of legend – not jetting to the next climate
change conference to speak of a minor adjustment to
the data. Of course, absolutely no one, who understood
climate change, and with her humanity intact could
possibly jet to a climate conference. It is a controversial
truth that anyone who jets to a climate change
conference is in climate change denial. In consequence,
I hold to this statement – More than ninety percent of
climate change authorities are in climate change
denial.
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Here’s another statement – Science can usefully
observe and note atmospheric, terrestrial and sea
changes – temperature, mass and so on, but she cannot
contribute to how we change our tools and adapt ways
of life to mitigate those changes.
Deference to authority – scientific, economic, judicial
and political is holding us back from our essential
inheritance as trade’s people and citizens – probity,
personal judgement and plain duty to act on our
knowledge and to contribute as parts of the whole. It is
stifling the ways of living we must devise to sit happily
within reduced resources. It is supposed that toolmakers make tools. Today, (as a significant economic
effect) they don’t. Those who do are tool sellers not
problem solvers.
We need to rewrite history to suggest how and where
to begin and for what and where we stand. This is a
mythic place in an epic time. We’ll not begin such a
journey without a maternal and paternal hand of
history on the shoulder – a ruffling of hair. We could be
actors in a play which has been written to the point
where we learn our role, for better, worse, comedy,
tragedy… Where’s the story? We’ll not set out without
the reassurance of others – both living and dead –
ancestral footsteps receding back from the point where
we embark. The dead have passed on commons of soil,
water and so on – laying down their roles for us to
inhabit. That generosity is also an inheritance.
Tyrannies of dependency, consumerism and misplaced
science – have stifled bequeathed responsibility.
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Without characters to inhabit, we’ll not become actors
in the cultural drama of settling within much-reduced
means, while facing climate change – roles pre-written
as cultural part of the whole. We are social creatures. It
is not vanity to long for a recognised part.
Modern history has been coerced from pens of the
sycophants of power. They narrate war, invasion,
marriages and treaties of power. Today’s newspapers
and other media do the same – as though the goings on
of life which create a culture (the 99%) were forces of
nature which politicians and corporate boardrooms
steer to the advantages and disadvantages of nation
state and empire.
In the poem Green Breeks, Douglas Dunn speaks of
those who “inhabited” the Glasgow tenements, while
others (of law, state and bank) “resided” elsewhere.
Well, inhabit is not a bad term to reclaim for
settlement, as those who reside in the corporate
illusion cause collapse.
The home truth is this – Climate change is accelerating,
not because of the foolishness of governments and
corporations, but because of the foolishness of
ourselves. That governments and corporations are
foolish is inherent in their abstract nature – they have
no senses – no means to intelligence. We (ordinary
people) have both, and yet still we defer to the
abstractions that are governments, research institutes,
think tanks and corporations. I have proposed in
previous essays that this deference is unique to
modernity – to the Oil Age. The remedy is simple and
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in plain view. We attend to our senses and deal with
that intelligence, because there is no one else who can.
Francis Fukuyama was right that history had ended,
but he was wrong that culture could continue without
history. Many millions of years of fossilised
photosynthesis had negated (in the imagination) the
passages – the seasonal migrations of hope. Spring and
Autumn migrations have passed overhead, while
human settlements have paused – outside time – fed by
those fossilised years. It will be our ancestral
inheritance; duty; delight to turn history’s wheels back
into motion. Humanity has fallen behind and apart
from evolving webs of species which together make
the ecological and economic whole. She lives in
anachronism – in a fossil-powered crystal cave – a
narcissistic cult of achievement, progress and
democracy. Only when cultures synchronise with living
(not fossil) time, can climate change and economic
chaos decelerate to fit their evolving spaces.
Here’s an old sophistry of mine – When economy and
ecology are seamlessly enmeshed, then both can run at
optimum speeds. When they are not, then friction
between them will slow both their cycles, grind down
biomass and release wasted economic heat.
That fossil-fuelled pause over which we must leap to
the present has left a similar gap in space – in
resources – pillaged heartbeats, levelled ecosystems –
the photosynthetic capacity of Earth.
In leaping time, we must accept gaps in space – and
shrink our needs to fit the islands which remain.
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Some still jet the Earth, speaking to the powers about
climate change. They remain where history paused – in
anachronism. I hope they might cancel the next flight
and quietly consult themselves – the chair they sit on –
the species of tree which gave up the wood – the grace
and dexterity of the chair-maker. Cultures reveal past
lives like tree rings through Summers of memory;
tools; architectures – while inheritance flows on
through skilled fingers like the grain in the wood.
Through time, the powers have sat on wool sacks and
thrones – they’ve never, ever made thrones, sheared
sheep, tended forests, baked bread or saved seed corn.
They make laws, enclose commons and charge rent.
They cannot think of climate change. That is the
province of those who make chairs, save seed corn,
pass on commons and so on – those who note the
effects of their causes. Past powers knew that the
populace would take care of everything. Today’s
(uniquely-perverse) powers have come to know that
fossil fuels or substitutes for fossil fuels will take care
of everything. They need a science priesthood to write
(or underwrite) their doctrine of messianic new
technologies to similarly take care of everything.
That enclosed science has become a terrible thing – a
priesthood without restraint. The merging of church
and state in the English Reformation led to depraved
enclosure, the sack of social commons, starvation, mass
migration and city slums. A merger of science and state
may prove far worse.
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The truth is simple – Unless we return to the ordinary
course of history, in which the populace does take care
of everything, the destruction of what we know as
civilization is almost inevitable.
The bad news is – In an ordinary historical period, we
could hope for the future and ride out the present, but
with regards to climate change our hopes must be for
the present. Nothing is presently happening.
The good news is that returning to the ordinary course
of history need overturn only the small weight of an
extremely brief perversity of time. It will feel like
coming home.
At home, it goes like this – everyone has a trade and is
respected for it. A joiner understands species of trees,
which come from woods, to be re-planted as harvested.
Languages of tools connect – the growing, felling,
seasoning, transporting and uses of timber. Shop
windows tell the passage of seasons and the passing of
hands – scarcity, abundance – the fruits – strawberries
to cherries, plums, apples – tomatoes and peppers to
roots and kales. Nothing becomes as it is without a
chain of hands.
Climate is changing because we are burning fossil mass
and biomass at a rate which releases more gas than
remaining biomass can absorb.
True, sceptical science notes rising atmospheric carbon
dioxide, melting ice, rising seas and temperatures. It
notes the volumes of burnt oil, gas and so on. We value
that contribution.
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But it is not a scientific, but a technological problem
and we don’t need scientific advice to fix it. Climate is
changing by how we live. We must stop, or at any rate,
dramatically reduce our burning. In some ways, tools
come closer to the truths of nature than science could
ever achieve. Yet we adapt them to work without
proven hypotheses. It would be more accurate to say
that nature adapts tools, through the errors in our
trials, to become more or less appropriate.
Like other farmers. I know how to farm. Why write of
it? But how farmers integrate in a culture, is
problematic to me, so I write about that. How multinational corporations enclose farming techniques is
also problematic – another subject. My role as a citizen
is similarly difficult.
Modern education is a dangerous thing to an open
mind. I’ve no wish to add to that clutter by some
dignified pronouncements on farming. Conversation,
admiration, curiosity, sanctity, probity lead towards
the good life. If we are connected, then a conduit opens
to story-telling and identity. Walking the footpath in a
barley field at dusk connects beer and conversation to
the doming wheel of the night sky around the radius of
our particular eyes – an optical illusion, suggesting that
the soil beneath our shoes is the fulcrum around which
the emerging view of the heavens may quietly revolve.
One by one another star appears. Which educator
would not be silenced by such a beauty? – every step at
dusk is on sacred ground. We cannot pronounce words
such as Evening Star, Venus, or Hesperus, but in church
tones. My Palaeolithic ancestor would speak the same.
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All this is ever so ordinary and ever such a relief. We
could easily choose it. Who needs a peer review for a
footstep?
Every essay of mine becomes a replica from a
fractionally different angle. There is a border between
dependency upon that soon-to-vanish corporate
supply and participation in a new and old as the hills
culture. Anyone can step over it. Occasionally, it
recedes from the mind, but never from the heart or
inherited human soul. That soul is pre-written to
survive. It is a mythic line. It is my storyline.
(October 2016)

***
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There’s Much that Don’t Matter a Fig
There are no new ideas.
There is new circumstance.
Tools are adapted to changed circumstance using
unchanged, inherited thought processes.
Artistry such as storytelling, song and depiction,
recasts inherited, immutable morals to fit newlyrevealed circumstance.
There are no new morals.
There is a continuous flow of new moral circumstance.
Contrary to modernist beliefs, art cannot break
boundaries of thought – or introduce new ways of
thinking.
Most of us resist new circumstance, and so the finest
art is the skill (the cultivated humility) of accepting
new circumstance (a rare skill) & then of the
knowledgeable application of ancient morals to explain
it.
That is how human cultures settle their unchanging
humanity in a changing landscape – how economies
settle in their ecologies. Inherited thinking can change
only by a genetic mutation of the species. I’m not
inclined to wait. In any case, it will not be me or you
(dearest reader) who has mutated.
My Palaeolithic ancestor thought exactly as I do. There
is not a new thought under the sun, but tools have been
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devised and improved, by trial and error of
generations. Science? Science is a pleasure, but has no
physical application. The cultivated humility of the
artist (Keats’s negative capability) is much the same as
the cultivated scepticism of science. But science
diverges from art in attempting to remove the ancient
moral to more easily discover the contemporary
physics. The difficulty comes when science is taken too
seriously. Three problems –
One – As we move beyond collection of data,
hypotheses become a form of storytelling. They can
easily be “corrupted” by moral thinking. A grand
hypothesis looks much like a work of art. The value of
its scepticism is lost. In that case, it should be treated
as a work of art. Masterpieces such as the Origin of the
Species have become religious texts and for some –
evangelical religious texts. In that process, they have
lost both scientific and (because of the ambiguity)
religious virtue.
Two – Every hypothesis, without exception has been
proved, by a later hypothesis, to be wrong. Today’s
commonly-accepted hypotheses will also be wrong.
Three – Often and perversely, technologies use
“amoral” science as “moral” justification. All technology
has consequence and so must have a moral. Yet it is
commonplace for “technologists” to use the amorality
of science to perversely “justify” the removal of ethics
from technological ventures. For another example,
citizens may wait for the advancing science of climate
change, which can change nothing, to avoid the
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personal, cultural change necessary to avoid an
already-advancing change in climate.
In short, science is a pleasure. Where it ceases to be a
delight – a library of wonders – it has lost its function.
And where it gains a function – such as tool-making, it
will have lost its value. Tool-making is the province of
skilled and moral tool-makers, who will know scientific
literature as a pleasure and not as a function. At work
they will be ruled by the twins – Trial and Error –
where contemporary circumstance surprises, blunts
and then, remodels accepted techniques.
***
Archaeology uncovers the strata of toolmaking and has
defined eras by their advancing tools.
That has led to some problems in archaeology – largely
by the distorting influence of historians, who have
equated advancing tools with advancing cultures – and
by subliminal implication – advancing thought.
Our view of history remains overshadowed by the
history of powerful elites. How cultures have
constructed roads, bridges, houses, harbours, ships,
terraced hillsides, agricultural and industrial
machinery, such as pumps, cranes, wind/water mills,
churches, mosques temples… – how they have baked
bread, made lutes, fine fabrics, gardened, holidayed…
all that is obscured – because apart from consuming it,
and exchanging it by war, inter-marriage and treaty,
the powerful had no part in creating it.
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Literature is a problem – the chronicles of the powerful
remain and historians present them for archaeological
verification. It would be more appropriate to say this –
that since the chronicles are fictions, they should be
presented for archaeological refutation.
A wildly distorted “British” history remains the normal
view today. The story goes like this – in periodic waves
– tidal surges of invaders. Perhaps gentle huntergatherers (ancestor worshipers) remain after the flood
(of Doggerland), until Neolithic star gazers move in
bringing agriculture and seed. They are followed by
metalworkers – the Celts, or Beaker People – gold
torqued, water god charioteers of Bronze and Iron
Ages. Then the Romans come, bringing order, roads
and towns and eventually, a decadence, which is
displaced by Saxon & Viking – Northern warrior gods
drive Romanised Celts into the West…
After the final invasion of 1066 the land becomes an
island set in a silver sea – repelling invaders, but
beginning new conquests of its own. The regions of
Wales, Ireland, England and Scotland lose nationhood
but retain racial characters – Brython; Geoidal; Saxon;
Viking; Norman…
The following hypothesis, like all hypotheses will be
flawed – and will be plain wrong at many points, but it
narrates a journey, which explains, to me, the time I
think I live in. Archaeologist, Francis Prior has most
influenced my leanings. He reconstructs the past by
considering what is common to humanity – not by
what is extra-ordinary to a particular time, or a
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particular elite. He considers that what can be
understand now, can be most easily and correctly
applied to our understanding of then – such as family,
home and so on. My personally-distorted tale, the truth
of these islands of Britain, is something closer to this –
From ancient times and until the brief episode of fossil
fuels – the sea has most influenced the cultural
leanings of settlements. British hunter gatherers
remain as ancestors. They were neither ethnically
cleansed, nor assimilated into a larger invading mass.
Eastern Britain looked to the Channel and North Sea
and was familiar with those overseas neighbours.
Western Britain looked to the Atlantic and
Mediterranean. Over millennia, East and West grew
apart – culturally separated by their sea trades –
drawn apart, rather than repelled. The same cultural
and racial ancestry remained – but evolved to adopt
new languages, fashions, styles, tools, and religions to
explain it all. Trade and international conversation
invaded – not waves of violent settlers. Current
division of Western Celt, Northern Pict, Eastern Saxon
and enclaves of Viking (with regional variation evident
in both literature and place names) is a racial fiction.
My story has inter-marriage of elites and small warrior
incursions bringing some new genetics, but it has
settled populations remaining, coping and looking on. I
see Neolithic, Bronze and Iron Ages as internationalist.
Time grew small “kingdoms” – but no binding
nationhood. Iron Age villagers would be well
acquainted with the city state of Rome – wine from
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Gaul and the tales of traders and travelling tinkers. Sea
farers would bring sea farer’s tales and exotic sexual
relationships. Neolithic, bronze and iron ages are
convenient for defining cultural change – we could
choose other dates or design other ages, but they are
not the ages of new peoples – at the most they are the
ages of new tools.
Educated elites reading Homer and Virgil and
backward villagers, who can’t? – with regards to
creative culture the opposite would be the case. Of
course, elites had the wealth to purchase manuscripts
and the idleness to peruse them. But it is likely that
ordinary people had far greater leisure and greater
autonomy than we can dream of today. Historically
elites have demanded their right to helplessness – the
tradesmen we call bards, must sing cattle raids (such
as Siege of Troy, or Battle of Hastings) as epic
adventures. Keeping royalty sweet is a prudent thing to
do. We have the beautiful evidence of medieval
monastery, church and cathedral, which aristocracy
points to as its own – but little evidence of the masters
of arts, who actually built them.
History books speak of successions of powerful people
– skirmishing, drawing treaties, marriages… but even
those don’t narrate that Romans, or Normans arrived
en-mass – or that tides of Americans swept to proudly
defeated “British” beaches bearing their Coca Cola
Culture. Yet, they do so for “Celt”, and for “Saxon”.
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The Battle of Hastings was a tournament with spoils to
the winner – both sides by code of brute honour
accepting the fall of the dice and a claim to the throne.
Handfuls of mercenaries were granted manors.
Meanwhile, the same people continued as best they
could, to plough fields and bake bread. Those new
aristocrats appeared – militaristic, vain and ignorant as
the last and had no hand at all in the continuation of
culture.
My history lesson is – that facing resource depletion
and climate change we’ll leave elites to play in
parliament and telly screen. We’ll ignore those cattle
raids, sung as epic adventures by the Paris Accord and
tamed, ambassadorial bards of newspaper and
newsroom. We’ll ignore the Iliad of the “scientific”
toppling of carbon dioxide emissions and we’ll dismiss
the Odyssey of a journey towards green technologies
as powerful as oil. Nothing can create a culture which
need not change to meet its circumstance. That brave
new world, composed of brave new ideas is, in truth, a
means to avoid present reality.
We return, where this article began – There is not a
new idea under the sun and – Most of us resist new
circumstance, and so the finest art is the skill – the
cultivated humility – of accepting new circumstance (a
rare skill) & then of the application of ancient morals
to explain it.
Well, even the finest artist can achieve the finest art
only intermittently. For most of the time and for most
of us good enough is sufficient. In a culture, trial and
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error of others refines and adapts our own
shortcomings. We have evolved together with others.
Like those helpless elites, we are helpless apart.
I ask is for the return of ordinary history. Let them jet
from podium to telly screen, to podium – who by
invasion, inter-marriage and treaty, would rule our
lives. Leave them be.
Culture was always ours to build and maintain. If we,
as ordinary citizens, don’t adapt tools and ways of life
to settle the circumstance we’ve each been given, then
nothing else can. We have all we need – principally
each other – and we’ve not had instruction in the past –
indeed none, until recently, has ever been asked. Mr
Ambassador, Mr Rupert Murdoch carries his
instructions from the boardrooms (thrones) of energy,
chemical and agricultural commodity corporations. He
grants audience to the supplicant prime minister of the
commons of the United Kingdom – who (to keep her
small throne) will swiftly ignore her elected position as
leader of the House of Commons to fulfil his demands.
It don’t matter a fig.
(October 2016)
***
A Note in the event that confusion arises with regards to
two proposals – There are no new thoughts – and –
There are no new morals.
I am speaking of the species. Individuals; families;
communities will stumble (perhaps delightedly) on both
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new thoughts and new moral perceptions. I am
tempering the hubris of the times with the truth that
there are no new ways of either thinking, or moralising.
Every thought and every moral position will have
previously occurred to someone, somewhere within our
ancestry. Ways of thinking and moralising are inherited.
Circumstances are unique to our times and require what
will be a unique moral and thoughtful adjustment of
both individual and community – but using the same
ancient patterns of thought and balancing of morals.
Our particular times ask for a radical adjustment. Given
the new circumstance to which they are applied, the
thoughts and morals that arise will be utterly new to
those that find them. However they will have broken no
barriers of thought, or perception. Most importantly –
they will have done what we all find most difficult –
moving with the times.
***
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By All that’s Holy, What’s Not to Love About the End
of Oil?
“Launching a ship was a most important social event in
these seaside towns, to which everyone looked
forward with great excitement. It was considered by
everybody to be an unofficial public holiday. The
headmaster recorded many times in the school log that
on such occasions (as at harvest time) he had to close
the school because it was impossible to get children to
attend. On the previous day of the launch, workers
would be employed to open a large trench from the
stern of the ship to the sea to facilitate an easy passage
at the following high tide. The launching would start
with a traditional religious service of blessing…”, Nefyn
Shipbuilders and their Ships, Mr O J Cowell
Such a scene was replicated in beeches and small
harbours along the Welsh coastline (& of course
around the world). For instance, and typically, the
village of Llantsantffraed with a total population of
1,286 (1851 census), produced 55 sea-going vessels
between 1786 and 1864. Bear in mind that a boat may
have taken two years to build.
The Lleyn Peninsular was particularly famous for its
shipwrights, producing both ocean going and shorehopping vessels to order from throughout Britain.
Porthmadog schooners (for the American and
Australian slate trades) could match the great tea
clippers for speed and modern design. The last was
built in 1914.
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Nearly all these vessels were financed, built, fitted-out,
cargoed and crewed by local skills, without a word of
advice from government, corporation, college, or bank.
Of course, those local skills were both inherited from
within a tradition and also enlivened by the curiosities
of travel – both physical and literary.
I borrow the following from Welsh Ships and Sailing
Men, by the great Aled Eames.
The brig Anne Catherine was built in 1859 on the
beach at Llangranog. Length – 193ft, 211 tons and built
for the ocean trade. Finance for her construction, cargo
and crew was raised entirely from within the
community – as was the custom. Finance for such
projects was raised by shares – tradition had evolved a
system of 64 shares – known as “sixty fours”.
In this case, shares were bought by 2 master mariners,
1 shopkeeper, 2 blacksmiths, 2 innkeepers, 1
merchant, 1 tanner, 1 joiner, 1 spinster, 2 widows, 2
private individuals, and 7 farmers.
Llangrannog is a small village. Evidently, in 1859 it had
a multitude of trades and trade’s people with income to
spare for boat-building and sail-trading ventures.
Today, it relies on tourism and EC subsidised farming.
You’ll find no boat-builder, or sail-trader, and little
fishing – no blacksmith and no tanner. There may be a
joiner for fitting out holiday homes. If any widow, or
“private individual” has money to spare, then it will
almost certainly be re-invested in property (to create
further inequality), or in shares for the further
corporate destruction of a once self-reliant
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Llangrannog. Meanwhile, young people cannot afford a
home. In any case, tourism and grass farming provide
insufficient work.
In 1859, this was a self-reliant economy, but one which
looked out to sea. To be sure, it’s domestic heating was
provided by coal, but transport was by foot, cart horse
and sail.
Land enclosure had dispossessed the bulk of rural
populations across Britain. It created city slums and
mass emigration. Then rentier effects had further bled
productivity – land-holders became richer and trade’s
people became poorer. However, for coastal Wales
(and I presume elsewhere) the sea, tradition and
ingenuity provided a kind of counter-commons.
Shipwright; sail-maker; navigator inherited filial
knowledge and passed it on. No other education can be
as intimate, complex and self-sustaining.
The reader can guess where I am heading – How do we
re-create such an economy today? We have no other
choice (minus the coal) but to return to such a solid,
reassuring, slowly-evolved, tried and tested integration
of economy into its terrain. We need an economy
which follows laws of physics and of nature. Nothing
can replace the extra-ordinary powers of fossil physics.
Nothing can replace the extra-ordinary ways of life it
has generated. No renewable energy source can power
suburbia, the family car, air travel, the centralised
supply chains of super markets… Many pursue that
end. They are deluded. Many say that proposals such as
mine cannot be serious – sail-trade is good for a laugh,
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but not for the serious business of a modern economy.
Yet if we sit down and consider simple laws of physics,
economy and ecology (as we must) then nothing can
match sail-trade for its efficiency, or for its spur to
economic regeneration and for its use as a tool to
integrate a modern trading economy more or less
inside a reviving ecology.
Large populations must always aim for surplus and
then for trading between scarcity and surplus.
I speak of sail trade as developing from the already
highly-developed model of the 19th Century –
probably boats similar to the fore and aft rigged,
200ton schooner. I think that sail-assisted tankers and
container ships lead us nowhere. They “green” with
utter futility, an impossible oil-powered model. It is a
similar proposal to the greening of (utterly impossible)
super markets. Such greening prolongs and replicates
an impossible oil-powered way of life.
As Richard Heinberg has pointed out, the massive
economic growth of the 20th & 21st Centuries has not
been caused by improving technologies, but by rapidlyincreasing consumption of coal, gas and oil.
We must return to ordinary history – It works. We
resume where oil began and ordinary human-scale life
ended. We can retrace our steps to Llangrannog in the
19th Century and begin then. If we can reclaim some
commons in the process and so remove the parasitic,
counter-productive effects of enclosure, then we have
an opportunity for a far more convivial economy than
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today. Readers will be familiar with the idea of a land
value tax to fund a citizen’s dividend…
That’s by the by – How can we switch on this
illumination – The extra-ordinary oil-powered years
were a wild madness, whose Nemesis is now
increasingly apparent – not only in the increasinglyresented poverty its monopoly has caused among the
dispossessed, but in what may level possessions in
flood, storm, mass migration, famine, war…
The return to ordinary, limited human powers may
invoke a great common sigh of relief. By switching off
the oil we switch off the unaccountable monopoly – or
duopoly of consensus politics and consumerism. From
dependency on an invisible and unaccountable supply,
we may become suddenly and marvellously dependent
on each other…
With regards to the family car, here is Ivan Illich
The model American male devotes more than 1,600
hours a year to his car. He sits in it while it goes and
while it stands idling. He parks it and searches for it. He
earns the money to put down on it and to meet the
monthly instalments. He works to pay for gasoline, tolls,
insurance, taxes, and tickets. He spends four of his
sixteen waking hours on the road or gathering his
resources for it. And this figure does not take into
account the time consumed by other activities dictated
by transport: time spent in hospitals, traffic courts, and
garages; time spent watching automobile commercials
or attending consumer education meetings to improve
the quality of the next buy. The model American puts in
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1,600 hours to get 7,500 miles: less than five miles per
hour. In countries deprived of a transportation industry,
people manage to do the same, walking wherever they
want to go, and they allocate only 3 to 8 per cent of their
society’s time budget to traffic instead of 28 per cent.
What distinguishes the traffic in rich countries from the
traffic in poor countries is not more mileage per hour of
life-time for the majority, but more hours of compulsory
consumption of high doses of energy, packaged and
unequally distributed by the transportation industry.
Ivan Illich, Energy and Equity, 1973
By all that’s holy, what’s not to love about the end of
oil?
(June 2016)

***
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SHEEP – Sheep have devoured the people
If firstly, we glance around us, and then secondly into
history, we’ll not escape the problems of sheep. As far
back as the Reformation, as Thomas More accurately
said, sheep devoured the people. Today, environmental
subsidy schemes and national parks protect semilifeless, treeless pastures and repel people, wind
turbines, houses, forests, forestry and productive
agriculture from the land.
Why so many are intent on preserving the
anachronistic and unpleasant historical landscape of
violent enclosure by depraved aristocrats and yeoman
farmers is a mystery. Preserving landscapes in the
form we see in Peaks, Dales, Downs and so on is a
memorial to desperate rural poverty, brutal
dispossession and the creation of the refugee
encampments, which we’ve come to call city slums.
National parks, in repelling wind turbines and (in some
cases) solar panels have become the most
economically-retrograde and ecologically-destructive
landscapes of Britain. They are exclusively dependent
on imported coal, gas, oil, and forest biomass. Where
forest should be we find desolate grouse moor and
purposeless sheep. Where blossoming, fruiting hedges
should run through humming bees and birdsong, we
find the flail hedge cutter, very dry stone walls and
wind bearing a lamb’s cry to its mother, through bleak
silence.
For myself, I am guilty – I’ve kept and lived by sheep
for fourty years.
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It is ironic that wool, which now barely pays for the
shearer’s gang, was the cause of all this – wealth for a
very few and poverty for the rest. For myself, I think
wool will regain value as oil-fibres enter history and
that sheep’s meat and sheep’s wool will again form an
integral part of agricultural rotations. As in the Norfolk
four course rotation sheep and corn can work very
well together.
However, sheep cannot replace woodland. Those
preserved upland pastures are unnatural pastures.
They’d be far, far more productive (economically) in
their natural state – that is as woodland. They’d be
incomparably richer in both biodiversity and biomass.
With regards to climate change, reversion to woodland
could set economies on their way towards (I only say
towards) a photosynthetic balance.
That is not to say that a new upland woodland culture
cannot have some pasture among the trees – for meat,
wool, hides, milk, butter and cheese! Of course, it can
also have cultivated varieties of apples, pears, plums,
nut trees and vines. It can have some wheat, barley
and oats. It can have intensive market gardens. What
am I describing? – a landscape which was sacked by
the opportunist depravity of the Reformation. What do
the National Trust, national parks and environmental
scheme managers preserve? – The depravity. They
celebrate the sack of church and monastery, a new
rentier economy, rising wealth of elites, a refugee
crisis, starvation, city slums…
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Those “environmental” organisations preserve an oilpowered deserted lowland, complemented by
“natural” sheep-grazed equally deserted upland and
the natural consequence of both – over-populated
Desolation Row, where even the community of corner
shop, pub, baker, butcher has mutated into weary
trolleys of debt on Sainsbury Street.
I’ve heard sheep farmers boast of feeding the world by
the sweat of their brows, while ignorance of town-life
swans on… But they’ll feed no worlds with sheep. I’ve
heard friends of mine boast of “pasture-fed” and of the
carbon sequestered beneath their virtuous feet… How
nice it is to have some fields. For myself, I’ll claim no
virtue for land enclosure. The landless settlers of
Desolation Row can claim no virtue – so the
sequestration claim is the claim of privilege. There’s
no virtue in owning or controlling land – only in
husbanding it well.
To be sure feeding grass to ruminants is the proper
and natural thing and feeding them arable crops is not.
But herding sheep and cattle on grass that would be
natural woodland cannot claim virtue for carbon
sequestration, biodiversity, biomass, crop yield,
economic integration, ecologic integration, balanced
cuisine…
To be sure again, mob grazing works, where we need
grazing. It produces deeper soils and a more vivacious
soil-life. That does not change the both economic and
ecologic truth that much upland grass should be
returned to trees.
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Much lowland grass from dairy regions can be turned
to ley farming with arable rotation and to horticulture,
orchards and of course, trees.
Meanwhile those exclusively arable regions (and
potential dust bowls) could do with a lot more grass
(sheep & dairy) in rotation, plus high hedges, copses…
As we focus more on the atmospheric effects of our
terrestrial techniques, so an enthralling re-focusing of
husbandry lies ahead. Some possibilities emerging are
perennial cereal varieties and lane cultivation amongst
fruit, nut and timber trees.
As oil departs, so people must flood back to the
countryside. That is a delightful thing – the germ of a
renewable agriculture and the end of Desolation Row.
(May 2016)

***
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Though organic methods answer the times, does
organic certification do more harm than good?
The truth may be inconvenient, but organic
certification is doing more harm than good. If we’d like
organic certification to do good then the status quo is
not an option. Here are some current effects of organic
certification –
1) The evacuation of town centres by provision of an
organic dispensation to shop in super markets and
retail parks.
2) The erosion of the efforts of those who’d revive
convivial and resilient economies. I include members
of the transition town movement, trades-people and
proper-shop-keepers, those selling in farmers’ markets
and street markets and those who’d seek out such
activities, but find their village/corner shop closed and
their organically-evolved town centre deserted.
I propose that we find a way for the Soil Association
symbol to become a pilgrim’s cockle shell, to sign the
way towards a convivial and resilient economy. It may
lead people step by step from a dependency on ring
roads, super markets and retail parks supplied by the
great corporations and towards a more selfdetermined, commonly-determined and morallydetermined settlement of economies inside their
ecologies. In this it would be side-by-side with the
transition town movement, commons movements, new
economics movements, alternative energy movements
and social justice movements.
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Bringing moral endorsement to an amoral market by
consumerist labelling does not improve the market.
Morality is invisible to amorality. The morality implicit
in organic and fair trade produce does not make the
super market a better place. On the contrary, it kills
the morality, but authenticates the super market
brand. It also contributes to the size of the super
market, while diminishing the size of markets such as
proper shops and market squares.
Definition: Organic – method which gains efficiency by
imitating the cyclic behaviours of organisms. It cannot
define a state, such as a pack of food on a shelf – or its
health qualities. It defines the method.
Likewise, cultures (civilisations) are not states to be
protected. They are also methods. They are what we
do. That a culture emphasises the state of its
achievement is a symptom of decadence – one which
has historically preceded collapse. I think that the Soil
Association has entered its decadent phase –
protecting its state and achievement – even its brand
(its flag). It has begun to celebrate the health-giving
properties (the state) of organically-grown food, more
than it explores organic methods of production.
Meanwhile organic methods hold answers to both
resource-depletion and climate change.
Since certification is doing more harm than good, we
could abandon certification altogether and become a
forum with new liberty for campaigning on soilquality, resource depletion and agricultures as a whole
– bearing in mind that the greatest city is only ever an
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emergent property of sea and soil and that every trade
has emerged from the efficiencies of the labours of
fields. After all, organically-grown food is ordinary
food, without definable qualities – while pesticides,
fungicides, herbicides and so on are present in specific
quantities and also have documented effects – for
instance, the killing of insects, fungi and plants.
More ambitiously, we could hoist the cockle shell as a
way-mark for economies to shuffle towards a
symbiosis with their ecologies by organic methods.
That road will be full of compromise, mistakes,
successes and failures. Even though it may not be
possible to define precisely enough, I think it remains
the best road. It is the best because of those very
human and flexible compromises. It is the road
followed by Don Quixote.
Following that road:
Firstly, I speak of the Soil Association. Other certifiers
will continue the status quo. Consequently, Soil
Association licensees will still be able to supply packhouses, abattoirs and factories, which supply super
markets, but the produce will not bear the Soil
Association logo. Those seeking Soil Association
produce will have to look for it in proper shops and
market squares. Farmers who have no markets but
super markets will continue to supply them and
shoppers who have nothing but super markets nearby,
may still find organically-grown produce there
(bearing other logos).
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The Soil Association cockle shell will be a way mark of
transition towards more resilient economies – people
may find it and sometimes not. It will be part of a step
by step process of evacuating what can no longer be
(fossil-fuelled and bio-fuelled economies) and of
settling within what can remain.
Where no Soil Association logo can be found, people
will ask why? – and then how can we rectify it?
Absence or not of renewable energy supplies asks the
same questions. The limits to what can be bought with
a local currency also ask the same – How can we bring
more economic activity within our currency
community?
Withdrawal of Soil Association licenses from packhouses, abattoirs and factories which supply supermarkets should in many cases be obvious and easy –
but what are we de-certifying? – Scale? Centralisation?
Resource-use? Food miles? The state? – bearing in
mind that we certify methods, not states.
The current compromise (we are already
compromised) is that organic methods are verified in
the field, but that an audit trail follows the produce to
market to maintain its original integrity. Even though
all parts of the distribution chain must receive organic
licenses, there is no requirement for the chain to follow
organic methods. In effect, it has become a
consumerist system of backward audits from point of
sale (state) to point of production (method). It reenforces the state of a pack of food more than the
method of producing it. This is further emphasised by
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Soil Association advertising campaigns which focus
more on the state (of health) of an “organic” product
and less on the method of production. Tragically states
achieve nothing, while methods achieve everything.
Since the process of transition to a “sustainable”
culture will be one of many trials and many errors, we
should be unashamed of “woolly” definitions of which
methods do and which don’t fit organic standards.
Moreover, de-certification of super markets is a
political act and a campaigning Soil Association can
make the most of that opportunity. How do we begin
to frame a definition of what is an organic method?
I suggest that a method begun with organic intent, but
which then fails in some way remains as an organic
technique – human error is inherent in all techniques.
A method without organic intent, such as a
distribution/procurement system, designed for car use
and centralised procurement – ring roads, retail parks
and so on cannot be “organic”.
In this we have no need to considered scale at all – a
village/town/city co-operative could be large in
turnover, while maintaining an organic intent.
Similarly an auction house for the central distribution
of fish, meat, fruit, vegetables, cheeses and so on is an
ancient and organically-evolved system, which can also
be a large one, which maintains an organic intent. It
can be an egalitarian system for the buying and selling
of very many smaller producers and shop-keepers.
Traditionally, auction houses, market halls and squares
have been held in common. (All that is funded by
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taxation from nuclear submarines to schooling is held
in common by the commoners of the particular realm –
local or national)
If we consider scale, food-miles and so on, then we
must decide on a point of exclusion. Move an inch on
either side of that point and we become either included
or excluded. In consequence, I don’t think we should
consider scale.
The way out from an unsustainable way of life is step
by step towards a better one. The Soil Association
symbol could encourage that journey. I may wish to
sell my produce in my local market town and my
surpluses by canal and then by sailing ship for export.
If my market town is deserted (as most are) then I will
have failed from the start. Of course, it is also unlikely
that I will find a sail trader moored at the quay.
However, both these situations can (and must) change
and the absence of the Soil Association cockle shell
both at the quay and in the market square will
politicise the fact. The additional fact that Soil
Association policy is aloof from (client confidential)
distribution is a tragedy. (Promotion of CSAs is no
dispensation – They are promoted because they
threaten no client interests.)
Meanwhile, to survive I must travel (in my white van)
to distant and more busy markets, while maintaining
the intent to abandon those markets when more
appropriate ones begin to swell. They swell
unpredictably in common with others – some to buy,
others to sell….
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We cannot wait for change, but must create it. My
over-travelled white van may be less efficient than the
distribution system of Tesco in the retail park, but my
white van travels towards a better future, in which I
can eventually scrap the van altogether, while Tesco
preserves a perennial anachronism.
So, I propose that organic intent is the yardstick by
which we are presented the pilgrim’s cockle shells for
our hats.
We work for the common good and so common values
are inherent in what we do – all methods have
consequence and so must have a moral. If organic
standards defend a state of enclosure and erode the
vitality of method-making, then we must abandon
them. Property (enclosure) defines our right to
amorality. Commons define our right to responsibility.
After all, the greater part of every economic
transaction remains as trust. Trust lives on the
common. Get precisely-definable teeth into that….
Organic standards are close to those of the guilds of the
trades. They define the responsibilities of commoners
to maintain the common – commons of air, water, soil,
biomass, biodiversity and so on. They are
fundamentally opposed to the enclosures (the property
rights) of consumerism. In short, our probity,
ingenuity and dexterity have been invaded and
enclosed. Our battle is no less than reclamation of the
commons.
These decades are probably the most epic of all
history. We should be honoured. It will be easy to de-
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certify the super-market-tied pack-houses and
abattoirs. I include Waitrose and the Co-op as super
markets. In spite of their more egalitarian ownership
structures, they are as ruthless in the market place as
the others. It will be less easy to define the muddle of
all the rest. Plainly, air freight is not a transition to
something better….
Objections will arise. For instance, some farms supply
super markets with their “farm branded” produce. I
suggest that they find other certifiers. Though their
pack-house or butchery is relatively small in scale, we
don’t consider scale, but intent – their intent is to reenforce the structures of ring road and retail park.
Again, we can forget measurable states and consider
the method – and its consequence – and then the moral
of the consequence.
Let’s embrace the muddle. With most jobs that seem
insurmountable, the only way is to begin. Methods are
revealed inside our mistakes. Without the mistakes,
we don’t find the methods.
We are currently in an organic muddle. Objections to
change are either satisfaction with an achieved state of
enclosure, or otherwise trepidation at a seemingly
impossible task. The satisfied are either those that
have been brought into Soil Association management
“from industry”, or those seduced by brand rhetoric.
We must sack them. With regards to trepidation,
perhaps we should focus on drought, flood, storm,
famine, mass-migration, resource wars…. Again, with
regards to satisfaction… ‘Nuf said.
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Here’s an ancient truth – There’s not a new thought
under the sun, but methods are added by generations –
new tools for new circumstance. States kill methods.
Let’s kill the organic state and liberate the organic
method – your methods may prove mine obsolete. No
matter. Unless we do something, nothing will happen.
Nothing happens like this: four hundred parts per
million and rising.
(First published in the Organic Grower, journal of the
Organic Growers Alliance and in the appendix of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream)
(2014)
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The Confession
It is right to hold sorrow in check, so that we can fulfil
our roles, unburdened. To consider a task properly we
need unbroken intelligence of receptive senses and an
unfettered imagination. Yet, a dead weight of mourning
must also rise by the evidence of those senses. What do
we do with it? We are wounded and must heal if we are
to whole-heartedly contribute to the task. Denial of
sorrow may cause denial of its causes, so that we start
with a diminished view. Open-hearted acceptance can
easily break the heart, so that we become morally
indecisive.
Snow has fallen, covering all our tracks – primal beauty
of the folly of aspiration? Branches of last Summer’s
green wood – each laden with white. Thoughts branch,
seeking sunlight, but are cut off. By what? What is my
sorrow? Collapsed dreams are, for the most part,
accepted as lessons, so where do lessons lie in
trackless snow? Since the snow is mine, it is for me to
discover.
I limp from the scene that broke my heart and return
through the drifts with insufficient or insufficiently
contrite speed. Broken cycles falter – life and leaves –
but the linear goes on – gravity pulls snow over my
lack of response and sunlight falls without
photosynthesis. Sap of the species and white lace of
mycelia, pause beneath snow, but there’s older,
structural grain in the wood – you’ll observe my
economic metaphor.
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Horned scapegoats like branches with breath –
defined, they make struggles, hope, despair and tracks
– undefined and they feed narcissistic dreams of snow
power before the linear wind. Snow tosses its hair like
history recurring and curling in drifts – you’ll note my
political metaphor.
There’s artificial mist before the scapegoat in
Murdoch’s headline. You can’t quite make it out,
because swastikas spin Catherine wheels by Guy
Fawkes’s fire – Front page pageants of fear draw us
from the torture – by hateful incantations, flames and
wheels, but you can’t see much. It’s the national
interest. It’s a bon -fire. A wooden cross against drifting
smoke and planted in snow is my lazy historical
metaphor. The rude tree.
They try quantitive easing of money into the money
flow but money ends where money lies in still pools of
property and rent, which further hollows the
heartwood of economic assets. Towns, villages and
farms are hollowed trees. Ingenious dexterity should
rise in the cambium, but instead, it’s a conduit for
usury, land value, rent, stock casinos – weird sisters.
Round the heartwood cauldron they go - the dance of
full and never empty.
This is a landscape of hollow trees - the tree of Man as
Rude Tree. The cauldron wood is called GDP. Its gas
returned by Summer leaves. That’s the old dance of sun
and leaf. As gross domestic flames increase, so sunlight
falls to fewer leaves. Some rising gas exceeds the
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dance. It’s a marching column in the entry –
atmospheric CO.2
Consider this – economies are primarily
photosynthetic.
***
Economies are hollowed as the rich grow richer at the
rim – in unresponsive enclosures of status, property
value, rent – photosynthetic value is increasingly
sequestered there in anaerobic layers. The aerobic,
cyclic, responsive photosynthetic economy is of people
living, working and keeping house. But what should be
verdant land, has become the hollowed land.
Unemployment, falling wages and lost identity foster
lost thoughts in search of lost identity. Nationalism
turns hollowed to hallowed.
From the gated sequester-lands, a newspeak has been
devised for headlines sold to hollow lands, for the
protection of hallows.
The headline says, Guy Fawkes must be punished by
bon-fire.
***
Towns, roads, bridges, market squares and parliament
buildings are emergent properties of the efficiencies of
entirely photosynthetic woods and fields. Often,
they’ve been the properties of fossilised
photosynthesis, but what’s important, is that they need
not be.
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What are emergent properties of millions of Summers
of burnt, fossil photosynthesis? – Man posing as god?
Yes, but also certain men with god-like tools and most
others without. Money flow is replicated in energy
flow.
When energy was manual, combined with ingenious
use of gravity, wheels, screws, wind, water and also
animals, then money flow (or barter flow) passed
between economic actors. Tax and tithe were drawn to
the edges – but much of that became assets of church
and cathedral, or the protective moats of military and
legislature. Culture remained at the centre, not only in
labour and ingenuity, but in gossip, pleasuring and
holiday. The economic actors knew what was what. Of
course, after the Reformation, (though there were
earlier enclosures) land enclosure began to bleed the
centre. Nevertheless, it was the centre, which
generated every ounce of wealth.
When fossil-powered tools became economic actors,
people began to know less and less of what was what.
Perversely, they had a narrower gossip (knowledge)
and far, far fewer holidays. But as oil and coal became
monopolies, they removed tools from the centre and
sent surplus wealth to store in increasing land value –
that is out of the economy and into the casino lands of
the Edge. Protection of the casino of land value, rent,
oil value and its rent, status value and its rent became
imperative as they became increasingly vulnerable.
The restlessness of the dispossessed at the tool-less
centre became the spur for the headlines on Mr Rupert
Murdoch’s front page. Climate change, species loss,
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resource depletion, inequality, poverty, unemployment
– all threaten the legitimacy of those monopolies and
so the Front Page twists them into causes – not effects.
They joined the shadowy scapegoats.
***
Of course, holding the centre will become necessary as
oil departs and monopolies crumble. But that does not
mean bringing centrism into today’s governments and
corporations. It doesn’t mean bringing the system to its
senses – that is – to attempt the sustainable
development of a system which is in all cases, bound to
collapse. Something for nothing is designed to collapse.
It means that enough people must step economically
into their ecologies and together learn to live by what
remains will provide. That work must be curious, open
hearted and well-adjusted to learning from failure. In
any case, as David Fleming teaches us, highly complex
reciprocal obligations weave the fabric of all
economies. The larger part of an economy is beyond
measure.
Our hollowed, fossil-powered economies are shedding
those obligations and with them the self-belief of their
citizens. People attach lost morals to an older time and
have been manipulated by the unscrupulous to blame
the loss on fictitious contemporary ills. It is dangerous.
Hate is blind. It is a blizzard in the wind. The drifts
cover conversation – even by the fireside – but if
there’s substance then there’s some good in
everything.
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After all, that sense of loss is deeply true and from an
injustice maintained in government by both the
American Democrats and the British New Labour Party
– just as much as by Republican and Tory.
How do we penetrate the drifts, when we are polarised
in banners and barricades?
Here’s something – It may be easier to find convivial
conversation with a Farage supporter than with an
enlightened and liberal believer in social mobility,
economic growth, technological futurism… Social
mobility postulates a hierarchy in which we become
mobile, further economic growth is ridiculous and
future technology is a fantasy.
Those blizzard voices are hateful to be sure, but they
are the voices of loss – though they have no substance,
they do have the lack of it. Find what’s lost and we may
find a common ground.
As we’ve explored in other essays, seriousness is the
means by which we remove thought and feeling
(intelligence), so that we can accomplish a task.
Leaders exhale seriousness to remove intelligence
from their senses. I think that pack and herd leaders of
other species do the same. There’s a leaden stupidity to
the corridors of power. There’s nothing new in that.
That is the purpose of comedy and of course, tragedy –
to reconcile disorder into the ordering of things.
Comedy is of the mind. Tragedy is of the heart. The
plots are the same. Our predicament is not grand, or
serious – seriously engage and we’ll be lost from the
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start. It’ll be found in commons of suffering, delight,
laughter and tears. A blinding snow of serious hate
provokes reciprocal and serious rage and alternative
bon-fires in the national interest.
It’s not much of a solution, but bear this in mind Nothing of importance is serious.
***
(January 2017)
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PART TWO – ON BURNING BIOMASS
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End the Burning – Begin the Growing
As I look across our fields I can see the deepening, or
paling green of rotations. The deeper the colour, the
swifter the flow of life and the greater the harvest
yield. Life has energy – increased speed indicates
increased mass.
Good agricultural technique places an economy as
nicely as possible inside the complex flow (or very
many flows) of an ecology. When economy and ecology
are seamlessly enmeshed then both may run at
optimum speeds.
Of course, economy offers a further complexity, which
often hinders a proper application of agricultural
technique. For instance, produce may flow away from a
field (ecology) into an economy, which sends no
wastes back in return – so that soil life diminishes,
crop colour pales, life slows – and of course, crop yields
fall.
Neolithic pioneers would have quickly learnt the rule
of return, just as all organic gardeners and farmers
must know it today. Slash and burn would have been
chosen by some, but most would have become devoted
to and grateful for their patch of soil. Ancestral
commons have been passed devoutly to descendants.
In most cultures, when thinking of soil, people find
powerfully charged concepts such as “home” or
“maternity”.
“We note that such virtue is traditionally found in
labour, craft, dwelling and suffering supported, not by
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an abstract earth, environment or energy system, but by
the particular soil these very actions have enriched with
their traces
Yet, in spite of this ultimate bond between soil and being,
soil and the good, philosophy has not brought forth the
concepts that would allow us to relate virtue to common
soil – something vastly different from managing
behaviour on a shared planet.”
Declaration on Soil, Ivan Illich 1990
Yes, the rule of return is easy to understand, though
much more difficult to perfectly follow. However, every
gardener knows that if she grows a crop, harvests it,
but returns nothing to the soil, then the following crop
will be smaller. It is such a simple idea and one that is
universally replicated not only in ecologies, but in
physics and even social justice.
Yet consider this –
“If biomass is burned, the chemistry is more or less
reversed, and the original energy and raw material (CO2
and water) are released. There is then no net gain or loss
of CO2, which is why biological fuels are considered to be
“Carbon neutral.”
That hypothesis was given to me by Peter Harper of
the Centre for Alternative Technology in justification of
the plan in Zero Carbon Britain 2030 to maintain a
third of current UK air traffic by biofuels.
The hypothesis says that our allotment gardener can
grow a crop, return no wastes to the soil and yet
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receive the same crop yield (the same photosynthetic
leaf area) the following season. Plainly, Zero Carbon
Britain 2030 is wrong and our ordinary gardener is
right.
Here’s the truth – If we grow a crop, return nothing to
soil but gas (& if lucky, ashes), then the following
season’s crop will be smaller. Soil life (soil carbon) will
diminish, area of leaf presented for photosynthesis will
shrink and atmospheric carbon dioxide will increase.
That is even before burning the crop. Biofuels of any
kind (apart from AD) have a greater climate change
effect than any fossil fuels.
(Anaerobic digestion replicates natural fermentation. It
gathers gas for energy, while returning “digestate” to
the soil.)
The tragedy is that IPCC climate change calculations
assume the same (CAT) hypothesis. I propose that
climate change is advancing far more rapidly than
expected because “none land use change” biofuels have
been entered in IPCC’s carbon budgeting as “carbon
neutral”.
I’ve heard friends of mine repeat the above hypothesis
with the careful tones of those who’ve come to
understand a complex and esoteric idea. In the last few
years we’ve had “important” BBC programmes
reiterating it – most notably a series by the director of
Kew Gardens and another by the particle physicist
Professor Brian Cox. Both speak in hushed and awestruck wonder at the power of photo synthesis. Of
course it is right to marvel at the power of
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photosynthesis and the viewer is hooked. Yet the
hypothesis is wrong.
How has this happened? It would not matter that it had
happened if we were arguing the virtue of a
hypothesis. The beauty of scientific hypotheses is that
they always have been and always will be wrong. But
the hypothesis has been universally accepted and
applied in the carbon budgets of nation states,
corporations – in personal and small business carbon
footprints and finally in the Paris Climate Change
Accord. All, assume that burning biomass can be
carbon neutral if there has been no land-use change –
that is energy from wastes, arable crops, “novel” crops
(such as kelp & algae) and forestry are all considered
to be carbon neutral.
I propose that physicists who dominate the climate
calculation community (and perhaps intimidate it)
have not entered the existing energy in the life which
they’d burn. Biomass is entered as mass, which
becomes energy by combustion. I think they miss a
coefficient of time. Biomass carbon is entered by the
same value that a lifeless mass of coal is entered – by
its mass on the scales.
Consider this analogy to what has been done. Our IPCC
physicist attributes to a pond of water (coal) the same
mass as a river (life). But the pond has no energy, while
the river is undeniably energetic!
As our physicist sits on the river bank, the mass of
water is increased per second, per minute, per… while
the pond (for the purpose of argument) remains the
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same. The animal biomass which writes this piece
about biomass, will shortly stand up and walk to the
veg field, where it will pick up a hoe and begin to hoe.
That energy to do this and that – to change the mass of
this and that, is ignored. The river is just a pond, says
Professor Brian Cox. (as Albert Einstein turns in his
grave)
Sometimes it needs a farmer/gardener to tell a physics
professor what is truly what – as Albert Einstein knew
– testing relativity by Newton.
Albert might tell me how better to enter the burning of
biomass into a climate change prediction. For a start
this simple rustic suggests mass/hour – a system for
mass, similar to that we use for energy – kw/hour. I
leave that to others, particularly because I don’t think
we’ll find a proper energy coefficient for highly
variable life. Sadly, I leave it as the lost coefficient of
time – and tragically lost time – and rapidly
accelerating climate change.
I suppose that 32ft per second sq. is embedded in that
flow of water, just as the linear contribution of sunlight
has entered the leaves. Sun and gravity are (for our
purpose) linear, constant contributions.
We change and engage with variables not constants,
otherwise we engage in futility.
***
Anyway, this writer can gaze across his fields and see a
deepening and paling of green. Sometimes colours
reflect expected patterns of increasing/diminishing
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fertility provided by crop rotations. Sometimes they
reflect the weather. Very often they reflect this
farmer’s miscalculations and mistakes.
Let’s consider a willow coppice, designed for a biomass
boiler. I choose the innocent-sounding willow coppice
unashamedly for polemical advantage. These willows
are not entered in climate predictions, of the IPCC, or
in any government carbon dioxide budgets, because
they are considered to be in balance – photo-synthetic
re-growth & combustion gas are thought to be of
equivalent value.
Moreover, Willow coppice evokes a benign image of
what may go onward the same though dynasties pass…
Right – Willow coppice will shrink as dynasties pass.
The area of Willow leaf presented for photosynthesis
will diminish as soil life diminishes, because willow
stems and leaves have been sent, every three years or
so, to the furnace and insufficient biomass (in autumn
leaves) has been returned to soil.
But wait, says our physicist – wastes (sewage sludge)
has been returned to the field to maintain a balance.
But wait again, says I – that sewage has been removed
from a food cycle elsewhere, so that distant foodproducing fields have been impoverished to feed those
flames of yours. The biomass and photosynthetic area
of the whole has been diminished.
Wait again turnip head, says the physicist, hydroelectricity has fixed Nitrogen from the air and feeds
those Willows for nothing…
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Well, nitrogen does stimulate growth but it also
stimulates a plant to drain its soil of every other
element. (It increases leaf biomass, while reducing soil
biomass) And anyway, societies will become so energy
deficient that electricity generation must be channelled
to domestic and infrastructure demands to avoid
economic collapse. Meanwhile, burning biomass will
lead to ecological collapse.
It is true that nitrogen provides a kind of battery for
generated energy – particularly energy produced far
from centres of population (as hydro and wind often
are). But a more useful battery/storage would be in
hydrogen for transport or in conventional (and new
generation) batteries for direct electricity usage.
***
And having considered the cycles of burning and
regrowth, let’s now consider what we mean by
sequestration. Here again, this writer is at odds with
the IPCC and most carbon auditors.
The word suggests quietude and stillness and in the
case of anaerobic layers of ancient peat, coal strata and
so on, so it is.
But if we consider soil it is not. Soil is alive – soil mass
flows between species in variable mass at variable
speeds. As we’ve seen, the energy in that mass should
give living carbon a greater value (mass plus energy)
than lifeless fossil carbon.
If we take biomass from the living world and bury it in
a carbon sump (in the Lovelock manner) then we
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shrink a life cycle and diminish subsequent photo
synthesis. We have prevented a return of regenerative
biomass to soil and have broken the rule of return.
Carbon sumps increase atmospheric carbon dioxide.
The same is true of the value given to carbon
embedded in house timbers and so on. Of course, the
negative effect is insignificant relative to the utterly
destructive effects of biofuels, but I think it important
to note for the sake of understanding bio-cycles.
The linear contribution of the sun just keeps on giving.
Once upon a time there was no life on Earth and it shall
be so again. So, life has expanded beyond an absolute
rule of return. Forest fire, volcano and reasonable
human activity (such as house building and an
occasional log fire) have been balanced by the
awesome power of photosynthesis. Coal, gas, oil and
peat, once parts of living cycles, have lain sequestered
– removed from life’s cycles and yet life has continued
to expand to an optimum point.
Photosynthesis gives us leeway for husbandry
mistakes, for a little frugal fire, but not for burning as a
way of life.
But now millions of years of sequestration have been
released in just a few decades to power an extraordinary and unprecedented way of life that must end
as that combustion ends. As fossil fuels end, the ways
of life they powered must similarly end.
We cannot replace the burning of coal gas and oil with
burning the life out of Earth. On the contrary we must
do all we can to re-grow the mass of life of which we
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are a part. Diminish any part and we diminish the rest
– including the biomass (in crop yield and populations)
of the economies of the species Man.
Here’s something in a sort of physicist language
(possibly).
When economy and ecology are seamlessly enmeshed,
then both can run at optimum speeds. When not,
friction between them will slow both their cycles, grind
down biomass and release wasted economic heat…
We’ve lost the coefficient of time.
Here are frightening statistics from UK Government’s
Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs
(Defra)
UK SHARE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY
Electricity – Bioenergy 44%, wind 20%, Hydro 4%,
solar 3%
Transport – Bio diesel 6%, bioethanol 3%
Heat – wood 15%, other biomass 4%, solar thermal &
other 1%
So, biofuels account for 72% of UK’s so called
renewable energy production. Only 28% may be called
truly renewable.
CONSIDERING ONLY ELECTRICITY GENERATION
Bioenergy 61.97%, wind 28.17% hydro 5.63%, solar
4.23%
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I think many nation states must consume a higher
proportion of truly renewable energy, but even so, I
propose that biofuels explain the unexpected rapidity
of climate change.
Even organisations such as Biofuel Watch, which
campaigns very effectively against profligate burning,
do so because it is crazy to grow crops for the furnace
rather than for food. What’s more, biofuel crops grown
by land use change are agreed by all to emit more
carbon than they save. However, I know of none who
oppose all biofuels from first principles. That is crazy,
since every gardener, allotment-holder, or window-box
tender should understand the rule of return – that
subsequent crops cannot be grown on a diet of gas and
ashes – that imported fertility must be taken from
somewhere else, where fertility has been diminished.
Biofuels are a part of a fossil-fuelled hubris that cannot
see why its extraordinary way of life must end. It turns
blindly from burning one thing to wildly burning
another. We’ve powered a way of life by combustion. It
is the combustion (internal and external) which must
end.
(July 2016)
***
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Biomass is a Common
The mass of life is composed of countless
interconnections. It flows between species and
between generations of each species. Nevertheless, all
those flows are tributaries to a final optimum Major
Sea of Earth’s biomass.
Let’s consider a human community (household/parish/village/town/city/nation state/world) as
a communal biomass flowing between generations.
Let’s also consider that communal biomass flowing
through its living terrain – from species to species –
increasing in speed, or diminishing in speed –
sometimes sequestered in a dry plain of motionless,
lifeless physics – but for our purpose, always ending, in
a final, optimum mass – the Minor Sea of those
particular community inter-connections.
Here’s a thing, which it may be wise to keep in mind –
no one knows what life is.
Here’s another – Once upon a time, there was no life on
Earth and it shall be so again.
Here’s yet another for those who falsely equate carbon
cycles with life cycles – After all life has gone, carbon,
or the energy derived from it, will always remain.
Carbon and life cannot be inter-changed for the
purpose of climate (atmospheric carbon dioxide)
calculations.
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The central consideration for atmospheric carbon
dioxide projections is not the mass of carbon. It is the
mass of life.
This leads me to some other very simple propositions.
1 – If we bury life in a “carbon sump” or in an
“embedded carbon structure” then we have diminished
a life cycle. We have not taken carbon from the
atmosphere and sequestered it in terrestrial mass.
Rather, we have diminished the power of life to
regenerate. We have weakened photosynthetic carbon
capture and some linear solar energy. In the process,
we have increased atmospheric carbon dioxide and
diminished the mass of life.
It is plain that if we bury all life, we end all
photosynthesis. A carbon sump is one stepping stone
(metaphor well chosen) towards the same.
2 – If we burn life, we diminish life (as in a carbon
sump) and we also release combustion gas, to the same
degree as fossil fuel. It follows that burning biomass
has a greater carbon dioxide effect than burning fossil
fuels.
3 – Life has expanded to an optimum mass, despite its
gradual (occasionally sudden) sequestration in peat
bogs, coal gas and oil reserves and other fossil rocks
(calcium & so on). Atmospheric carbon dioxide has
been more or less Gaia regulated, despite those
sequestrations, and despite volcano and forest fire.
Nevertheless, points 1 and 2 remain true. It follows
that the linear solar contribution gives leeway for both
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some “embedded structure” and for some biomass
burning.
Of course, we need timber for building houses. Sunlight
provides leeway for growing timber trees. It also
provides a little leeway for some domestic heating.
Only within that leeway can we call properly-managed
forestry, “renewable forestry”.
Bear in mind that even within that leeway, our wood
chip boilers and woodstoves have slightly greater
carbon dioxide effect than fossil fuels. It follows that
within that leeway, we’d do better to burn coal, gas and
oil, while managing agriculture and forestry for
maximum, optimum, photosynthetic biomass.
This writer thinks that the unexpected rapidity of
climate change has been caused by the academic
consensus that non-land-use-change biomass burning
can be entered in carbon budgets as carbon neutral.
Had the consensus given the burning of timber and
arable crops the same carbon dioxide effect as fossil
fuels, then I propose that climate predictions would be
far less optimistic than at present.
***
Burning either biomass, or fossil mass within that
more or less safe counter-balancing solar leeway
presents a social problem. That burning must be at
“pre-industrial” levels and I suspect at less than that.
UN figures put world population for years 2015 at
7.349 billion, for 1800 at 1 billion and for 1600 at 580
million.
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By 1600 in the UK, forest cover had been stripped to
far less than today because of a rapacious demand for
house and ship timbers and for domestic fuel. By 1680
coal had prevented economic collapse.
Today, we can hope that electricity will arrive to
prevent current economic collapse. Most accept the
folly of burning fossil fuels to produce that electricity.
Plainly, burning biomass to that end, must be the
pinnacle of folly.
But also, consider this – my benign Ash-scented
woodstove – with timber from “sustainable” local
woods, or hedge-rows, makes my house-hold one of
privilege. If I claim the privilege, then I remove that
privilege from others. If I claim to live within the solar
leeway, then I have enclosed a common by my right to
deny that solar leeway to others. Imagining that the
world population in 1600 was largely “pre-industrial”,
I tentatively project that only 1 in 3 house-holds in the
world can be permitted a domestic coal, or wood stove
today. (imagining a house-hold of 4)
That figure of 1 in 3 families holds only if we burn
nothing at all for both transport and electricity
generation. In any case, there is wildly insufficient
acreage in the UK to grow biomass for the current
population’s domestic heating. 1 in 3 for the world,
may prove closer to 1 in 30 households for the
population density of the UK.
Our problem is not burning fossil fuels, but burning
any kind of fuel. Our problem is burning.
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We have wind, water, solar and (if we think we can
trust an amoral monopoly supply) nuclear sources for
electricity generation. Then, as we’ve explored in
previous articles, direct traction from wind and water
for factories and work-shops. We can remove energy
demands of transport by removing the need for
transport – that is by living as we’ve always lived until
very recent history – with both work and pleasure but
a step, or cycle ride from our doors – and then we can
have a vibrant international and far more egalitarian
trade by sail power. There is hope. Living within our
ecological means returns economic choices to the
ingenuity and dexterity of citizenship – technologies
and tools may be devised less behind intellectual
property walls and more in quiet garden sheds, fields
and work-shops. Attempts to green current ways of life
(supplied by irresponsive, irresponsible monopolies)
are roads to climate chaos and despair.
***
Plainly, biomass is a common. It is the primary
common. Moreover, the greatest mass of bio lies in that
thin layer of top soil on which all economies depend
and which some, including this writer, have enclosed
as their own and called fenced property.
Plainly, since the greatest city is only ever an emergent
property of the efficiencies of fields, if we can grow
enough food, then all the rest can follow. Economic
biomass, including mass of humanity, food, and
materials (timber, paper, fabrics and so on) flows back
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and forth, between species and between the
generations of species we call an ecology.
Let’s consider some fields.
Regulating the speed of life is the whole art of
husbandry. It is also the whole art of durable
settlements. Crops flow into a biomass of people and
must flow out again to the fields which produced those
crops. Shorter & smaller cycles flow through gardens
and allotments.
The whole agricultural metabolism of towns, fields,
gardens and the cultural techniques to connect them is
complex, evolved and evolving. The trial and error of
husbandry, cuisine, transport and emerging trades are
what we call an agriculture.
Gazing across a patchwork of fields, I can see that speed
presented in the deepening or paling green of rotations.
The colours reveal the velocity of life as it travels
between species – the deeper the green, the faster the
flow and so the increase of biomass.
Lazily copied from A Midsummer Night’s Dream 2014.
Consider two fields which have been provided with an
optimum allotment of wastes to maintain their fertility.
If I return a larger share to field one, I’ll receive a high
crop yield, but some of that waste will be mineralised
by soil fauna and not taken up by the crop. Nutrients
will be lost as gas to the air and as minerals to water
courses.
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Field two will receive a less than optimum biomass and
the crop yield will fall.
Optimum crop yield for both fields – field one, plus
field two will be lower than the total yield had wastes
been divided equally.
We can see that story of two fields replicated across
farms, parishes, regions and nation states. Human
nature being what it is, some will appropriate more
wastes than others – increasing their farm yield (&
bank balance) but reducing the optimum yield (& bank
balance) of the community as a whole.
That is a classic tale of the tragedy of the enclosures.
As uncertain weather patterns likely with climate
change increase, so communities will become more
anxious to achieve maximum, optimum food supply. To
achieve that, wastes (sewage, green waste, food waste,
processing bi-products and so on) must be divided
strategically. They could be administered rather like
water rights in Mediterranean communities, or the
rotation of medieval strip fields.
The following is also copied from A Midsummer Night’s
Dream.
Some commons to be restored into the fabric of my
midsummer night’s dream– roads, market squares,
harbours, soils, water, biomass….
But all other commons are as nothing compared to
commons of biomass. Just as towns, roads and trades are
emergent properties of agriculture, so agriculture
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emerges from the flows of biomass between species to
and from human cultures.
Biomass cycles from field to city and back again. That
flow is obviously a common and a common good if
managed by good common law.
The cabbage I sell in the market place has common
biomass, but also the value of being a cabbage.
So, I ask for a cabbage price to pay for the labour of
producing it. To value a common is to enclose it. My
valued cabbage is an enclosure valued at my labour
value.
But the sewage and waste leaf produced from the
cabbage must return to the common flow of biomass.
Unless a biomass equivalent is returned to my field, I
cannot grow as many cabbages in the future, because
the fertility of my soil has been diminished by one
cabbage.
So, the common produces value (enclosed common), but
common law asks for that value to be returned, so that
the common can keep producing value and so that
succeeding generations can continue to provide
themselves with cabbages.
In effect, I can as good as “own” a field without owning
its soil, biomass, or water. These are commons to be
protected.
It is accepted that commoners own the means to the
responsibilities of the common.
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***
This brings me to a current and highly unpleasant (disconvivial) fashion amongst those who happen to have
land property. It is the claim of carbon sequestration as
virtue. Those who don’t own land property can claim
no such virtue. This fashion is taken to extremes by
those who are fortunate to control a grass paddock or
two. They need do nothing in particular – just walk the
boundaries and claim carbon dispensation – perhaps
to set against, let’s say a holiday flight… Meanwhile,
much of UK’s large grass acreage would provide better
economic, ecologic and photosynthetic contributions in
its natural state – that is as woodland.
Carbon property is as destructive as land enclosure –
both command rent (or dispensation) without social
return.
(I don’t like the term sequestration for soil fauna,
whose biomass flows variably between plants and
animals and back. It is appropriate for the stillness of
fossil strata, peat bogs and embedded structures)
A few years ago, a grower claimed that his large inputs
of compost removed enough atmospheric carbon
dioxide to justify bi-annual holiday flights. He based a
lecture tour on this assertion. He provided a
composting site for local green waste and I’m sure,
made very good compost and distributed much of it
not for himself, but others. Nevertheless, in any
enduring culture, that green waste should have been
returned to a great many more fields and farms. The
sequestration/holiday flight balance is nonsense.
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I mention the above, because those sequestration
claims have not been challenged. The suicidal claim by
IPCC and the Paris Accord that burning arable and
forest biomass can be accounted carbon neutral,
remains similarly unchallenged.
These are no small errors. The correction is central to
the maintenance of human cultures.
(September 2016)

***
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A Challenge – Four Critical Questions About
Burning Biomass
“When short-term biomass is burned, such as annual
crops, the amount of carbon generated can be taken up
quickly by the growing of new plants. But when the
biomass comes from wood and trees, not only can the
regrowing and thus the recapture of carbon take years
or decades, but also, the carbon equation must take into
consideration carbon the trees would have naturally
stored if left untouched.” Earth Institute, Columbia
University
The hypothesis that “carbon generated (by burnt
biomass) can be quickly taken up by the growing of new
plants” has been accepted without question. It was
proposed once upon a time by a naked physicist. It is
now the consensus. Although it is usual for a
hypothesis to receive both scrutiny and testing, I can
find no evidence, anywhere at all, that this hypothesis
has been either questioned, or tested. Yet it is central
to the IPCC and the Paris Accord.
I propose that it is a fallacy, which (applied) will
contribute to the destruction of human cultures.
The Earth Institute and others calculate other critical
influences, such as land use change, arable techniques,
regrowth time and so on, but the consensus holds
firmly to the Naked Physicist’s central fallacy.
Any farmer or gardener has the means to refute the
hypothesis.
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If we grow a crop in season one, returning no biomass
to the soil, then the harvest in season two will be
smaller. Harvest in season three will be considerably
smaller – in season four, five six – it will tend towards
the negligible. As soil fauna (soil carbon) shrinks, so
the crop shrinks, along with both its leaf area and
photosynthetic power.
We can maintain cropping and photosynthesis by
importing biomass from a neighbouring cycle. (such as
local sewage for a local willow coppice) In doing so, we
transfer our problem elsewhere. (We diminish a food
cycle to feed an energy cycle) The problem remains.
Of course, some assume the import of manufactured
fertilisers (from finite holes in the ground). Artificial
fertilisers will continue to shrink soil biomass. Their
problems, (run-off and gasification) are also noted by
IPCC.
Four questions –
1 – Can anyone defend the Naked Physicist’s
hypothesis?
2 – Has the hypothesis been tested?
3 – Why have we accepted the solution of a physicist,
when the problem was never in the physicist’s realm?
4 – Who is/was the Naked Physicist?
(September 2016)
***
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Postscript
When we call our current anti-capitalist casino of
neoliberalism capitalist, we evoke a train of thought,
which seeks remedies for the wrong sickness.
Capitalism was dreamed by Adam Smith as a countermeasure to the emerging illnesses of rentier
profiteering, currency manipulation, usury and the use
of bonds and shares – not as a means to finance and so
capitalise a venture, but as chips in a trading casino,
which is careless of that venture and of the complex
mutuality of social systems.
Today, the effects of rent, usury and stock and share
casinos have laid waste essential commons of soil,
biomass, biodiversity and water and have even upset
the balance of Earth’s atmosphere. Properly-applied
capitalism would have remedied those ills.
Capitalism will not function without inherited and
bequeathed commons. Actually, capitalism is confined
to the pages of a few evidently-forgotten, or at any rate,
misapplied books. The probity of the skilled was
essential to Adam Smith’s thoughts on both the
exchange and maintenance of capital. Probity lives on
the common and is passed from ancestors to
descendants by codes of apprenticeship and of the
goings on of life – gossip, storytelling – by what binds a
culture.
Capitalism and monopoly are fundamentally opposed.
Capital and common are fundamentally conjoined.
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That is why we cannot rail at the ills of capitalism,
because it has never existed. It remains ethereal – a
lost idea seeking the physics of application.
We can however, rail at what Adam Smith identified as
ills. These things are parasitic to the wealth of nations the casino of bonds and shares; of usury; of rent; of
currency manipulation. Adam wrote for the readers of
his time and in some respects, is time-bound. Deeper
truths are universal, but shallower fashions have
greater physical effects. That’s a difficulty – we wring
our hands to address ephemeral, yet physicallypowerful fashions, which are deaf to deeper reason.
We speak to contemporary perversities, which often
lead us perversely off-course. Deep truth is timeless,
but unheard – unwanted in the politics of power.
As the casino expands, capital assets are stripped.
Nevertheless, as spending slows, like a bloke on a bike,
the casino meanders. When growth in spending stops,
the bloke falls off. (Image from David Fleming)
Because collapsing casinos cause economic chaos,
governing officials seize on the virtue of increased
casino-flow. When casinos fall, businesses collapse,
unemployment soars and tax revenues wither.
Societies find insufficient revenue for unemployment
relief, healthcare and maintenance of essential
infrastructures. Who, in authority wants such a legacy
as her memorial? Such doubt is regularly defeated by
an adopted religious (actually cult) fervour.
Meanwhile, the cult (the applied minds of governments
and corporate employees) continues to strip casino
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restraints and so also to strip real capital and common
assets. Some fear being the one who says, enough and
so must deal with the real economic consequences,
many just go with the status quo, while others are
happy believers, because rentier effects and careless
trade in currency, bonds and shares have made them
personally very rich.
Growth in spending (GDP) is not a measure of
increased assets, or of economic growth. In many
respects, it measures shrunken assets. Everywhere, in
developed economies, capital is shrinking as both
natural commons (biodiversity, biomass…) and
institutional commons (healthcare, roads, harbours,
bridges…) also shrink. Casinos expand. (land rent,
intellectual property rent, rent for status, money rent)
Wages shrink as rents increase. The rich become richer
and the poor, poorer. Such decadence would crumble
any civilisation, but the new ingredient of fossil fuel
has extended ours far beyond its proper span. Moneyflow and energy-flow are directly related.
Neo-liberal exchequers pour in quantitive easing to
maintain spending – most of which ends in property, to
further shrink capital by increased rent. A real
economist (or good house-keeper) would have applied
new deals, for specific infrastructures, such as
renewable energy, canals, or housing, which would in
turn provide real and worthwhile employment, which
leaves behind, real capital assets. Properly issued, noncasino shares or bonds can do the same – for instance,
a local need for a village/corner shop; pub; wind
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turbine; factory can be met by the community, which
needs them.
All this is so simple, that once upon a time, a little child
would have noticed that the casino had no clothes. It is
certain that many little children, have many times,
done so, but simple truth is not for political discourse.
My green friends continue to blame a non-existent
capitalism for environmental degradation and climate
change. We temper non-existent capitalism with
carbon trading schemes, which are immediately and
gleefully snapped up as gamblers’ chips in the casino.
We introduce eco-system services and true-cost
accounting – which are swallowed as value-added
commodity. To value an eco-system service, we first
enclose it. We enclose what capitalism would have left
untouched on the common – because the purpose of a
common is to maintain a source of capital through
generations. All capital has limits. It has particular
shape, size, mass, scent, sound, energy… so it has
specific form - a form we can love, share, study,
nurture, preserve, bequeath – about which we can sing.
Cultural assets ripple through the delights and worries
of gossip, good housekeeping and storytelling. Remove
any one of those activities, or sensitivities and the
economy will weaken. Yes. Music, elegance of
architectural design, the re-telling of stories, a hand
shake, a good joke, erotic intimacies, a walk to the
hilltop… are things for which we pay no money and yet
by which economies are cemented.
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Instead of promoting true cost accounting of ecosystem services, why not promote capitalism?
It is where shape, size, mass and so, on exist and are
accounted. They can be accounted by weight and
measure, but they can be accounted spiritually. And
that is the ground where the convivial and lean
economies coexist together with the winding caravans
of transition town, permaculture, agroecology/organic,
new economics, alternative currency, renewable
energy, conservation… movements.
Capital is an enclosed common. But the act of enclosure
must be by common rules of behaviour. The behaviour
carries reciprocal obligation to maintain the source of
that capital – that is natural commons of good air, good
water, good soil, vivacious biomass and thriving
biodiversity.
Capital and common are one binary system – each
exists, because of the other.
However, perhaps we should separate natural
commons from social commons. Humans are one
species, utterly dependent on the vivacity of the rest –
many of which, though ultimately connected, will
evolve and interact beyond the ripples of human
contact. What’s more, natural commons can and
should, in some respects, escape definition of
commons, because they have no connection with
capital and thus no need for a binary common. The
common is that place inside an economy (human
house-keeping), which restricts economic behaviour to
that which is sustainable. So, we could define much of
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a natural system as beyond commons – beyond the
justified hand of human activity.
Anyway, natural commons, such as soil and water,
which appear as capital inside an economy in the form
of cabbages and tomatoes, remain very different from
the tax, or tithe-derived commons of roads, bridges,
hospitals, schools, market halls, harbours, churches,
cathedrals, standing armies, nuclear submarines and
parliament buildings.
Perhaps we do need new terms to separate the two.
However, in all cases, those commons regulate
temporal behaviour, so that descendants receive the
same quantity and quality of a common economic
resource. Such an understanding of commons is also a
capitalist understanding of the maintenance of capital.
Of course, much of the capital held by an oil-powered
economy is tied to oil. As oil departs, that capital must
depart. Internal combustion and jet engines are
sources of major parts of our ways of life. They will
vanish and with them – air travel, the family car,
suburbia… That very much shrunken economy is one
where people can more easily find each other’s
qualities and also, more easily find a cultural symbiosis
with the living Earth.
Beyond climatic suicide, the vast energy resources
needed to power current ways of living do not exist.
It’s a good start, to look about, to value what capital we
can have. If we – and we’ve evolved to do so - care for
our children, then we must make sure that the means
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to such capital are replenished. Every ounce of capital
is attached to ancestral directives to maintain the
common ounce which supplied it.
The common requires human energy and human
ingenuity to engage with it. That engagement provokes
much more than this simple sum - common wealth
minus enclosed capital equals zero. It provokes
ingenuity, dexterity, curiosity, delight, fulfilment,
humility and a need for each other. That is, it provokes
a more fulsome, diverse and so resilient culture.
One day, quite soon, the dams of the casino will break
releasing torrents of tumbling economic assets and
swirling human emotions. If we are previously engaged
in large enough numbers with casino-divested ways of
life, then with a lot of luck we can look, one to the
other, to turn the wheels of a lean and convivial
economy as islands in the flood. As we’ve just explored,
much of the capital in that economy is human capital
for which we pay no rent.
We’ve no choice but to begin as soon as we can devise
the liberty. We are restrained by wage, mortgage and
so on? Yes. It will take some devising. Statistical
analysis suggests that it would be more honest to live
with despair? With regards to both climate change and
cascading casinos - Yes. Often, we will. Nevertheless, a
self, or anthropological analysis suggests a greater
truth in hope – it is an inherited imperative. Doing the
right thing makes happiness. Should we choose the
displeasure of doing wrong to confirm an addition of
statistical likelihood? Failure? It is perennial to
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everyone, and to all history. It is unproductive, and this
fool thinks foolish, not to hope that we can stand on
solid-enough ground to emerge with some capital –
both weighed and measured and spiritual - after The
Fall.
Think of this - the sanctity of the bedtime story – How
would you begin? Where’s the greatest good? Perhaps
here, we can unearth the deeper integrity. You are the
adult. What do you tell the child? - Once upon a time…
Once upon a time, a child of consumerism grew up, and
looking down, understood that her children were
looking up and to her alone…
***
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Apology
A train of thought is neither enhanced, nor made more
true, by supporting texts from other writers. It is a
weariness of the times that lazy thinking can be stood
more upright by interspersed quotations, which
impress by the breadth of the writers reading.
Ideas that would collapse with a yawn of ennui, spring
awake by a roll call of dignified peers. That’s the style
demanded by modern publishers and critics. Once
upon a time, we’d call such productions pot-boilers.
They are often prize winners – particularly when we
cleverly drop the right names in the pot. An internet of
cut and paste has enabled a production line.
Of course, we should refer to the sources we use and of
course, we can be inspired by the thoughts of others.
Such inspiration and sources become part of the text.
We applaud them as we write. The celebration is
intrinsic and needs no appendix.
Histories and biographies, by their natures, travel
through literature and anecdote, to which we should
supply references, but works of science and philosophy
(economics is a branch of philosophy) become both
diluted and falsely re-enforced in that process. The
clear, moral thinking of philosophy and the sceptical,
amoral thinking of science need the quietude – firstly
of the hermit’s cell and secondly of the uncorrupted
analysis of data.
Had the purpose of a book been to analyse another’s
ideas, then proper referencing would be simple justice.
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Quite differently, in these essays, I pursue myself – that
is, I pursue Everyman, to discover what he thinks. For
that, I must shut out all but his own experience and like
Isaac Walton, study to be quiet.
That’s my apology for a lack of appendices.
***
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